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operations of Night Riders in this
region. A band of about twenty
masked men, all armed and wearing
on their shoulders the Night Rider
scarf of white cloth, invaded the
place shortly after ten o'clock Tues-
day night, whipped a white man,
fired guns promiscuously, and left
verbal warning for all "trifling ne-
groes" to go to work or get ready to
be punished by the clan.
Well Planned.
The raid was well planned and
apparently was accomplished with-
out a hitch. The gang is said to
have tied its horses at a point west
of the town. The -members entered
on foot and their advent was signal-
ized by the discharge of firearms.
Marching swiftly down the princi-
pal street they halted in front of the
Cumberland telephone exchange.
Two of the men entered and covered
the operator, Thomas McBryde,with
ikons and ordered him to accompany
them.
Captured Officer.
At B. W. Cowherd's drug store,
across the street, they made Town
Marshal Gano Waters, who slept
there, get up:and dress.
Taking both of their captives
with them, the masked men hurried
to a negro boarding house opposite
Illinois Central depot and demanded
sr that a white man who was spendiug
the night there should come out to
them. This man is said to have
been in the locality for some time
ostensibly engaged in stock dealing.
There were rumors out that he was
a detective and that he was at-
tempting to gather information con-
r
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NIGHT RIDERS
VISIT GRACEY
White Man Whipped And Negroes Warned To Go
To Work.—Telephone Operator And Town
Marshal Held As Pri soners.
WORE MASKS AND WHITE BADGE OF SHAME
Gracey was the scene of the Wes cerning Night Riders. His name is
given as Jacob Wooten, but nothing
of his identity has been ascertained.
Severely Whipped.
He was in bed when the house
was surrounded, and the raiders
permitted him to put on his clothes.
They forced him to accompany
them about three hundred yaids up
the railroad track, where they
whipped him severely in the prqs-
once of Thos. McBryde and Town
Marshal Waters. He was then told
that he would be 'allowed to spend
the remainder of the night in Gracey
but he must leave town by morning.
Nothing has been seen of him today.
One report states that kWooten
was whipped because he was stay-
ing with negroes, another is that
the Night Riders believed him to be
a detective.
Warning Issued.
The negro boarding house keeper
was commanded by the band to tell
all "trifling negroes" to go to work
at once or they would be attended to
at the next visit.
Returning to Gracey, Thomas Mc-
Bryde was taken to the telephone
exchange and turned loose. Marshal
Waters was ordered to go back to
his bed at the drug store. The
Night Riders then left town the
way 'they had entered. While in
Gracey many shots were fire.
Lights Out.
A number of citizens were awake
at their homes, but when the first
shots were discharged, all lights in
dwellings were quickly extinguished
and no effort was made to repulse
the raiders or to interfere in any
way with their operations.
The Story
of the
Cherry Tree
Is generally associated with
Washington's Birthday. Lit-
tle George chopped down
the Cherry Tree. You know
the rest of the story. We
have another cherry story that
will interest you and we want
to tell it to you. It is about
COMPOUND
• er"
Cherry Juice Cough Syrup
Its a tart ar:d tasty syrup that 6oesn't upset your stomach nor derange your
digestion as most cough remedin do -- but it does cure coughs and colds quickly.
A single dose relieve the e4ttett dnd most stubborn cough, four doses
will stop your cou3hing and a 25.:. bot•ie wil! break up the worst cold you ever had.
Sold in three popular'sizes, 2:5c., E?e., $1.00.
L. L. ELCIN, Druggist
THE 6 STORE
1 Of Illiteracy Is Set Forth By The
Women's Clubs.
DEPLORABLE BLIGHT
( Comm unicated )
Eleven years ago Dean Thaler, of
Harvard university, when writing of
Kentucky, said: "The educationa
problem is by far the most serious
of all the difficulties of this state;
the neglect of education has gone so
far that it jeopardizes the further
influence of the people in the affairs
of the 'nation." Because of their
continued indifference to this "most
serious problem!' the people of Ken-
tucky have seen their state decline
until it is thirty-seventh in the de-
scending scale of illiteracy of its
whole population, and forty-second
in the descending scale of its white
population. One-sixth of the peo-
ple of Kentucky can neither read
nor write.
This appalling state of affairs is
due almost entirely to the conditions
to be found in the schools of the
rural districts, where over 80 per
cent. of the children of school age
live. Their rural schools are to a
large extent miserably equipped.
There are 2,000 old log school houses
left, and over 2,000 of the schools
have neither desks nor blackboards.
According to the Kentucky law,
every district school should be
fitted, not only with desks and
blackboards, but with charts, globes,
maps, etc In less than half the
schools in the state is this law en-
forced.
A short while ago an investigation
of conditions in the district schools
was made by Women's clubs
throughout the state and the follow-
ing facts were discovered: Not
only were the buildings and equip-
ment below the average of those to
be found in almost every other state,
but, with an average pay of $32, it
was not always possible to secure
trained, competent teachers. In
none of the schools was any attempt
made to teaen manual training, nor
was physical education part of the
curriculum. The health of the
children was evidently considered
of no consequenee, for there was no
examination made by the state
board of health of the buildings or
the premises, nor did the teacher
and pupils have to submit to any
inspection.
Were our schools of the best, how-
ever, we :could not hope to reap
much benefit from them until a com-
pulsory education bill was passed,
and the children are forced to take
advantage of the opportunities of-
fered them. At present over one-
half the children of !school age do
not attend school. Only two states,
Oklahoma and North Dakota, are
lower down in the scale of average
attendance than Kentucky. Is that
a record to be prond of? One of our
rural 'schools reported an average
attendance of twelve out of a pos-
sible sixty-seven.
Kentucky offers an average of
ninety school days to her children in
the rural districts. The average at-
tendance is fifty-five days. Com-
pare this with New York's record,
where the average attendance is 150
out of a possible 177 days. For
every dollar that Kentucky spends
for educational purposes, Ohio
spends $1.87; for every dollar that
Kentucky earns, Ohio earns $1.75.
Horace Mann said: "An ignorant
people not only is, but must be, a
poor people." If this is true, and
statistics bear this statement out,
we must better our schools if only
for the sake of the dollars and cents
added to our earning capacity. From
a higher poine of view, our agricul-
tural state cannot afford to neglect
Vie schools where her rural popula-
tion (80 per cent. of her total popula-
tion) is educated.
Progress in our state depends
primarily on the better education of
our people. Every illiterate in this
state hinders this progress, and the
present state of affairs in the greater
part of our schools tends to en-
courage rather than stamp out
illiteracy.
FAVORABLE REPORT.
WASHINGSON, D. C., Feb. 19.—
The house committee today agreed
to make a favorable report on the
bill introduced by Kentucky con-
gressmen to remove the, six cents
tax on tobacco.
rods! Dyspepsia Curs,
liffoiesta wbat vats sat-
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HEAVY DELIVERIES
OF TOBACCO TO THE HOPKINS-
VILLE HOUSES
Some of It Has Come From a Long
Distance.—Prizers Are Being
Kept Busy.
Probably more loose tobacco was
received in Hopkinsville on Satur-
day, Monday and Tuesday than has
come in on any other three days
during the present season. On every
road an almost continual stream of
wagons entered the city, the favor-
able season causing the farmers in
every direction to take advantage
of the opportunity offered for hand-
ling it.
Practically all of this tobacco is
going either to the association
prizing houses or to the American
Society of Equity. During the rush
just after Christmas the association
prizing houses were filled to the
limit, many of them being forced to
secure additional storage ritom and
the breathing spell given them by
the cold 'weather which followed
was not a hardship as it allowed
them to work up what they had on
hand. Now these houses are again
rapidly filling up arid are rushed to
their capacity in caring for that
which comes to them.
Receipts at the warehouse of H.
H. Abernathy, warehouseman for
the Society of Equity, have been
very heavy. Mr. Abernathy has
contracted with local unions in sev-
eral of the adjoining counties and
loose tobacco is coming to him from
Hopkins, Muhlenburg, Todd and
Christian, while prized tobacco is
coming in from Grayson county.
Much of this tobacco is coming long
distances. One night recently two
wagons reached town at 1 o'clock in
the morning, they having traveled
from near Greenville and on account
of the conditions of the roads not
being able to reach here sooner.
Only yesterday some tobacco was
received which came from Muhlen-
burg county and which was on the
road for two days, the wagons
reaching Kirkmansville Monday
night where they laid over until
morning and then came on here,
reaching the warehouse along in the
afternoon.
It is noticeable that much of the
tobacco which is now being received
is stripped before being brought to
town. Earlier in the season by far
the larger part of it was delivered
on the stalk. •
FAREWELL TO FELAND.
FRANKFORT, Ky., Feb. 18.
—That Representative Virgil Mc-
Knight realized that death was near,
is borne out by a statement he made
to his friend, Representative John
Feland, of Christian county, just be-
fore the end came. Turning to Mr.
Feland the stricken man said:
"John, it is time for me to go over
the river; I can hear the splashing
of the oars, and now that I am start-
ing, I want to say that I have done
what I believe to be right while in
Frankfort at this session. I belive
that Speaker Gooch has been fair
and impartial. I know that you
have followed the dictates of your
conscience. God grant that before
the end of the session you will all be
right."
Shortly after this utterance Mr.
McKnight exxpired.
ELECTION CALLED.
FRANKFORT, Ky., Feb. 19 1
Speaker Gooch has ordered an elec-
tion to be held Feb. 29 to elect Hon.
Virgil McKnight's successor. Mr.
McKnight's remains were burned
here today.
Will Serve Dinner.
The Christian County chapter U.
D. C. will serve a dinner in the Odd
Fellows Hall, Monday March 2.•
The proceeds will be devoted to the
Drinking Fountain fund. Patrons
will get a good dinner, and help in a
praiseworthy undertaking.
cy A. es yr C) R.
Bears the lheKidTouHareAs8ought
Sigustm
at
J. C. Williams, who has held a
position as supertendent of the culi-
nary department at the Hopkinsville
asylum for the past eight years, has
resigned his position and returned to
this city to reside. He has decided
to go into business here.—Princeton
Leader.
There is one innovation in postal
affairs with which the department
is very anxious that the general
public get acquainted. This innovat-
ion ma complete reversal of the pres-
ent form of addressing a letter. Postal
authorities state that if those whe
are sending mail would write the
name of the state first, county second
town third, street fourth and name
of addressee last, the mail handlers
could do their work almost twice as
fast. Try it e_iclosing your sub-
scription,
KENTUCKY
CHRISTIAN COUNTY
HOPKINSVILLE
THE NEW ERA
The King of England has placed
with a New York firm of tobacco
brokers an order for 500 cigars,
which, in point of price, will be
slightly behind what :the royal
smoker paid two years ago, when his
bill for 1,000 cigars was $3,000. For
the 500 which are to be shipped from
Havana in time to reach England at
the beginning of the Easter holi-
days, the price will be $1,600.
Every "Smoker" for the King is
eighirinches long, one inch thick and
made of the finest tobacco.
The cackling of geese awoke the
Romans and saved the Capitoeli
Hill from being captured by the
Gauls. A rooster's crow was the
cause of the arrest of Lafe Craig in
Erlanger, Ky., Sunday. Residents
had been missing their chickens for
some time, and Sunday one of them
heard a crow that sounded like that
o. his own fowl. The sound was
traced to Lafe's yard. His arrest
mAlb
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;ee Garden Seed *
The Best the Market
tO
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IS
Special and
Affords
Clover Seed $11 to $13 Bushel
Red Top or Herd's Grass $1.50 to $1.70 Bu
Orchard Grass $2.50 to $2.65 Bu
Timothy $2-50 to $2.55 Bu
tiv
DAYBREAK 41
FERTILIZERS
IS
45
45
IS
IS
Standard Tobacco Growers Lake
Erie, Fish, Guano, Indian Brand Truck
and Tobacco Grower.
PIONEER ,
Woven Wire Field Fences Barbed and Smooth
Wire, Rabbit and Poultry Fence, Poultry/ I
Netting; Staples and all kinds
of Hardware
Harness, Wagons,l&c
Come to See Us
'?g F A1 YOST COMPANY,
Incorporated.
ive.etaiee*•33-4:33
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followed. Three armed men rescuedFrom Day to Day him from the village lock-up later,
but he was recaptured by Marshal
Franks.
CATARRH A GERM DISEASE.
Wonderful Success of the Hyomei
Treatment. Guaranteed by
L. L. Elgin.
Catarrh is an insidious disease of
most destrctive tendency. Its ap-
proaches are unalarming and its
victims are well on the road to a
chronic stage or to dread consumpt-
ion before they realize their danger.
It is not a blood disease, but is
caused by germs that lodge and grow
in the air passages, causing irritat-
ion with poisonous and offensive
mucous discharges. To cure this
condition, stomach dosing is ineffect-
ive ana the only healing agent is
Hyomei. It goes directly to every
nook and corner of the air passages,
disinfecting, healing and curing. To
be convinced of this, you have only
to give Hyomei a trial, and L. L.
Elgin will sell you an outfit with the
understanding that if the trial is not
satisfactory, and the treatment does
not relive, you money will be refund-
ed.
You cannot afford to trifle with
catarrhal troubles, for if neglected
they grow worse and the annoyane
and danger rapidly increases. It i
best to get Hyomei at the first
symptoms of catarrh, such as stop-
page of the nose, offensive breath,
rasing of mucous, droppings in the
throat, spasmodic coughing. The
sooner you use Hyomei, the sooner
you will be freed from all these
troubles. Remember that it will not
cost you a cent to try Hyomei unless
the treatment helps you, for L. L.
Elgin guarantee is clear and ylain
to refund the money if Hyomei does
not give satisfaction.
REPUBLICAN CONVENTION.
LOUISVILLE, Ky., Feb. 19.—
The Republican state convention to
select national delegates will be held
May 6. County mass conventions
will be held April 26th.
•
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TENDER TRIBUTES
PAID TO MEMORY OF A BEAUTI-
FdL LIFE.
Resolutions Adopted By Grace Church
And Odd Fellows On Cr.
Venable's Demise.
The Rev. Jno. W. Venable, D. D.,
the oldest presbyter in the diocese
of Kentucky, died in Hopkinsville,
Ky., Jan. 29th 1908. He was born in
Washingtsn, D. C., March 30t1s 1823.
He was ordained by Bishop Smith
in 1851 and began his ministerial
labors as assistant in Ascension
church, Frankfort. It was through
his efforts that the church:Versailles
was organized and a church building
erected. He served this parish
twenty-seven years. During his
rectorship at Versailles he did mis-
siouary work in adjoining counties.
It was under his leadership that
most attractive houses of worship
were erected at Georgetown and
Harrodsburg and the congregation
at Each place greatly strngthened.
In 1888 he became rector of Grace
church, Hopkinsville, which posi-
tion he held for twelve years, when
on account of failing health he re-
tired from the active ministry.
Here also he was instrumental :in
the building of an attractive church
edifice and greatly endeared himself
to his people and the community at
large.
At the time of his death, he was
the chaplain of the Sovereign Grand
lodge of the Independent Order of
Odd Fellows, having held this post
of honor for forty years.
He was truly a man of God, gentle
in spirit, faithful in all the walks of
life, patient under affliction, chari-
table to all men.
The Vestry of Grace church (in
selsion on this the 10th day of Feb-
ruary,) therefore, makes sorrowful
record of the loss of their former
rector and directs that a, copy of its
minutes be sent to the bereaved
family anti that it be printed in die
Southern Churchman and the Ken-
tucky New Era
A. W. WOOD, Secy.,Vestry.
Feb. 10th 1908.
f. 0. 0. F. Resolutions
Resolutions of respect adopted by
Green River LodgeIN'o. 54, I. 0. O. F.
on the death of Dr. John W. Ven-
able at the regular meeting of the
lodge Feb. 10th, 1908, at Hopkins-
vine Ky., follows:
"Whereas, Bro. John W. Vejaable,
sovereign grand chaplain o the Sov-
ereign Grand Lodge I. 0. 0. F. of
the United States of America. mem-
ber of the McKee lodge No. 35 I. 0.
0. F., Versailles, Ky., was called to
his reward by the sovereign grand
chaplain of the universe, on Jan.
29, 1908, at the age of 84 years a res-
WEEKLY KENTUCKY NEW ERA.
CUTICURA CURED
MOTHER AND BABY
Southern Woman Suffered With
Itching, Burning 'Rash—Drove
Her Nearly Crazy—Her Baby Had
Sore on Neck, and Two Other
Babies Had Skin Troubles—Calls
CUTICURA A STAND-BY
THAT NEVER FAILS HER
'I just can't say enough for the Cuti-
cura Remedies. I can't find words high
enough to express my thanks to God
for hearing of the wonderful remedies.
My baby had a _running sore on his
neck and nothing that I did for it took
effect until I used Cuticura. My face
was nearly full of tetter or some similar
skin disease. It would itch and, after
scratching, it burned so that I could
hardly stand it. Two cakes of Cuti-
cura Soap and a box of Cuticura Oint-
ment cured me. Two years after it
broke out on my hands and wrist. I
cured it for a while, but it came again
in the summer. Sometimes I would
go nearly crazy for it itched so badly.
I used ten dollars' worth of so-called
blood medicines which did no good at
all. then I went back to my old stand-by,
that had never failed me. One set of
Cuticura Soap, Cuticura Ointment. and
Cuticura Resolvent did the work. One
set also cured my uncle's baby whose
head was a cake of sores, and I know of
another woman's baby who was in the
same fix and nothing else did any good.
I speak a word of praise for Cuticura
whenever T see a case that needs it.
Mrs. Lillie Wilcher 770 Eleventh St.,
Chattanooga, Tenn., Feb. 16,1907."
CUTICURA OINTMENT
The World's Greatest Skin Cure and
Purest and Sweetest of
Emollients.
Cuticura Ointment is one of the most
successful curatives ,for torturing, dis-
figuring humors of the skin and scalp,
including loss of hair ever compounded,
in proof of which a single anointing
with it, preceded by a hot bath with
Cuticura Soap, and followed by mild
doses of Cuticura Pills, is often suffi-
cient to afford immediate relief in the
most distressing forms of itching, burn-
ing, and scaly humors, eczemas. irrita-
tions and inflammations, permit rest
and sleep, and point to a speedy cure
when all else fails
Sold throughout the world. Potter Drug and
Chem corp . sole Props, Boston Mass
etc poRt Free How to Cure akin Humors
TOBACCO TAX BILL.
WASHINGTON, D. C., Feb 12.
The Democratic congressmen from
Kentucky are preparing to ptish -the
bill to take Off the Six cents tax on
leaf tobacco. They threaten to t'e
up all legistation by parlianientary
tactics unless the hill passes.
For Sale.
Two thousand acres of Florida to-
bacco lands, all in one body, in the
celebrated tobacco district, where
the farmers are receiving the -bigh-
est prices paid for tobacco in the
United Scates.
The 1907 crop of Sun tobacco,
known as Cuban tobacco, was con-
tracted for at 21 to 23 eta a pouncLav-
erage 800 lbs. te the acre, realizing
from $150.00 to $360.00 in several in-
stances.
The Shaded tobacco, known as
tobacco was contracted
froni 65 to 75 cts a pound, averaging
Went of Hopkinsville. Ky., and who 1.0 odes to the acre, many farmers
had been 3. faithful member of our recalving from $500.00 to as high as
lodge for 53 years, and who had been':$1,e00 an acre in some instances.
honmad by his brethren with the
place ot sovereign grand champlain
of the Sovereign Grand Lodge I. 0.
0: F. of the 'Mated States of Amer-
ica, which he neld at the time of his
death, therefore, be it resolved:
:"First. That in his tong and beau-
tiful life, he daily exemplified the
noblest principl?s of Oda Fellow-
ship
'Second. That we render our
thanks to Almighty God for th(
light of his life among us, 'bless d
with many virtuea, gentleness and
kindness, and ,passing from among
• ri,e, in years, and rich in all
those things which should accom-
Orly old age.
Third. 'That in 'his death this or-
der his lost one of its truest mem-
bers, his family. a devoted husband
• d Cane r, and the community one
of it. be6i, citizens, that we extend
oIur sincerest sympathy to his -be-
reaved family.
Fourth. "That a page of our re-
cords be set, aside as a memorial to
einr departed ltrother, and that a
st;opy of these resolutions be present-
ski to his 'family, to the Sovereign
Grand Lodge I. 0. 0. F. United
$tates of America, to McKee Lodge,
No. 35 I. 0. 0. F. Versailles, Ky.,
ilso to the lodge papers and the pub-
lic press.
JOHN DUFFY
L. W. GUTHRIE Committee.
.1.1D CURTIS
Notice !
All persons holding claims against
the estate of the late G. R. Cayce
are requested to present them to me
properly verified at once.
C. N. RIVES, Admr.
w-3t G. R. Cayce, deceased.
NTED-5000 bushels of Corn.
MONARCH GRAIN' CO.
arf. (Incorporated)
1 he above are facts and we can
fui his') proofs of same. Would pre-
fer selling an interest, or would sell
it as a whole, or woeld• be willing to
divide into 10, 20, 40 or 80 acre tracts
and sell on monthly payments.
One railroad runs through the land
and another rd within one and II
qalf miles. Address
4 GEO: W. WISE, Selma, Ala.
NOTICE
One Cf the Bargains in South
Georgil.
Farm and PJach Orchard of 500i
acres, 2 miles of Americus, Ga..,
beautiful location, *R. F. D. and
telephtme, 5 room cottage s, t in
large oak grove, 6 tenant houses, 3
large barns, cribs, ete, 400 acres
cleared, 10534 acres in virgin growth
of pine, oak, hickory, gum, etc.
This farm contains 3000 peach trees
three and four years old, estimated
yield from peach trees for 190
$6000. Land lies well and especially
adapted to growing peaches, water-
melons, cantaloupes, cotton and
other crops. Central of Georgia
railroad runs through this farm af-
fording the convenience for shipping
fruit and melons. Price $33.00 per
acre. Cheap at $50 an acre. $7000
cash, balance on easy terms.
For further information address,
w4t A. C. CROCKETT,
P. 0. Box 181, Americus, Ga.
Notice,
-
Notice is given that David Bour-
land, of Crofton, Ky., has made an
assignment to me for the benefit of
his creditors and his creditors will
file their Aims with me, and per-
sons owing him will pay to me at
Crofton, Ky., or my attorneys Am-
ter Wood 45 Son, Hopkinsville,
January 27th 1908.
d2w2 D. T. CRANOR, Assignee.
FOURTEEN HUNDRED
DOLLARS MADE BY FARMER ON
HIS CLOVEFt SEED.
An Enterprising Citizen Of South
Christian Gets $10 A Bushel
At Wholesale.
Mr. F. C. Kelly, of South Christian
county, Ky., was in Clarksville to-
day delivering a load of clover seed
which he had sold to Hurst-Boillin
Co. The load contained 70 bushels,
for which he received $10 per bushel
or $700 says the Clarksville Leaf
Chronicle. Besides this load he sold
at home to his neighbors 65 bushels
at the retail price of $11.00 or $700
more. These seed were splendid
seed, well cleaned and command the
market price for good seed. Think
of it, $1,400 for clover seed, besides
his other crops. This shows that
farmers in this section can diversify
and obtain an income from most any
crop that is planted and properly
cared for. Mr. Kelley owns a splen-
did farm near St. Elmo, and is re-
garded as an excellent farmer.
LOCKER a BASKETTE
Take Agency for the Popular Conti-
nental Insurance Company.
The Continental Insurance om-
pany needs no introduction from us,
for it is an institutiOn already well I
and favorably known, and one that
has come to stay, but, we wish to
announce that we have succeeded
the late R. K. Ward as agents for
this great fire insurance company.
We wish to impress the patrons of
the company, and those who will
hereafter be interested ,in farm in-
surance, with our intention to be
always ready to give prompt atten-
tion to the business.
Safety is the prime factor to con-
sider in placing your insurance, and
it is well to reca,11 what fixes the
"Good old Continental" in the
minds of the people all over the Un-
ited States, the security of the com-
pany. The conduct of its business
under the Safety Fund law makes
its polices particularly:desirable for
the farmer, as by reason thereof the
company could notiail by the burn-
ing of any large city.
With courtesies ever ready,
We are
LOCKER •Sr BASKETTE, Ajets.
Office-2nd floor Hopper Bldg.
Telephone No. 757. w-4t
WANTED—To know the address
of my brother, Robt. E. Lee. Ad-
dress MRS. ED ROGERS,
w4t Box 563 Herrin, Ill.
......••••••••••••••••••••141•0..
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OUR GRAND COMBINATION OFFER
FEB 21
BY TAKING ADVANTAGE OF
You can secure a year's subscription to our paper at the regular price and in addition we will also send you, postpaid
and ABSOLUTELY FREE; $1,00 WORTH OF GARDEN SEEDS.
THIS OFFER
IS FOR A LIMITED
TIME ONLY!
20 fell Size Packets if Veietable or flower Seeds
of your own selection. The seeds are put up in handsome litho-
graphed bags, packed by an old reliable seed house, and are guaran-
teed to be of the finest quality.
t- s.•
4.;1 1-;•-•
CHECK AND
SEND IN YOUR ORDER
AT ONCE
f F.IE SEEDS.
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:,:li:Lnic:c , 
ir'lle 
rilume
asc al
c 0 1, 
Georgia
*as   
Biss stern
Corn Soled
Sr  
tress. Curled
Cacomber. Cumberland -
Clik- Early White Spine
Tmoroved Long Greene/  
ct Early Short Green
II,oston Pickling
Green Prolific
Vico: Plant, Imprued Purple
 En•live. Green Curled is
White Cur1Pd
 
Kale, Smooth or Spring
Green Scotch
Siberian or Winter
 
Kohlrabi, White Vienna
Leek, American Flag
 
Lettuce, Immensity
Denver Market
Big Boston
California Cream
Ey Curled Simpson
Prize Head
 
Mask Melon, Rocky Ford
Netted Gem
Improved Cantaloupe
Banquet
The Osage
Emerald Gem,
Green Citron
Cosmopolitan
 
Water Melon Dark Icing
Light Icing
Iceberg
Mountain Sweet
Cuban Queen
Kleckley Sweet
Kolbs Gem
Blue Gem
Sweetheart
Triumph
Dixie
Georgia Rattlesnake
Florida Favorite
Bradford
Monte Cristo
Seminole
 
Mustard, Black or Brows
White
Southern Curled
 
Okra, White Velvet
Onion, Red Wethersfield
Red Globe
Yellow Danvers
Yellow Globe
White Portugal
White Globe
 
Parsley, Double Curled
Parsnip, Hollow Crown
 
Pepper, Ruby King
Bull Nose
Long Red Cayenne
 
Pumpkin, Large Cheese
Virginia Mammoth
 
 Mammoth Tours
Small Sugar
Connecticut Field
 
Radish, Early Scarlet Turnip
Rosy Gem •
French Breakfast
Lang Scarlet
Early White Turnip
Lady Finger
Chinese Rose Winter
Yellow Summer Turnip
 
Rhubarb, Victoria
Saintly, Mam. Sandwich Island
 Spinach, Viroflay
Bloomsdale Savoy
Long Standing
 
Squash, Golden Custard
Yellow Bush
White Bush
Earliest White Scallop
Summer Crookneck
Faxon
Improved Hubbard
 
Tomato, Spark's Earliana
Matchless
New Stone
Acme
Perfection
Favorite
Beauty
Trophy
Royal Red
Dwarf Champion
Imperial
Fordhook First
 
Turnip, Snowball
White Egg
White Norfolk
Purple Tap Globe
P. T. Strap Leaf
Ey'. White Flat Dutch
Cow Horn
Yellow iftberdeen
Golden Ball
Orange Jelly
Seven Top
 
Rota Bags, Skirvings
Improved American P.
Laings Improved
flOWEJ? SEEDS.
 Ageratum, Painters' Brush
Alyssum Sweet
 Amaranthine, Mixed
Asters, Victoria Mixed
Best varieties mixed
 
Balsam, Double Mixed
Camelia Flowered Mixed
 
Cecelia (Tassel Flower)
Calendula (Pot MarigoldY
 
Calliopeis, Best Mixed
Candytutt, all colors mixed
 
Canterbury Bell, mixed colors
Carnation, Marguerite Mixed
 
Celosia (Cockscomb)
Chrysanthemum, Tricolor
 
Clarkin, Red and White mixed
Columbine (Aquilegia)
 
Corn Flower, Mixed
Cosmos, Largest flowering
 
Forget-Me-Not (Myosotis)
Four O'Clocks, Mixed
 
Gills, Mixed colors
Godetia (Satin flower) '
 
Lantana, Fine mixed
Love in a Mist (NPrella)
 
Lupins, Mixed annuals
Marigold, Double mixed
 
Mignonette, Large flowering
Morning Glory, Tall mixed
 
 • 
Imperial Japanese
Nasturtium, Tall mixed
Dwarf Mixed
 
Nemophila, Mixed
Panay, Choicest mixed
 
Petunia, Finest mixed
Phlox Drummond,, Mixed
 
Pinks, China Pinks mixed
• • • • Japanese Pinks Mixed
Poppy, Double mixed
Portulaca, Single mixed
Magnus (Castor Beans)
Rocket, All colors mixed
Sunflower, Cal. Mammoth
Sweet Peas, Pure White
Eckford's Finest Mixed
Sweet Sultan, Mixed
Sweet William, mixed
Virginia Stock, Mixed colors
Wallflower. Sweet scented
7.inw1ns, Double mixed
..... • . •
T.
51.00 Worth of •
Guar.:rilesd Seed Abso
lutely Free.
Check the varieties wanted in the columns above and forward to us after tilling In
the blank below.
You can select the 20 packets any way you choose, for instance, you may have 20
packets of I variety. or 6 each sf 4 varieties, or 1 each of 20 varieties, any way so long
as you ost 20; and be sure to writs your name and address very plainly.
Dear Sir: Enclosed find ,t  .for which please enter my sub-
scription to your paper for one year from date, and send me by mail
prepaid, the assortment of Garden Seeds checked above.
NAME 
POSTOFFICE 
Rural Route No. •STATE - 
All the Best V21101(3*
Will be Found Listed
Above.
If you are Ilready a subscriber you must pay all arrearage, if any, and one year in advance in order to take ad.-
vantage of the above order. We do not keep these seeds in stock but forward your fist to the seed Mouse and the
.,eds are mailed direct to you. This laces about a week's time and yon should not delay in sending in your list.
Remittances must be made direct to his office seeds will n)tabe given on subscriptions gis en to agents. All
seeds are fully guaranteed. Address Kentucky New Era, Hopkinsville, Ky.
I
Col. R. P. Scott, a millionaire in- gress in the Sixteenth Ohio district,
ventor who is making a contest for anounces that he is advertising him-
the Republican nomination for con- self extensively preliminary to
becoming a candidate for the seat of
Joseph B. Foraker in the United
States senate.
••-•••••••••
•
me Take a Trip--to Hopkinsville
AND LEARN ITS TRADING ADVANTAGES AT NO EXPENSE
RI RI Fares Refunded Continuously From Deci 1st, 1907, to March 1st, 1908
Members
Of the Association, all of Whom Cor-
dially Invite You.
J. H. Anderson 4S. Co.,
Dry Goods, Clothing, Shoes, Milli-
nery, Carpets, Ladies Garments.
Anderson Fowler DrugCo
( incorporated )Holiday Novelties,
Drugs and School Books.
Bank of Hopkinsville,
Capita,. $100,000; Surplus, $35,000
Bassett & Co.,  
Dry Goods, Men's Furnishings, La-
dies Garments, Men's Suits, Shoes.
Cook & Hiddins,
Drugs, Holiday Novelties, .Fancy
Candies.
- 
---
City Bank,
Capital $60,000; Surplus $70,000
Commercial iSk Savinds
Bank
Pays 3% Interest on Saving Deposits
L. L. Eldin,
Drugs, Stationery, Candies, Rexall
Remedies.
Frankel's Busy Store
Dress Goods, Shoes, Clothing, Dry
Goods, Ready-to
-Wear Garments.
Louisville Dental Parlors
Good Set of Teeth for $5
R. C. Hardwick,
Jewelry, Novelties, Drugs, Xmas
Goods.
A LIBERAL arrangement of Hopkinsville's mer-chants whereby the trade iq afforded the many
,opportunities offered by the live merchandising that
has given this city the reputatiou of being the cheap-
est market in the country.
Read the Plan and Be Our Guest:
Buy a ticket to Hopkinsville, take a receipt from the agent or con-
ductor, and when you make a purchase °Ione°, the members of this
association here named, show your ticket or receipt and have Vie
amount of your purchase entered in INK and the fir l.'s name stamped
under their printed name. Continue using this book until through
shopping, then bring your boak and R. R. Ticket (or receipt) to the
office of the Merchants Association in the First National Bank, corner
Ninth and Main stre,ts, and your fare both ways will be p7id you in
cash on the following conditions:
A purchase of $15 from any one or any number of the members
entitles you to fares both ways if you live not over 20 miles from
Hopkinsville.
A purchase of $25 from any one or any number of the members
entitles yon to fares both ways if you live not over 50 miles from
Hopkinsville
A purchase of half these amounts entitles you to fare one way.
Be sure to get receipt from agent or conductor for your R. R. fare
as It must be shown before book is issued.
For further fnformation address
MISS MARY 6. STARLING, Manader,
Hopkinsville, Ky.
Members
Of the Association, all of Whom Cor-
dially Invite You.
Forbes Mfg. Co.,
(Incorporated) Diamonds, Jewelry,
Cut Glass, Fancy China, Hard-
ware, Stoves. etc.
First National Bank,
United States Deposiaary.
Hopper kit Kitchen,
Books, Wall ?per, Window Shades
T. M. Jones,
Dry Goods, Carpets, Cloaks.
M. D. Kelly,
old Reliable Jeweler
H. A. Keach & Co.,
Furniture, Stoves, Carpets
John Moayon Co.,
Dry Goods, Clothing. Shoes.
Kentucky New Era,
Daily and Weekly Paper. Job
Printing.
T. L. Metcalfe
Florist and Launderer
Planters Bank iSt Trust Co
Loans and Investments. Real Estate
and Trustees
J. T. Wall & Co.,
C'lothing, Shoes, Hats and Gents
Furnishings.
Warfield & West Shoe Co
Incorporated Shoes Exclusively
F. A. Yost Co.,
(Incorporated.) Buggies, Hamn
Flardware, Stoves, Paints
*1/211 00 1~
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WILL TAKE PLEDGES OUTLAWS TAKE EDDYVILLE144,s%
FROM FARMERS WHO WANT TO BURNED UP A WAGON ANOTHER MORNING SUNDAY JAS. M'OEHEE DEAD ti
RAID IS CARRIED 
;
JOIN ASSOCIATION.
Naniies Will Be Regularly Enrolled
When Books are Opened on
May the First.
(From Monday's Daily.)
The Christian county executive
,onmittee of the Planters' Protec-
NAe association made an important
ruling at their meeting this morning
when they unanimously passed a
resolution whereby the various
coutity committeemen are author-
ized to accept the names of any non-
nssOciation farmers with the under-
-standing that they will become
members of the organization when
the books are opened on May 1.
the absence of Chairman Rad-
ford, whose buggy broke down after
he had started from home, and Vice
Chairman Fowler, D. R. Perry pre-
,/Sided. Reports from the various
precincts showed that the affairs of
the:association were in fine shape.
Salesman S. G. Buckner reported
that he had sold up to this ,time 81
hogsheads of tobacco at from $7 to
$10 for lugs and $10 to $12 for low to
common leaf. This report was re-
ceived with much pleasure by those
present.
The meeting adjourned at 11:30,
theexeeutive committee being re-
quested to meet again at 2 o'clock
this afternoon at the salesroom to
transact some further business.
Committeeman Barnes notified
thecommittee that Hon. Joel Fort
could be secured to make a speech
at the meeting to be held next Mon-
day, and it was decided to nave him
present at that time and this an-
noilnceiçient was made.
•
Asr. Save Money by Buying Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy.
You will pay just as much for a
bottle of Chamberlain's Cough Rem-
edy as for any of the other cough
medicines, but you save money in
bujting it. The saving is in what
yoq get, not what you pay. The
sure-to-cure-you quality is in every
)bottle of this remeJy, and you get
goo!il results when you take it. Neg-
lected colds often develop serious
conditions, and when you buy a
cough medicine you want to be sure
you are getting one that will cure
yottr cold. Chamberlain's Cough
Rerinedy always cure. Price 25 and
50 tents a bottle. For sale by An-
derSon-Fowler Drug Co., Incorpo-
rated.
FIRE AT MAYFIELD.
talAYFIELD, Ky., Feb. 17.
—Draffen & Dick's dry goods and
cloihing /store was burned here
today. The loss is $14,600.
i A Night Alarm.
""i orse than an alarrnjof fire at
night is the metallic cough of croup
brMging dread to the household.
Careful mcthers keep Foley's Honey
and: Tar in the house and give it at
the first sign of danger. Foley's
Honey and Tar has saved many lit-
tle'lives and it is the only safe prep-
1ration for ch
ildren as it contains no
3on & Co.
armful drugs. Sold by L. A. John-
PERSONALS.
(From Monday's Daily)
Miss Ruth Adams, of South Ken-
tucky college, is visiting her sister,
Mrs. El. J. Schmidt, on West 7th
street.
Thus. S. Torian, spent yesterday
In Guthrie with his mother, who has
been quite sick, but who is improv-
ing now.
ja W. H. Southall, Jr., went to
ashville yesterday to be with his
brother, Wallace, who underwent an
operation in that‘city Saturday.
The operation was entirely success-
ful and Mr. Southall will soon be
able to be out again.
Mr. and Mrs. W. ill. Nixon have
returned from Los Angeles, Cal.
Mrs. May Y. Humphries has gone
east.
Miss Bettie Crenshaw has gone to
pTashville.
Miss Hallie Harte has gone to
Nashville to epend some time.
Mrs. Jas. D. Hill left this morning
0440 for Tampa, Fla., where she will re-
main several weeks. She will also
visit Havana and other Caban cities
before returning home.
L. E. Fowler left this morning for
a visit to Louisville, Frankfort and
other cities.
vow 
Mistake Corrected.
Correct the mistake of risking
pneumonia by neglecting a cough or
cold when Foleys Honey and Tar
will not only stop your cought but
expel the cold from your system.
Foley's Honey and Tar contains no
opiates and is the best and safest
.1 throat and lung remedy. For saleby L. A. Johnson dc Co.
1
WHICH CON FAINED TOBACCO
AND LEFT DYNAMITE.
Outgages In North and East Christian
Reported.—Night Riders Operate
Near Clarksville.
A wagon loaded with tobacco be-
longing to V. McKinney, of Bluff
Spring neighborhood, was burned
Sunday night and dynamite was
placed in another load but the ex-
plosion failed to take place.
The tobacco had been loaded on to
the wagons and left in the barn.
Whoever destroyed it, rolled the
wagons out into the open where a
fire was built under one wagon and
it was burned.
The other wagon and tobacco were
not damaged on account of the
failure of the dynamite to explode.
When Night Riders visited W. L.
Cannon, east of the city one night
last week 'they went from his place
to the farm of Alf Elgin. Breaking
into barn, they carried out several
arm fulls of his tobacco and scattered
it on the ground. They set flreto
one pile of the, tobacco. The Night
Riders left several matches aud a
TEN PERSONS HORSEWHIPPED
Police Judge and Former City Mar-
shal Were Among the
Victims.
300 ARMED AND MASKED MEN.
EDDYVILLE, Ky., Feb. 17.—
N ight Riders swooped down upon
Eddyville, 300 strong,Sunday morn-
at 1 o'clock and horsewhipped four
white victims and six negroes, all of
whom were ordered to leave the
community at once under threat of
death.
J. M. Bradshaw, the association
tobacco prizer, was also visited by
the Night Riders, who exacted a
pledge from him that he would dis-
continue a pool-room which he has
been conducting iu connection with
his work for the a-sociation.
Nearly three hundred of the
masked Night Riders came into
town from the direction of the Trigg
county line. The others were fer-
ried across the river. All were per-
fectly drilled and officered.
The victims of the visitation were:
note at the front door of Mr. Elgin's Police Judge C. 
W. Rucker, former
' 
aged father, warning him to join the C
ity Marshal Leslie Woods, Press
, Franck, a special policeman, and
association.
BARN BURNED.
CLARKSVILLE, Tenn., Feb 17.
—Night Riders last night destroyed
a barn, together with its contents
belonging to George Nichols, a non-
association farmer near Fredonia
in this county.
Neighborhood Favorite.
Mrs. E. D. Charles, of Harbor,
Maine, speaking of Electric Bitters
says: "It is a neighborhood favor-
ite here with us." It deserves to be
a favorite everywhere. It gives
quick relief in dyspepsia, liver com-
plaint, kidney derangement, malnu-
trition, nervousness, weakness and
general debility. Its action on the
blood, as a thorough purifier, makes
it especially useful as a spring med-
icine. This grand alterative tonic is
sold under guarantee at Cook's
Pharmacy and Cook & Higgins'
drug store. 50c.
Reeder-Morris.
Theodore Morris, of this city, and
Miss Mattie Reeder were married
Sunday afternocn at the bride's
home on North Main street. Rev.
L. L. Spurlin pronounced the cere-
mony. Mr. and Mrs. Morris left at
5:18 over the L. & N„ for Columbia,
Tenn., where they will visit rela-
tives of the bride. The groom is en-
gaged in the livery and transfer bus-
iness in this city. The bride is an at-
tractive and talented young lady.
 IMP" 
The Jumping Ott Place.
"Consumption had me in its grasp;
and I had almost reached the jump-
ing off place when I was advised to
try Dr. King's New Discovery. and
I want to say right now, it saved my
life. Improvement began with the
first bottle, and after taking one
dozen bottles i) was a well and happy
man agaii ," says George Moore, of
Grimesland, N C. As a remedy for
coughs and colds and healer of weak,
sore lungs and from preventing
pneumonia, New Discovery is su-
preme. E•Uc and $1.00 tit Cook & Hig-
gins' and at Cook's Pharmacy.
FOR SALE.
The owing farms lying in Chris
tian county, Ky.:
1 One of the best producing farms
in Christian county. An average of
1,400 pounds of tobacco and 25 bu.
wheat per acre made on this farm
last year. Lies 33 miles from Hop-
kinsville on pike. Contains 233
acres. Cheap at the price.
2 180 acres of unimproved land
adjoining tt'e above described 233
acre tract. This land is well fenced
and water accessible.
3 400 acre, well improved and in
high state of cultivation, within 15
minute drive of Hopkinsville on
good pike. Ideal home.
4 277 7-10 acres, well improved,
new buildings, stables, etc., lying
about 5 miles from Hopkinsville.
A complete farm and highly produc-
tive.
Tract No. 7. Farm of 106 acres
lying on Buttermilk road, 7 miles
from Hopkinsville pike extends
within mile Jf farm, 60 acres good
timber and balance fresh land. New
dwelling, stable and barn, barn cap-
acity for 20 acres tobacco. Good
well and fine orchard.
WOOD & WOOD,
Real Estate Agents.
Hopper Block.
•
IGrace Robertson, a saloon porter.In addition,six negroes were severe-ly chastised.
1 The mob also visited County Judge
W. L. Crumbaugh, and admonished
him that his friendship for the as-
sociation hereafter would be his pro-
tection against punishment, which
would have already been adminis-
tered but for his age and his venera-
ble locks.
The four white victims and the six
negroes were taken together to the
river front and were each horse-
whipped in Ow presence of the oth-
ers, the whips having been requisi-
tioned from a near-by hardware
store. The men, after being flogged,
were given a certain time in which
to leave the community. It is said
they all promised to go.
The raid was not altogether in the
interest of the tobacco association,
as only one of the men has or ever
has had any connection with the to-
bacco business. That is Mr. Brad-
shaw, whose relation to the associa-
tion has neen entirely satisfactory.
The mob came into town after
hitching their horses a half mile
out, stationed their sentinels about
the premises of every person, to be
visited and, at the firing of a volley
of a hundred shots as a signal
through the center of the town, the
raid began.
The police judge, who has had the
name of being a bad man about
fighting, was the most difillult to
arouse. Upon his appearance he
was required to surrender his guns,
which, after the flogging were re-
turned to him dismembered, and he
was charged never to again put them
together. To this request he readi-
ly agreed.
The town was completely in pos-
session of the raiders for three
hours. The sheriff and city marsh-
al were warned that it would be
best for them to stay in, and both
firmly concurred in that view. More
than a thousand shots were fired,
but fortunately nobody was injured.
A young woman whose curiosity led
her to open her window for a view
of the army was struck in the face
by a few glancing shot, fired to
quicken the speed of a dallying fugi-
tive, but no harm was done her.
The visitors were unable to corn-
lete the work planned, and de-
parted at 4 o'clock as quietly as
they had come, with a promise to
return in the near future and finish
their work.
After the victims had one after
another been whipped they were
marched beyond the city limits and
given leave to return to their fam-
ilies, while the simultaneous firing
of a hundred guns in obedience to
th,-; captaia's orders, "Guns in air,"
closed the most hideous and ap-
palling experience this community
ever passed through.
Foley's Orino Laxative is a new
remedy. an improvement on the lax-
atives of former years, as it does
not gripe or nauseate and is pleasant
to take. It is guaranteed. Sold by
L. A. Johnson & Co.
ears •ift .:
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ONE OF CLARKSVILLE'S MOST 4'
PROMINENT MERCHANTS.
W. L. Dobbins, Who Refused to Sur-
render to Grant, Dies at
:Houston, Texas.
James W. McGehee, one of the
most prominent citizens of Clarks-
ville, died Saturday evening of con-
sumption, after a protracted illness.
He was a successful merchant in the
Tennessee city and one of the five
well known McGehee brothers. The
deceased began his business career
in Hopkinsville where he had many
friends who have learned of his
death with genuine sorrow. He was
about sixty years of age and leaves
a widow, formerly Miss Lander, of
this county, and one child. Funeral
services and interment took place
Sunday afternoon.
Confederate Veteran Dies.
W. L. Dobbins, formerly a promi-
nent tobacco dealer and merchant
of Bolivar, South Christian,died last
week at his home in Huston, Tex.
He ,was a bachelor, sixty-eight years
old aad a native of Hopkins county.
Mr. Dobbins removed from this
county to Texas eight years ago.
He was an ex-Confederate soldier
and was one of Morgan's men. He
was with Gen. Lee s army at the
time of the surrender, but refusing
to lay down his arms, he started
afoot to join Gen. Johnston's army,
and was captuzed byFederal soldiers
on the day Johnston surrendered;
Mr. Dobbins' remains were brought
to White Plains fer burial.
-r
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4. Main Street Hopkinsville, Ky.
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05. Bank of Hopkinsville ' f4f-r-
•!t‘ Capital, $100,000.00
4- Surplus, $35,000.00 t
-4*
With the largest combined Capital and Surplus of any
bank in Christian county, supplied with modern burglar
proof safe and vault, we are prepared to OFFER OUR DE-
POSITORS EVERY PROTECTION FOR THEIR MONEY
3 per Cent. Interest on Time Certificates
of Deposit
HENRY C. GANT, President.
J. E. McPHERSON, Cashier.
McPH ERSON, Asst. Cashier
Sufferers who say the have tried *444-1-1-11-
everything without benefit mare the
people we are looking for. We want
them to know from glad experience
that Ely's Cream Balm will conquer
cold in the head, hay fever and ob-
stinate forms of nasal catarrh. This
remedy acts directly on the inflamed
sensitive membranes. Cleansing,
soothing and healing. One trial will
will convince you of its healing pow-
er. Price 50c. All druggists, or
mailed by Ely BrOs., 56 Warren St.,
New York.
Cheap Silks!
11 A big lot of Silks in Plaids,
Stripes and Plains, at prices
ranging from 45.cts up to 75
cts. These goods are worth
.4* $1.00. Come and get choice.
st.  
T. M. Jones
••••••••••••• 11/••••••••••••0011111111
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Capital, $60,000.00
Surplus, $70,000.00
This bank ranks among the first in the
' 0 whole state of Kentucky in proportion of
Twin Sons. surplus to capital.
Born, last night, to the wife of
Frank Jackson, the popular barber,
•
• 
• 3 Per Cent. Interest on Time Deposits
Stop that tickling Cough Dr. t
Shoop's Cough Cure will surely stop 
.......****00.411000.0041001110.000004.00
it, and with perfect safety. It is so
thoughtly harmless, that Dr. Shoop ,
tells mothers to use nothing else ,
even with very young babies. The
wholesome green leaves and tender
stems of a lung healing mountain- UNITED STATESous shrub furnish the curative prop-
erties to Dr. Shoop's Cough Cure.
It calms the cough, and heals the
sensitive bronchial membranes. No
opium, no chloroform, nothing harsh
used to injure or suppress.
mand Dr. Shoop's. Take no other.'
Sold by Anderson-Fowler Drug Co., ,
Incsrporated.
E. B. Long, President. W. T. Tandy, Cashier.
ITY BANK•
We invite your
account as safe
depository for
your funds.De-
posit your val-
uable papers in
our vaults—
where they are
m safe from fire
and burglars.
In SURPLUS There
•
S.
•
•
•
•
•
•is S FRENGTH •
•
•
•
twin sons.
A Sensation.
bnould be sunshine in the house,and
will be if you give it Wnite's Cream
Vermifuge the best worm medicine
offered to suffering humanity. This
remedy is becoming the permanent
fixture of all households. A mother
with children, can'c get along with-
out a bottle of White's Cream Ver-
mifuge in the house. Sold by L. A.
Johnson & Co.
IL,IrP, IL* r".a.ye-A4-virp.a.
;
;
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-Dr. Edwards, Specialist,
Eye, Ealr, Nose and
Throat. Test made free of
charge for glasses. Phoe-
nix Bldg., Main:St , Hop-
Look Out And
See Them
I will [receive 6 head more of the
Ed Jones cattle tomorrow, which I
will drive through the streets so you
may see what kind of beef you can
buy at the Virginia Street Meat
Market. •
T. II. RICHARDSON.
First
Nationa
Bank
liopkinsville, Ky
44444444-+4.4-.
DEPOSITARY
The Only National Bank in This Community
Capital 
Surplus. 
$75,000.00
$25,000.00
Stockholders Liability $73,000.00
Has a regular Savings Bank department.
Three per cent interest paid on savings
and time deposits. $1 opens an ac,count
GEO. C. LONG, President.
THOS. W. LONG, Cashier
BAILEY RUSSELL. Asst. Cash.
s++++++++++4-44-441-++++++4
e+++++++44-•-•9--*--*4444-4-4••••••4+#444-•-•44++++•44-0+0+44444slisa
TELEPHONES
gThe Cumberland
Telephone &
Telegraph Co
(Incorporated)
Continues to grow—has now con-
nected with the Hopkihsville
switch board more subscribers
than ever before in its history.
Free .Country Service to sub-
scribers.
Long Distance Connection.
TELEPHONES:1NSTALLED :ON SHORTi;NOTICE.
J D. RUSSELL,
10,4.4+04444
•
••••
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WHEELS OF JUSTICE
WILL BEGIN GRINDING AFTER
ANOTHER WEEK.
Docket Is Heavy and a Number of
Cases of Importance Will
Be Tried.
Friday being the last day for fil-
ing suits for the coming term, of
circuit court, Circuit Clerk Clark
was kept busy. The majority of the
cases were in equity. There were
three large damage suits filed.
John T. Ricketts, whose eye was
put Out on August 8,1907 by the ex-
plosion of a bottle of soda pop which
So was loading into an express car
at at the Louisville & Nashville
depot, has filed suit against the
southern Express company and
Ferdinand Schmitt for $10,000. The
plaintiff states that the express com-
pany accepted the shipment of pop
and he was loading it in his capa-
city of employe for that company.
He claims that the pop was, packed
in cases of two dozen bottles each
without any covering over the top.
He charges that the accident was
due to the faulty charging of the
bottles and the manner which they
were packed in the cases.
Robert Tunica has sued W. T. Tan-
dy and A. H. Eckles for $5,300. The
plaintiff stated in his petition that
while fighting a:flre in his capacity
of fireman, in the Dagg building on
North Virginia street, on September
26, 1907, he fell into a hole at the
northwest corner of the building.
He clitims that this hole was about
seven feet deep and had rocks at the
bottom, and the fall caused him
such serious injuries that he was in-
capacitated from work for five
months and was forced to undergo
an operation. He asks for $5,000
damages and $300 for doctor bills.
Edmund Reed vs. Illinois Central
railroad company is the style of an-
other action in which the plaintiff
asks for $1,000 damages. He says
that on March 16, 1907, he bought a
ound trip ticket from Pierceton, in
this county, to Clarksville. On the
return trip, he alleges, the train
failed-fit-stop at Pierce ton, although
he had gotten up from his seat and
taken his position on the steps,
ready to get off. He charges further
that as he stood on the steps the
train was suddenly jerked forward,
whi3h threw him to the ground and
dragged him some distance.
Ale 
If you have Catarrh, rid yourself
of this repulsive disease. Ask Dr.
Shoop of Racine, Wis*, to mail you
free, a tri tl box of his Dr. Shoop's
Catarrh Remedy, A simple, single
test, will surely tell you a Catarrh
, truth well worth your knowing.
Write today, Don't suffer longer.
Sold by Anderson-Fowler Drug Co.,
Incorporated.
TOWNS DESTROYED
MERIDIAN, Miss., Feb. 15.—
Three small Mississippi towns were
practically demolished by a tornado
yesterday. Reports of the number
killed range from six to ten, with
smaller number probably correct.
Mossville, Service and Soso are
the towns destroyed. They are all
In Jones County, and are very small
being merely a hand ful of scattered
dwellings.
The dead at Mossville are Alec
Windham and wife, negroes. Near
the town,it issaid,four white persons
had bee;killed, a man and wife and
their thildren, whose names could
not be learn.
The seriously injured t Mossv.11e
are J. W. Roberson, manager of the
Mossville Mercantile Company; Mr
and Mrs. William Campbell and
Minnie Campbell.
Near Service, one child of Ike
Holloway is reported dead, and also
an unknown negro.
.••••••••••••••••
TYLER, Tex., Feb. 14.—Tyler was
swept by the most disastrous tornado
in its history this, morning about 4
o'clock. Coming up from the south-
west, the storm swept over the main
residence section of the city, leaving
a trail of death and devastation.
The known dead in Tyler at this
hour number four C. A. Francis,
agent of the Dallas News, his wife
and child, about 1 year old, and a
negro named Mose Lee, 80 years of
age.
No Case on Rtcord.
There is no case on record of a
cough or cold resulting in pneumo-
nia or consumption after Foley's
Honey and Tar has been taken. It
steps the cough and breaks up the
cold quickly. Refuse any but the
genuine Foley's Honey and Tar in a
yellow package. Spld by L. A.
Johnson & Co.
sees.* 
!:000s Dyspepsia Curt
tastes-La wilaat yam sate
After Once Tasting
no one wants an old-fash-
ioned cod liver oil prepara-
tion or emulsion, because
Vinol is a much better body-
builder and strength creator
for old people ,weak children,
and for coughs, colds, bron-
chitis, etc. If it does no good
we will return your money.
L. L. ELGIN, Druggist.
NIGHT RIDER CALL
MADE ON A FARMER EAST OF
THE CITY.
Questioned as to Sale of His Tobacco
aud His Reply Was
Satisfactory.
Night Riders visited W. L. Can-
non, a farmer living nine miles
northeast of the city on the Kirk-
mansville road, LTuesday midnight.
There were fifteen in the squad, all
maeked. They called Mr. Cannon
out, and . told him that they had
heard that he had sold his crop of
tobacco outside the association, and
they wanted to know if it was true.
Mr. Cannon assured the Night
Riders that the report was without
foundation. The spokesman for the
crowd then said:
"Well, that's all right."
Fire Marshal W. F. Neikirk, who
came here Saturday, has left the
city without entering into a formal
court of inquiry for the investiga-
tion of the incendiary fires of De-
cember 7 or those that have occurred
in the county since January 1. The
next grand jury will meet February
24.
6.4 
*4101111...
' Forcible Facts.
One -sixth of the deaths from dis-
ease are due to consumption. Nine-
ty-eight per cent of all those who
have used Dr. Pierce's Golden Med-
ical Discovery kr "weak lungs"
have been perfectly and permanent-
ly cured. Dr. Pierce's Golden Med-
ical Discovery is not advertised to
cure consumption in its advanced
stages. No medicine will do that.
The "Discovery" does cure obstin-
ate, lingering* "hang-on-coughs,"
and all those catarrhal conditions of
throat and bronchial passages which
if not properly treated end in con-
sumption. Take the "Discovery" in
time and if given a fair and faitbful
trial it will seldom disappoint.
Free. Dr. Pierce's great work,
The People's Common Sense Medi-
cal Adviser is sent free on receipt of
stamps to pay cost of mailing only.
Send 21 one-cent stamps for paper
covered book, or 31 stamps for a
copy in cloth binding. Address Dr.
R. V. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y.
--• •  • ••
Music House.
The Jesse French Piano & Organ
company who have heretofore been
represented by Smith & Mitchell.
will hereafter be represented in Hop-
kinsville by G. H. Smith.
Mr. Smith continues in the store
room in the John Moayon building.
The firm of Smith & Mitchell has
been dissolved and any one holding
claims against the said firm will
please file same with Mr. Smith.
Beware of Ointments for Catarrh
that Contain Mercury,
as mercury will surely destroy the
sense of smell and completely de-
range the whole system when enter-
ing it through the mucous surfaces.
such articles should never be used
except en prescriptions from reput-
able physicians, as the damage they
will do is ten fold to the good you
can possibly derive from them.
Hall's Catarrh Cure, manufactured
by F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, 0.,
contains no mercury, and is taken
internally, acting directly upon the
blood and mucous surfaces of the
system. In buying Hall's Catarrh
Cure be sure you get the genuine.
It is taken internally and made in
Toledo, Ohio, by F. J. Cheney & Co.
Testimonials free.
Sold by Druggists. Price, 75c. per
bottle.
Take Hall's Family Pills for con-
stipation.
1 • •
What Everybody Wants.
Everybody desires good health,
which is impossible unless the kid.;
neys are healthy. Foley's Kidney
Remedy corrects irregularities and
cures all forms of kidney and blad-
der disorders. Take Foley's Kidney
Remedies at once and prevent
Bright's disease and diabetes. Sold
by L. A. Johnson & Co!
SALES OF TOBACCO
ON FIVE OF THE PLANTERS' AS-
SOCIATION MARKETS
Reports of General Interest Is Made
By The Auditor of The
Organization.
John D. Scales, auditor of the
Planters Protective association has
submitted a report showing the fol-
lowing sales of tobacco by the asso-
ciation on five markets:
Guthrie Market.
25 hogsheads at 
12 hogsheads at
1 hogshead at 
1 hogshead at 
5 hogsheads at 
10 hogsheads at 
hogsheads at 
4 hogsheads at. 
1 hogshead at  
67, total
Clarksville Market.
1 hogshead at...
4 hogsheads at
4 hogsheads at 
1 hogsheadsat 
2 hogsheads at.
1 hogshead at. 
1 hogshead at 
1 hogshead at
hogsheads at ..... ...... .
4 hogsheads -at... , ....... .
3 hogsheads at  • • ,
1 hogshead at
30, total
$ 9 00
. 800
10 00
10 50
11 00
11 60
12 00
13 00
14 00
$ 7 00
.....  750
8 00
Hopkinsville Market.,
850
900
9 50
10 00
10 50
11 00
11 50
12 00
. 12 00
17 hogsheads at  $7 00
Springfield Market.
1 hogshead at 
8 hogsheads at 
2 hogsheads at 
6 hogsheads at :  11 00
1 hogshead at  11 50
3 hogsheads at . 12 00
1 hogshead at   .. 13 00
22, total
Paducah Market.
12 hogsheads at  $ 7 00
1 hogshead at  10 00
4 honsheads at.  10 50
2 hogsheads at.   1100
3 hogsheads at.  11 50
1 hogshead at    1200
$ 7 00
800
900
24, total
Murray Market.
1 hogshead at $1000
1 hogshead at  10 00
11 hogsheads at  11 00
7 hogsheads at  1 50
I. hogshead at   120u
21, total.
•••••••• .11/00.— —
Ask Yourself the Question.
Why not use Chamberlain's Pain
Balm when you have rheumatism?
We feel sure that the -result will be
prompt and satisfactory. One ap-
plication relieves the pain, and may
have been permanently cured by its
use. 25 and 50 cent sixes.. For sale
by Anderson-Fowler Drug Co., in-
corporated.
"The Messenger."
The plant for the Messenger Print-
ing Company, which was incorpor-
ated this 'week, has been purchased
and is expected to arrive soon. The
old plant of the Hopkinsville Mes-
senger was sold to outside patties.
-V •  -.41.•
I wish that I might talk with aii
sick ones about the actual cause of
Stomach. Heart and Kidney ail-
ments:1'o explain in personhow weak
Stomach nerves lead to Stomach
weakness, I am sure wopld interest
all. And it is the same with weak
Hearts and weak Kidneys. This is
why my prescription—Dr. Shoop's
Restorative-- so promptly reaches
ailments of the Stomach, Heart and
Kidneys. It is wrong to drug the
Stomach or stimulate the Heart or
Kidneys. These weak Inside nerves
simply need more strength. My
Restorative is the only prescription
made expressly for these nerves.
Next to seeing you personally, will
be maif to you free, my new booklet
entitled, "What To Do." I will also
send samples of my Restorative as
well. Write for the book today. It
will surely interest you. Address
Dr. Shoop, Box 8, Racine, Wis.
TOBACCO SUITS.
•••••••••••••••/•••
LA CENTER, Ky., Feb lb.—Asia
result of the appellate court's decis-
ion uphold ,the constitionality of
tobacco pooling, suits aggregating,
$150,000 damages have; been riled
against 30 alleged violators of pool:
lug agreements.
Keeping Open House.
Everybody is welcome when you
feel good; and we feel that way only
when our digestive organs are work-
ing properly. Dr. King's New Life
Pills regulate, the action of the stom-
ach, liver and. bowels so perfectly
one can't helplesiitsgTood when he
uses these pills. 2.6c at Cook & Hig-
gins and Cook's Pharmacy.
.0•••••••.••••••••
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0) WE WILL STILL SELLS
All Winter 0)
04)04 eight
optLA4pi) Shoes
0) 
.
010) Goods Now Coming In
bl Warfield St kWest Shoe C
P4 (Incorporated) tirl t
N Ti. Exclusive Shoe Store.
a DI BEE MBBBBBIT BEBBBI BE MEM BBBE
DEATH AT GRACEY.
GRACEY, Ky., Feb. 15.—Wylie
Stewart, a well-known and popular
citizen of this place, died yesterday
afternoon of pneumonia. He was 70
years of age and a carpenter by
trade. A widow and seven grown
sons and daughters survive him.
Funeral services will be held this
afternoon at Rocky Ridge Baptist
church and the remains will be in-
terred in the Lander burying ground.
—.Apr
Many Sleepless Nights, Owing to a
Persistent Cough. Relief Found
at Last. being county county cou
rt day, up a credit of 6 months,
"For several winters past my wi▪ fe 
Between the hours of 11 a. m. and 2 p. m., the following described
has been troubled with a most 
per-. property to wit:
sistent and disagreeable cough,
which invariably extended over a
period of several weeks and caused
her many sleepless nights." writes
Will J. Hayner, editot the Burley,
Colo., Bulletin. Various remedies
wet° tried each year, with no benee
tidal results. In November last the
the cough again put in an appear-
ance and my wife, acting on the sug-
gestion of a friend, purchase .a bottle
of Chamberlain's Cough Remed/.
ssignee's Sale!
CHRISTIAN COUNTY COURT, KENTUCKY.
In Matter of Assignment of
DAVID BOURLAND
For the Benefit of his Creditors.
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale,
of the Christian county court, rendered at the February term thereof,t
1908, in the above cause, I shall proceed to offer for sale at the Court
House door, in Hopkinsville, Kentucky, to the highest and best bidder
At M
25 per Ct 
Discount
We Need the Room for Our Large Line of Spring ta
,A Certain Storehouse and Lot, situated in Crofton
Christian county,Ky. and bounded as follows: Beginning at a stone 81 8-14
feet South of J. E. Croft's brick store, and 10 feet west of stone walk,
measunn from East side of 'walk; thence South 30 feet to a stone; thence
East 100 feet to a. stone; thence North 30 feet to a stone; thence West 100
feet to the beginning; being same lot conveyed to David Bourland by A.
0. West, Jr.. and T. H. West, by deed dated March 18, 1905, and recorded
in Christian county court clerk's office in Deed Book No. 109, page No. 111.
For the purchase price, the purchaser must execute bond with ap-
proved surety or sureties, bearing legal interest from the day of sale un-
til paid and having the force and effect of a Replevin Bond. Bidders will
The result was indeed marvelous, be
 prepared to comply promptly with these terms.
After three doses the cough entirely
disappeared and has not mani-
fest itself since." This remedy is
for sale by Anderson-Fowler Drug.
Co., Incorporated.* Fe
bruary 6th, 1908.
D. 1. CRANOR,
Assignee of David Bourland.
Seeds
Seeds Seeds Seeds
The Best Northern and Home Grown CLOVER SEED
on the market. Inspect them and get our prices
before buying. We also have a large
and FRESH STOCK OF
Red Top, Timothy, Orchard Grass
Alsyke, Alfalfa, Blue Grass,
LEONARD'S GARDEN SEED
Our Motto:
"Reliable Goods at Reliable Prices."
Yours to Serve,
Sb fORESEr
cOs
NOPlaNSI;11.1.E. KY"'
-
J
- •
pollar
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Baby Laugh
It belongs to health fr
a baby to eat and sleep,
to laugh and grow fat.
But fat comes first;
don't ask a scrawny
baby to laugh; why,
even his smile is pitift.1.!
Fat comes first.
The way to be fat is tr.-1c
way to be heaithy.
Scoll's Emulsion
is the proper food,
but only a little at first.
All Druggists; 50e. and $1.00.
The South Kentucky
Building kk Loan
Association •
(Incorporated)
Offers You the Best Investments
for Your Savings.
Because it invests its funds
solely in first mort
gages on the homes of the peo-
ple in this city, and thus avoids
all of the risks attendant upon
commercial banking.
Because all of its loans arepayable in small
monthly payments, beginning
as soon as the loan is made,
and thus reducing the loan and
increasing our relative security
all the time.
Call and let us explain the plans
of the Association.
H. C. Gant, - Pres.
J. E. McPherson, Sec.
0 HUSBAND'S PLACE
MRS. JANE DOWIE VERY ARDEN7
LY ASPIRES.
Widow of "Elijah III" Plans to Become
Head of the Christian Catholic
Church.
CHICAGO, Feb. 15.—Mrs. Jane
Dowie aspires to her late husband's
place as head of the Christian Cath-
olic church and believes she is de-
stined to bring the warring factions
at Zion together.
At her home, near Muskegon, Ill.,
she is making plans to induce the
former followers of the late John
Alexander Dowie to rally to her
standard, according to statements
in Muskegon yesterday. She hopes
to take up her husband's projects if
i she secures the desired position. She
I 
A farm of about 230 acres on the
made a secret visit to Zion City on southern boundary of Christian
Tuesday, it, is said, with this end in county with about 80 acres of fine
KILLTHE COUCH view? it being her fll•st appearance timber, good improvements, 10 acrethere in many month. orchard, good mill site, very desir-
AND CURE 'THE LUNGS She conferred with Dr. Askin,w r °Isold at once. Come quick and get a, 
able. Will be sold at $20 an acre if
is secretary of a new movement i bargain.
which proposes to call Overseer 1
Bryan back from Australia to lend pie Want to buy real estate is at hand
now and we invite those who want
to buy or sell to consult this column.
Cu es Rheumatism and Catarrh-- We have excellent facilities for
Medicine Sent Free, conducting the business and will ad-
vertise the property put into our
These two diseases are the result hands free of charge, and will fur-
of an awful poisoned condition of nish prospective customers convey-
the blood. If you have aching joints ance to look at property without
and back, shoulder blades, bones cost to them, Come to see us if you
pains, crippled hands. legs or feet, want to sell, it costs you nothing if
 
 swollen muscles, shifting, sharp nit- you fail.
ing pains, and that tired, discour4 A W Wood Hunter Wood, Jr Z aged feeling of rheumatism. or the A good farm of 196 acres of land 2
hawking, spitting, blurred eyesight, miles from Hopkinsville on a turn-
deafness, sick stomach, headache, pike road.
w noises in the head, mucous throat
discharges, decaying teeth, bad
4 
Farm has two sets improvements
breath, belching gas of catarrh,
It kills the poison in the blood which 
50 acres of timber, good stock water.
two good toL acco barns, fine stable
Will be sold for $6,000. g 
take Botanic Blood Bairn (B. B. B.) i
1 Real Estate 
, :j causes these awful symptoms. giv-
mg a pure, healthy blood supply to k 
fine farm of 200 acres of land
al Office, Hopper Block. 1. Blood Balm 
tarrh. Cures where all else fails.
A worst rheumatism or foulest ea-
and makes a perfect cure of the
the joints and mucous membranes,
(B. B. B.) is comdosed 
barn, stable, cabin and all necessary
outhouses. Will sell 140 or 150 acres
within three miles of Hopkinsville
on a good turnpike. Has a new cot-
tage house of five rooms, tobacco
1
Agents
i Cumb Phones, 74 and 14-2
. 
. for weak kidneys. Improves the 
if desired. Very desirable property
of pure Botanic ingredients, good in good neighborhood.
el ' 
di-
gestion, cures dyspeysia. A perfect
 
 t 112 acres 
of land 3 miles from Hop-
onic for old folks by giving them, ilicapirtv.114loca.cliqc./4111,4114cligi.1141.0
new, rich, pure blooa. Thoroughly kinsville, 
Ky., on the Cox Mill road.e  1
A Reliable CATARRH tested for thirty years. Druggists, This land is good 
red clay subsoil,
Remedy $1 per bottle, with complete direc- and lies well and is i
n good condi-
Am vt,Er L YBSA i .,
tions for home cure. Sample free pike, makes a No. 1 small farm forEly's Cream Balm and prepaid by writing Blood Balm any purpose.
tion, fronts about mile on good
\ It clean-:es, soothes,
Gives Relief at Once.
HAY-FEVE Ft°L11
94././ Jyt,iiN ancl special free medical advice sentin sealed lettet. Ky., 370 acres cleared, 116 scree thn-
Fine farm of 439 acres at Herndon,
Co., Atlanta, Ga. Describe troubleis quickly absorbed.
of/ heals and protects ti.. her. This farm is fine land wiih
0 the. diseitsod mem-
brane resulting from '1- ONLY ONE 
good improvements and well fenced
and in good heart and will be sold at
Catarrh arid drives
away a. Cold in the c.i te'Ct°-,, YoRx 
I a bargain as a whole or divided into
I several tracts.r______
Head quiAly. Re- The Record in Hopkinsville is a Unique
stores the. Senses of Y FEVER . One. 
, 1st tract 268 acres 200 cleared has a
Taa*te and S..:ell. Fall size 59 et., at Drug- T. 
: good dwelling 6 rooms, 3 halls, por-
gists or by mail. In liquid forai, 75 (.ents. - — ' ches, 
fine new stable, cost *700, new
If the "Ely Brothers, 56 Warreu Street, New York. reader has a "bad back Or barn,
 3 cabins, cow house and ma-
chine shed, poultry house, smoke
_ 
any kidney ill and is looking for re- 
HO and cure, better depend on the 
house and coal house. Never fail-
only remedy endorsed by people you 
ing spring and cisterns.
DOCTORS MISTAKES
Are said often to be buried six feet under
ground. But many times women call on
their family physicians, suffering, as they
imagine, one from dyspepsia, another from
heart disease, another from liver or kid-
ney disease, another from nervous pros-
tration, another with pain here and there,
and in this way they present alike to
themselves and their easy-going or over-
busy doctor, separate diseases, for which
he, assuming them to be such, prescribes
his pills and potions. In reality, they aro
all only symptoms caused by some uterine
disease. The p sician, norant of the
cause of suffering, eps up treatment
until large bills are m de. T ering
patient gets no bett a the
wrong treatment, but, prodably wors
urour medicine
Prescri tion, rectcd to tke Re w OnT of
Itze eiv if.nisesasel. there-
by digpening a t ose essing symp-
toms, and instituting comfort instead of
prolonged misery. It has been well said.
that "a disease known is half cured."
Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription is a
scientific medicine, carefully devised by
an experienced and skillful physician,
and adapted to woman's delicate system.
It is made of native American medicinal
e
roots and is perfect' harmless Jri  ts
e ts in ji comadi =Lie 
• rrt,
As a powerful invigorating tonic "Fa-
vorite Prescription" imparts strength to
the whole system and to the organs dis-
tinctly feminine in particular. For over-
worked, "worn-out, run-down," debili-
tated teachers, milliners, dressmakers,
seamstresses, "shop-girls," house-keepers,
nursing mothers, and feeble women gen-
erally, Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription
is the greatest earthly boon, being un-
equaled as an appetizing cordial and re-
storative tonic.
As a soothing and strengthening nerv-
ine "Favorite Prescription" is unequaled
and is invaluable in allaying and sub-
duing nervous excitability, irritability,
nervous exhaustion, nervous prostration,
neuralgia, hysteria, spasms, St. Vitus's
dance, and other distressing, nervous
symptoms commonly attendant upon
functional and organic disease of the
uterus. It induces _refreshing sleep and
relieves met:tal anxiety and despondency.
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets invigorate
the stomach, liver and bowels. One to
three a dose. Easy to take as candy.
WITH Dr. King's
New Discovery
.moo.FOR 
...OLDS Trtai Bettie Free
AND ALL MOAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.
GUARANTEED BATISFACTOR
OR MONEY REFUNDED.
Winfree & Knight
Real Estate
2nd tract, 70 acres all cleared withknow. Doatils Kidney Pill relieve good
quickly—cure permanently. 
Hop- banhframe lionee and good tobacco
kinsville citizens testify to tills.
tIl!iltkli It I 11#40, 
! I The S. 1'. Fox farm of 612 acres,Here is a case,of it:
1 J. W. Pritelhetti, 752 E. Seventh situated on the Miller Mill road
.. street, Hopkinsville, Ky., says: about sev,or miles southwest of Ho
p--.--•
I "Fonr years ago Doan's 
kinsville, large two story dwelling
!KidneY ond all necessary farm buildings,
Pills wh.ch I procured at L. 1A.John- good fence, orchard and plenty of
: son St Co.'s drug store brodght me water and timber. This is a fine
. such great relief that I was i glad to farm and located in one cf the best
i tell the peopla of HopkinsTille In/ w
farming sections of the country and
ill be sold on reasonable terms.
i experience with the remedj.. Be-
fore. using them, pains existed 400 acres desirable farming land
i through my kidneys and in Oa back in Montgomery county, Tenn.,
!which caused me a great deal of an- heavly timbered, 10 miles from
noyance. I saw Doan's Kidney Pills 
Howell, Ky., price $7.00 per acre.
An Eye Tooth I advertised so highly that I donclud-t Farm of 248acres 6 miles east of
•
i ed to try them, They provad to be Hopkinsville on the Edwards Mill
- Makes n.ore difference in a per- ' an excellent remedy, relieving me road, well improved with house 1
• 
eon's appearance than one would 
think. We can replace a lost one. 
I of the aching in my back and help- stories, 6 rooms, 3 halls, pantry and•
ing me in other ways. I haYe great 
3 porches, 4 tenant houses, 2 stables,
In appearance and use it will be and 1 tobacco barn, good orchard of
.- equal to the natural one, m 'faith in Doan's Kidney Pills and I 3 or 4 acres, 25 acres of timber, farm
am sure if people who have kidney is well matured and land is in good
Artificial Teeth trouble will use them according to part and under good wire fence.
directions they will be satisfied with 900 acres of land in Christian coun-
made in this office are perfect in ev- the results obtained." ty, 5 miles from I. C. R. R., 350
ery particular. They will stand years
of use and much abuse. We make For sale by all dealers. Price. 60c, 
acres in cultivation, 560 acres in
teeth on rubber, porcelain and me Foster-Milburn Co., Butfato IS 1 . 
timber, red oak. white oak, hickory
tal, sole agents forlthe United Stlates ash 
and poplar. The place is well Sert FREE
Remember the name—Doan's—and watered and productive. Has twoCleaning  50c take  no other. , good residence, 2 stock barns 3 to- to h Otiselteepers
A G000d Set of Teeth.  $5.00 ' bacco barns and 6 tenant houses,
Crown and Brid e Work .. $4 Tooth 
•-e-.....--_____
and a fine storehouse and a splendid Liebig COMPANY'S
; Fillings 50c Up location for country store. This
Painless Extracting ....  25c CASTOR IA farm is underlaid with good coal. Amine has been operated on it for
year. Will be sold as a whole or
divided.
FEAR MINE RIOTS —PoLranarimnn"---maxmlai
AND TROOPS HAVE BEEN SEN1
TO ALASKA.
Trouble Thers Is Growing Rapidly and
Uncle Sam Takes Steps to
Prevent It.
WASHINGTON, Feb. 15.—The
president has decided to send Fed-
ral troops to Fairbanks, Alaska,
on account of the disorders growing
out of the miners' strike there.
The following statement on the
situation was given out today:
°LiThe attorney general is in re-
ceipt of telegrams from Fairbanks,
Alaska, ;indicating that there is a
possibility of trouble growing out
of the strike of miners at that point.
"The striking miners had picketed
the trail between Valdez and Fair-
banks, but a party of workmen were
brought in by the pickets. Most of
the newly arrived laborers are Rus-
sians, and it is reported that open-
air mass meetings are being held by
the stri ing miners, and that threats
of violence have been made.
The marshal has been directed by
the attorney general to use all the
foree at his command to arrest the
lawbreakers and to prevent intimi-
dation.
THRICE-A-WEEK WORLD
In the Presidential Campaign Year
More Alert, More Thorough and
More Fearless Than Ever. Read in
Every English-Speaking Country.
A president of the United States
will be elected this year. Who is he
and who is the man whom he will
beat? Nobody yet knows, but the
Thrice-a-Week edition of the New
York World will tell you every step
and every detail of:what promises to
be a campaign of the most absorbing
interest. It may not tell you what
you hope, but it will toll you what is.
The Thrice-a-Week World long ago
established a character for impart-
iality and fearlessness in the
publication of news, and this it will
maintain. If you want the news as
it really is, subscribe to the Thrice-
a-Week edition of the New York
world, which comes to you every
other day except Sunday, and is
practically a daily at the price of a
weekly.
The Thrice-a-Week World's regu-
lar spbscription price is only $1.00
pef year, and this pays for 166 pa-
pers. We offer this unequalled
newspaper and the Kentucky New
Era together for one year for $1.66.
fioma as Well as Men Are Mack
Miserable by Kidney and
Bladtler Trouble.
Kidney trouble preys upon the mind
iiscourages and lessens ambition; beauty.
vigor and cheerful-
•I ness soon disappeazbaeoremose when the kidneys are
2 .4j out of order or dis-
eased.
Kidney trouble ha;.;L become so prevalent
that it is not uncom-
mon for a child to 1.-t
born afflicted with
weak kidneys. If the
child urinates too often, if the urine scalds
the flesh, or if, when the child reaches an
age when it should be able to control the
passage, it is yet afflicted with bed-wet-
depend upon it, the cause of the cliff,
culty is kidney trouble, and the first
step should be towards the treatment of
these important organs. This unpleasant
!_rouble is due to a diseased condition of
tne kidneys and bladder and not to a
nabit as most people suppose.
Women as well as men are made miser-
able with kidnev and bladder trouble,
and both need the same great remedy.
The mild and the immediate effect of
WaM p-Root is soon .ealize . It is sold
by druggists, in fifty-
cent and one-dollat
size bottles. You may
—
have a sample bottle
J‘r mail free, also a Rome of Swamp-Root.
pamphlet telling all about Swamp-Root,
including many of the thousands of testi-
monial letters received from sufferers
cured. In writing Dr. Kilmer & Co..
Binghamton, N.Y., be sure and mention
this paper. Don't make any mistake.
but remember the name, Swamp-Root,
Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Root, and the ad.
dress,'9Binghaniton, N. V., on ever!!
bottle.
1_frAlit Dyspepsia ULIP4
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Vitalized Air a Specialty.
LOUISVILLE
DENTAL PARLORS
Lady Attendant at All Times
Both Prong
For Infants and Children.
The Kind You Hare Always Bought
Bears the
Bigzatue of
SES 'X° CD Pi. X
imam the The Kim' You Hays Always Bouot1
Bigesteze
et 1.4- 4
The Sind You Have Always Bought, and which has been
In use for over 30 years, has borne the signature of
and has Leen made uncle' Ns per-
sonal supervision since its infaiwy.
Allow no one to deceive you in this.
All Counterfeits, ImitatienS and "Just-as-good" are but
Experiments that trifle with an41 cmcianr-er the health of
Infants and Children—Expezience against Experiment.
What is CASTORIA
Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Pare.
gone, Drops and Soothing Syrups. It is Pleasant. It
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotic
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Worms
and allays Feverishness. It cures Diarrhoea and Wind.
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates the
Stomach and Bowe is, giving healthy and natural sleep.
The Children's Pat ,acea—The Mother's Friend.
GENUINE CASTORIA ALWAYS
Bears the Signature of
1,z4m
The Kind You Have Always Bought
In Use For Over 30 Years.
CEN'''AUN CO PAPAW V. TT STReCT. NEW IIORPL CITS.
Queen Olives
IN BULK
Saratoga Flakes
IN BULK
Call tiumb. 500, Home 1121. Postel Block
J. MILLER CLARK
o Our Friends and Patrons:
We wish to say to you that, we shall be in the field with more
enthusiasm than ever, seeking to claim a good portion of your
business. We will have at all times a full line of
Sheet Metal Building Materials, Cistern Pumps
Rain Water Fillers, Roof Paints, etc.
At such low prices you cannot afford to pl•sce youi ord( rs elsewhere.
We wish to thank you for yovr contributions to our success for the past
year, and any good things that you may say of us or any business that
you may send us will be greatly appreciated.
E. Y. Johnson
Claude P. Johnson, Mar.
Comb. Phone 270 9th St., near I, C. Depo
Louisville & Nashville Railroad
Time Card.
NORTH.
Corrected Jan. 13, 1908
SOUTH
No. 62 St. Louis Express...10:16 a m No. 51 St. Louis Express... .5:19 p m
No. 64 St. Louis Fast 10:06 p m No. 63 St. Louis Fast Mail. .5:37 a m
No. 92 Chicago and New No. 93 Chicago and New
Orleans Limited 6.09 am Orleans Limited, 11:60 pm
No. 66 Hopkinsville Accom.S:66 p m Nc. 66 Hopkinsville Accom.7:01 & iii
No. 94  .6:43 p m No. 95. 9 :37 a m
Nos. 62 ard 64 connect at St. Lis for all points west.
No. 61 connects at Guthrie for Meumphis line points as far south a
Erin and for Louisville, Cincinnati and the east.
Nos. 63 and 66 make direct connection at Guthrie for Louisville, Cin
cinnati and all points north and east thereof Nos. 63 alit) 66 also connect
for Memphis and way points.
N. 92 runs through to Chicago and will not carry passengers ti points
south of Evansville, also carries through sleepers to St. Louis.
No. 93 through sleepers to Atlanta, Macon, Jacksonville, St. Augustine
and Tatnpa, Fla. Also Pullman sleepers to NE W Orleans. Connect,
Guthrie for points east and west .I• C. HOOE, kgt.
Illinois Central Railroad gtthril.
TiME CARD.
Effective May 26th, 1907
NORTHBOUND.
No 332 Paducah-Cairo, and Evansville, Accom., leave 6:00 a. m.
206 Evansville and Louisville Express... . Al :20 a. m.
sleeper. All trains run daily. Train 26 and 26 make" local stops between
Nashville and Princeton. J.B. MALLON, Agt
Nashville-Chicago Limited carries free reclining cbair cars and rabu. ffet
" 321 Evansville-Nashville Mail, 
it
206, Evansville Paducah-Louisville Express, arrives 6;4262 ap. .m. -
26, Nashville-Chicago Limited 
8:16 p. m
•
26 Chicago-Nashville Limited, 
SOUTH BOUND.
If You Want to Buy a
Safe or a Roll Top Desk
We can sell you a new one direct from the factory at LESS THAN SECONDExtract of Beef HAND PRICES. We handle all kinds of Chewing and Smoking Tobacco
Coon Boon and Cigarettes, which we deliver to the trade without freight charges, We
telling how to prepare delicate also manufacture and sell the EL TINO 6c cigar and the AMERICA 10c
Cand delicious dishes. igar. Call for them.
Address LEIBIG CO., P.O. Box 27 ELGIN CIGAR CO.New York
TEL, CUMB. 809 HORKINSVILLE, KY
414.:•'0,•
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—PUBLISHED B
A. W. WOOD, Proprietor.
NEW BRA BLD.G, 16 WEST 7TH, ST.
1. C. Underwood, - - Editor
$1.00 A YEAR.
Received at the Postoffice in Hop-
kinsville as Second-Class Matter.
Subscription Rates.
Daily per year  WOO
" three months  1.26
" per week  .10
Weekly per year  1.00
per six months .  60
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Advertising Rates.
Transient advertising must be paid
for in advance.
Charges for yearly advertisements
will be collected quarterly.
A./1 advertisements inserted with-
out specified time will be charged
for until ordered out.
Announcements for Marriages and
Deaths, not exceeding five lines, ana
notices of preaching published gratis.
Obituary Notices, Resolutions o
Respect, and other similar notices
five cents per line.
Court Directory.
CIRCUIT Couser—First Monday in
June and fourth Monday; in ;Febru-
ary and September.
QUARTERLY CouRT---Second Mon-
days in January, Arril, July and
October.
FISCAL COURT—First Tuesday in
April and October.
COUNTY CouRT—First Monday in
every month.
TO THE MEMBERS OF THE KEN-
TUCKY ;LEGISLATURE.
Drunken with partisan politics the
Legislature is staggering through
Its session while Kentucky lies help-
less and disgraced beneath the crime-
stained feet of lawless herder. To
the cry tnat has gone up from a
score of wounds made by the torch
and whip of the Night Riders, the
only reply has been ,'We must elect
Beckham," or "We must elect
Bradley."
. The election of a United States
Senate has been made the Para-
_ mount issue in this State. The per-
sonal ambitions of these two men
are the altars Upon which every
other interest of the community is
being sacrificed. While Democrat
and Republican play politics, each
seeking to outwit the other in the
game of winning an office, Freedom
gagged and bound, is crucified night
after night by men who should be
her first defenders.
It is no longer safe to buy and sell
In Kentucky. Eleven men in Ed-
dyville were scourged upon their
naked backs because they exercised
their right to discuss public events.
Free speech is menaced. A police
judge was dragged from his bullet-
riddled home and submitted to the
indignity of the last. Law is out-
raged and defied.
Who is to save the state? The
local authorities in the neighbor-
hood where these things have hap-
pened, and may 'happen again at
any:hour of darkness, are paralyzed
with terror. As one of the men of
Eddvville, who was communicated
with over the telephone, said last
night, "We are afraid to speak."
The ,town marshals and county
sheriffs are absolutely inadequate to
handle a task of such proportions.
Even if special constables were to
be sworn in, the extent of the con-
spiracy makes it almost impossible
to depend upon their loyalty and to
avoid the presence of some traitor
in the company.
What of the legislature? God
help it! Are tllese men, fighting
and dickering over a United States
senatorship, Kentuckians? Is this
daily scheming and bargaining to
secure an office for one of two men
the best statesmanship of whieh our
representatives ar capable while
the commonwealth goes to hell un-
heeded? More than half the session
is over, and one paltry bill, provid-
ing the governer with a stenograph-
er. is all we have to show for it.
• Meanwhile, barns are burned, citi-
zens dragged from their homes and
whipped, judges terrorized, and the
law lies trampled and bleeding upon
the free soil of Kentucky.
The Herald tells these legislators
at Frankfort that the state is sick
and tired of the pettifogging politics
that is being played around the cap-
itol. These rumors of barter and
trade, of dodging issues and forcing
adjournments a r e unspeakably
shameful. The example of Nero,
who fiddled while Rome burned, has
never been considered one that pa-
triots emulate, and yet we have the
spectacle of these representatives of
the people making a fiddle out of
the county unit bill and scraping
away at it with Democratic or Re-
publican bows while the Beckham
and Bradley choruses dance to the
ragtime, and the Night Rider torch
set the state ablaze with passion and
lawles3ness.
We are weary of appealing to deaf
ears. We call upon the press of
Kentucky, irrespective of party, to
join us in the demand' that our rep-
resentatives cease their wretched
trifling and make this great evil,
that hasecome upon us in the dark-
ness, the supreme concern of the
hour.—Louisville Herald.
Don't for a moment imagine that
these :masked gangs that nearly
every night are committing outages
are Knight riders, as some people
would have them regarded. They
are desperadoes.
The Gracey affair was another
squeeze of the slimy coils of an-
archy that threaten to crush the
moral and business life of this re-
gion.
"Mr. Hughes will lose the barber
vote," ventures the Columbia State.
But if he gets the united whisker
vote to make up for it, he won't lose
anything in the aggregate.
Mr. Bryan goes to New York and
says something about a "subsidized
press." Murder, fire, police, riot,
and ruin! Mr. Roosevelt sends a
message to Congress mentioning the
matter. Lovely, grand, sublime!
At least, that is the way a con-
temorary sizes it.
We should think that recent Till-
man-Rockfeller conference sufficient
cause for:another message to con-
gress.
Government by executive degrees
has been abolished in Portugal, but
not, unhappily, until after the king
and the crown prince were previous-
ly abolished.
Another Georgia editor has mi-
grated to Gotham. It seems rather
a hard matter to make prelonged
droughts and editors both stay put
in the Craker state.
Mr. Bourke Cochran is not above
a resort to apt alliteration's artful
aid. With Mr. Bryan in the pres-
idential chair, he says, "the plun-
derers of millions will be given pre-
ference in the pathway to prison
over the pilferers of pennies."
In order to make Taft look the
part of a G. 0. P. elephant, car-
toonists merely have to attach the
trunk and satchel.
Now that the Horn has been pro-
perly rounded and the north bound
trip begun, it will of course be all
up-hill work for the battleships
fleet.
While Harry Thaw is insisting
that he is sane, he probably is sat-
isfied that the other inmates who
talk the same way are mad as
March ilares.
Bryan is making no hit with Wall
street by announcing that in Roose-
velt's position he would be just like
him, only more so.
One-fourth of what we eat, says
one writer, keeps us. That looks
like pointing the way to eeonomy,
but most of us will continue eating
the other three-fourths because
they keep the folks who need the
money.
Since the discovery that congress
is costing the country $150 a minute,
the visitors to the house 141 lie .n a
have a right to expect a performance
that will look a little more like their
money's worth.
A member of a company playing
"Ten Nights in a Bar Room" has
been arrested in Kansas. He must
have shown the effects of it.
411MINENINIMMr
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STANLEY HAS BILL
THAT ATTACKS TRUST IN A NEW
WAY
Fine And Punishment For Making
Contract That Will Do Away
With Competition.
WASHINGTON, Feb. 19.—Rep-
resentative Stanley, of Kentucky,
has introduced a bill which proposes
to force the "tobacco trust" to dis-
continue tie practice of compelling
the brokers and retailers to handle
only trust goods. The bill provides
against a representative of the trust
making a contract with a broker or
retailer, stipulating that he is to°
handle only goods made by the trnst
and that he is not allowed to handle
any trust-made goods if he handl( s
tobacco manufactused by indepen,
dent dealers.
The person guilty of making such
contract shall be punished by fine of
not less than $5.000 or imprisonment
for not to exceed one year, or both,
in the discretion of the court.
44 •
A RECORD BREAKER.
Last Year's Sales of Hyomei,
Cuaranteec; Cure for Catarr
Larger Than Ever.
the
h,
The merits of Hyomei (the treat-
ment that cures . catarrh without
stomach dosing), its popularity and
growth, are unique in the annals of
medicine. So pronounced is the re-
lief and cure following, the use of
this treatment that it has been pub-
licly recommended by leading drug-
gists and physicians in nearly every
state and town in the country, with
the result that last year's sales were
larger than ever.
The fact that Hyomei is so pimple
and complete, and that it cures by
breathing medicated air and not
taking drugs into the stomach, no
dottbt has helped to create this wide-
spead and rapidly increasing army
of friends.
The way in Witlich it has been sold
by L. L. Elgin, has undoubtedly
aided greatly its introduction in
Hopkinsville. Mr. Elgin is such a
firm believer in the power, of HyOp:
moi to cure all catarrhal troubjes,
that he urges people to use it with
the understanding that tne cost will
he refunded to anyone who is not
benefltted by the treatment. You do
not risk a cent in testing the healing
virtues of Hyomei, for Mr. 'Elgin
takes all the risk of its giving satis-
faction and leaves you to be the
judge.
If you have catarrh, give Hyomei
a trial and you, too, will begoine its
friend and recommend it to others.
rile complete outfit costs $1.00;
nothing if it does not cure.
[BELL STATION NOTES=
Rev. J. H. Moore, of Russellville,
preached at the Grange hall Sun-
day.
Miss Sarah Atkins, of Hopkins-
ville, visited Mrs. W. H. Boxley
Saturday and Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. John Garnett are
visiting in Hopkinsville
We gladly welcome our new neigh-
bors, James Bell and Thos. Pardue
Miss Verna Alexander, who has
been visiting her mother, Mrs. Jas..
Easton, has gone to Clarksville to
visit friends.
Mr. Henry Jenkins is on the sick
list.
On account of the rain, there was
only a small crowd at MisS Batts'
valentine party.
Mrs. John Bell is able to be up
again, after a spell of the grip.
Little Polly Garrott and Willie
Ellison are on the sick list.
Since Mr. Dick Hunt married, the
other young men of the community
are more encouraged.
Miss Ruth Weaver, of Herndon,
visited her sister, Mrs. W. C. Giles,
Saturday and Sunday.
Miss Lizzie Boswell, who has been
visiting her aunt, Mrs. H. C. Wald-
en, has returned to her home in Nor-
folk, Va. "IRISH ROSE."
44.
DIED AT CLARKSVILLE.
CLARKSVILLE, Tenn., Feb. 18.
—Mrs. Martha A. Littell died Sun-
day night at the home of Mrs. Sam
Clifton of infirmities incident to old
age. She was 86 years old and was
born near Elkton, Ky., retaoving to
Clarksville in 1843. She is survived
by one daughter, Mrs. Sam Clifton,
and two grandchildren, George
Stnith,i oi„gopkinsville, and Mrs.
Florence hates, of this city.
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II Our Great Seed Offer 7-101.0EST MAN DEAD
The New Era's free seed proposi- office they are forwarded to the seed
tion is attracting attention every- house where the orders are filled
where the paper goes or the matter and the seed mailed direct to the
is mentioned. This offer by which
this paper gives a year's subscrip-
tion to the Weekly New Era and $1
worth of guaranteed garden or flower
seed for $1, is the most liberal ever
made by any publication. On an-
other page wil' be found a large ad-
vertisement which gives a list of the
seed which may be ,3ecured. This
advertisement should be clipped out den seed it is a bargain
packages desired genuine kind.
should be marked and the list sent
and the twenty 
The offer will
limited tune.
to this office with the dollar for the
year's subscription. Subscribers
who are in arrears will be required
to pay up back dues and one year in
party whose name is signed to the
list. This of course requires several
days time and those who desire to
take advantage .of the offer should
not delay in sending in their list.
The New Era is the best weekly pa-
per published in western Kentucky,
and when you get a year's subscrip-
tion to it and a dollar's worth of gar-
of the most
be open for only a
BUSY IN THE NIGHT
advance in order to take advantage Zack Redd, a negro who was serv-
Ingot 27‘ days' sentence for carrying
of the offer. You can take twenty
a concealed deadly weapon, made
his escape from the old county jail
last night, where he, with the rest
of the city workhouse gang, was
tieing kept. Bedd dug his way out
under the wall, this bringing him
out under the rear porch. He at
These seed are put, up by one of once made tracks and as the escape
the largest and most reputable was not found out until 3:30 o'clock,
no trail of him could be secured.
The negro used a pick and shovel.
which were in the jail.
•• Redd had served four days of his
are of the variety claimed. The seed sentence, so if he is caught the re-
mainder will bf, multiplied by ten
and he will face a term of 235 days.
The police in all the towns through-
out this region have been notified
A reward of $10 has been offered by
Mr. McChord for Redd's capture.
psckages of one variety or twenty
packages all of different varieties or
part garden and part flower seed, no
matter how you fix it so you select
twenty packages.
houses in America and every pack-
age is fully guaranteed, not only
that they are fertile but that they
are put up in full size Sc packages
and are up to the standard in every
way. If they are not you get them
replaced. Look over the list and
make your selection.
Last year the New Era made this
same proposition and it was taken Menser-Hop
per.
advantage of by hundreds of people. Daniel E. Hopper and Miss Mary
Some trouble was experienced Menser will be married tomorrow
though on account of quite a num_ afternoon at the bride's home near
ber getting the idea that the seed Macedonia. Rev. John W. McCar-
were kept on hand in this office and roll will officiate.
they could get them when they call-
ed. This is a mistaken idea for,
when the lists are receive.I at this ,
4.woramommimm•••••••=.••••ms.
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Warfield & West
OR.. X .
Lean the nThe Kind You Have Always BoLght
Signaturef 14- -ze
WINFIELD JOHNSON WAS NEAR-
LY NINETY AND NINE
End Was Unexpected.—Had Voted at
Every Election But One Since
Reaching Majority.
Winfleld Johnson,probably the old-
est citizen of Christian county and
one of its unique characters, died
last Wednesday night at his home
near Johnson's Mill. Had Mr.--v
Johnson lived until the seventh of
next September he would have cele-
brated ninety ninth birthday. Death
came to him suddenly and without
warning. On the night when the
end came he was in the best of ,
spirits and sat up until about 9-'6
o'clock. About 2 a. m., he called
for some one to come to him and
when thei responded he asked to be
raised up and before he could be
laid down again he was dead.
Mr. Johnson had never married
He was always very proud of his
physical strength and activity and
was an ardent politician and last
year' was the first time that he had
missed going to the polls on election
day and casting his ballot, since he
became of age. He was a Univer-
salist in belief but had ne veraffiliat-
ed with and church- The remains
were interred in the family burying
ground.
NEANDER M. WOODS
Resigns as Chancellor To Accept Call
To Montgomery.
CLARKSVILLE, Tenn., Feb. 18.
—Dr.Neandsr. M. Woods, chancellor
of the Southwestern Presbyterian
university, has tendered his resig-
nation to the board of directors to
take effect April 16, Dr. Woods hav-
ing accepted a call to the pastorate'-'
of the Central Presbyterian church,
of Montgomery, Ala.
 4
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411 We have secured the Hopkinsville agency
for the sale of Regal Shoes and will place:the
Spring Regal on sale about Marth 5th.
4I Now in order to make room for them we are
going to sell for the next 15 days all winter weight
shoes, all broken lots of men's, women's, boy's
and children's shoes at prices far below the usual
prices. We quote you a few items.
 
 
$4.18 pairs Pat. Colt (Stetson's) 59Worth $6.00, for,
12 pairs Patent Colts
Worth $3.00, for
60 Pairs Vici and Box Calf
Worth $300, for  $2.25
60 pairs Women's Vici Pat. Tip
Worth $2.00, at  $1.50
75 pairs Women's Vici Pat. Tip
Worth $1,50, at   $1.15
18 pairs Boy's High Top Box Calf
Worth $2,00, at  $1.50
 
 
$3.75
Shoe Company, (Incorporated.)
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ROAlS ARE REPORTED TO HAVE
BEEN INJURED
Fiscal Court Proposes To Have Law
Enforced For Repair Of
, Damaged Thoroughfares.
The fiscal court met Tuesday and
Nra rather busy session was anticipat-
ed, but the expected matters were
not brought up.
The county attorney, however,
was instructed to enforce the law
regnlating the use of public high-
ways, and if necessary to prosecute
thoile corporations, firms or indi-
viduals who had been damaging the
roads by unusually heavy traffic.
As provided by Section. 4326 of the
Kentucky statutes, all corporations,
firms or individuals who cause a bad
condition of the roads by unusual
nsemust repair them or pay a fine.
The action of the court yesterday
Witfi due to reports which were made
showing that heavy traflc on some of
the roads, this being principally the
hauling of logs, had put the roads in
some places in almost impassable
condition. This is said to be true
not only of the dirt roads hut in
places the metal on the pikes has
been cut through with most disas-
trous results. The court decided
that the damage to the roads in this
way must be stopped or the parties
causing it must repair the roads.
The law governing the case is as
follows:
SECTION 4325—PERSONS DAMAG.-
INO ROAD BY UNUSUAL USE, TO RE,
PAIR—PENALTY—Any corporation
company or individual,who may, by
unusual use of a road, materially
damage the same, shall repair all
damages caused by the use of such
' road or roads. The supervisor or
overseer of roads shall, at any time,
when necessary, notify said cor-
potations, companies or individuals
of their duty as provided in this sec-
do ; and should the parties so noti-
fied fail, in a reasonable length of
time, to be filed in the notice, to
make such repairs, such parties
,ashall be deemed guilty of obstruct-
ing the public roads, and shall be
subject to a fine of not exceeding
$100, to be applied to road purposes.
Magistrates J. M. Morris, W. L.
Parker and county attorney John
C. Duffy were appointed as a com-
mittee to confer with the city au-
thorities and investigate the ad-
visability of building a septic tank
for the disposal of the sewage from
the courthouse, the county and city
jails and other public buildings. The
committee is to report at the next
meeting of the fiscal court. ‘,
ALMOST EPIDEMIC
The measles and mumps continue
to get in their work and have almost
/- reached the epidemic stage. Neither
malady is in a violent form and in
nearly every case developed, after
it has become well established,
those afflicted are not troubled -with
any real sickness. On account of
the weather however the greatest
:are has to be exercised to prevent
more seriousicomplications.
NO FOUNDATION
For Charges Against Messrs. Wiley
And Younglove.
We the county committee of the
Dark Tobacco Planters' Protective
asmociation wish to state to the pub-
lfc that we have investigated the
charges against D. 0. Wiley and
Geo. Younglove, prizers for the as
tot sociation, and find them without
foundation in fact.
D. R. PERRY, Chairman Pro tern.
W. A. GLASS, Sect. wltdlt
te-r<
A REMEDY FOR NEURALGIA :OR
PAIN IN THE NERVES.
. For neuralgia and sciatica Sloan's
rAniment has no equal, It has a
powerfully sedatine effect on the
nerves —penetrates without rubbing
and gives immediate relief pain—
(juickens the circulation of the blood
and gives a pleasant sensation of
eeinfort and warmth,
"For three years I suffered with
neuralgia in the head and jaws,"
writes J. P. Hubbard. of Marietta,
S. C., "and had almost decided to
have three of my teeth pulled, when
a friend recommended me to buy a
twenty—five--cent bottle of Sloan's
Liniment. I did so and experienced
Immediate relief, and I kept on using
qutil neuralgia was entirely cured.
I will never be without a bottle of
Sloan's Liniment in my house
s.gain. I use it also for insect bites
and sore throat, and I can cheerfully
recommend it to any one who suffers
from any of the ills which I have
mentioned."
PLANS TO END OUTLAWRY.
Gov. Willson Orders Entire Middlesboro Company to Wes-
tern Kentucky. Destination Kept Secret.
BRINGS INTO TOWN
WHAT LITTLE TOBACCO WAS
NOT DESTROYED
(From Tuesday's Daily)
V. McKinney, the farme4who lost
a wagon load of tobacco Sunday
night when it was rolled out of his
barn and set on fire, came to town
Monday and brought the load in
which the dynamite haid been plac-
ed. This load weighing about 410
pounds was all that Mt. McKinney
had left out of a crop of nearly 3,000
pounds. This was taken to H. H.
Abernathy, warehouseman for the
Society of Equity, and pooled with
that organization.
Night Riders last week again
visited the farm. of J. D. Coleman,
near Peedee, and called out the sev-
eral tenants on the Sypert place and
advised them not to attempt to make
a crop with Mr. Coleman. Four ten-
ants were called out and talked to.
• The Night Riders also went to the
farm of D. C. Wootton and called
out his tenant and asked him if his
crop of totocco was in the associa-
tion. Being answered in the affirm-
ative, the leader told him to be sure
that no mistake was made about it
The crowd then dispersed.
It is reported , that Night Riders
visited James Long and James Moss
in the Ovil neighborhood, and
scattered tobacco from their barns
on the ground, and threw a part into
a pond.
HOW A COLD
IN THE HEAD AND
NASAL CATTARRH
CAN BE CURED
Paracamph Is D ally
Demonstrating Its Mar-
velous Curative Pro-
perties.
At this time of the year, Cold In
The Head and Nasal Catarrh are
prevalent. Many users of Para-
camph are not aware that it will re-
lieve and cure these ailments.
Don't dose your stomach with
powerful drugs which always leave
a bad after-effect and in a great
many instances do serious harm,
but try Paracamph. You will be
agreeably surprised at the results.
Take a small quantity on the end
of the finger, put A well :into the
nostril and snuff hard, so as to get
the remedy up into the channels of
the nose and until it runs back into
the throat. Do this until the chan-
nels of the nose are opened; then
rub the outside of the nose and fore-
head thouroughly applying Para-
camph freely, as this will stimulate
the circulation, remove'congestion,
open the pores and draw out the
fever and inflammation by inducing
sweating.
When Paracamp is used in this
manner, it goes immediately to the
diseased and inflamed membranes,
cooling, :soothing and healing the
same. It also kills the disease
germs.
The principle of Paracamph is
direct contact. It opens the pores
of the skin, one of the mediums
through which the body throws off
its impurities, permitting the sooth-
ing, healing oils to penetrate direct
to the interior cAls, and removing
all soreness, fever and inflammation
by inducing perspiration.
This treatment should be repeated
several times and always upon
arising in the morning;and at night
before retiring.
After a thorough trial, if you are
not perfectly satisfied with the re-
sults, go to your druggist and he will
give you your money back:
Paracamph l has relieved many-,
snfferers, and will cure without
harming. It does not as other rem-
edies do. deaden the nerves; but it
stimulates theni so .they may per-
form their natural ftinctions.
Paracamph is sold and .recom-
mendded by L. L. ELGIN.
..1044.ds., AL,
MIDDDLESBORO,',Ky.,Feb.18.—
Company H., Second Kentucky
regiment, has been ordered to
Western Kentucky.
Orders for the movement of the
troops were received here today and
the officers and men were hastily
summned together and are now
making preparations for the trip.
There are forty-five men in the
company.
They are fully equipped and. pre-
pared for an extended stay. They
are armed with the latest approved
weapons and supplied with ample
amunition.
A detachment of this, the Mid-
dlesboro, coinpany -is now doing
service at Hopkinsville.
The remainder of the company has
not yet been informed of their desti-
nation, but it is definitely known
that they will proceed immediately
to Western Kentucky, and that
their going is a step in a very im-
portant plan of Gov. Willson to
put an end to night riding.
Government Tobacco.
During the past season the IT. S.
department of agriculture has grown
one acre of experimental tobacco on
the farm of Mr. J . W. Foard,
Churchill, Ky. This tobacco was
not pledged to the association nor
was it in any way connected with
the trust. The only purpose of the
government is to secure better and
more higly productive types for the
dark tobacco district of Kentucky
and Tennessee. This crop was sold
recently to the Regie Tobacco com-
pany in order to close the terms of
the contract with the grower.
I make this statement at Mr.
Ford's request to relieve him of
any suspicion that might befall an
"association" man who sold him
crop "on the outside." The depart
ment is absolutely responsible fej
the transaction. I hope this state,
ment will free the grower fromever
shadow of suspicion not to say anyt
thing of the violence that is somef;
times inflicted.
H. WOOTLEY, Special Agent
U. S. Department of Agriculture.
BEACH HARGIS' PLEA
Will be Self-Defense in Killing Father
At Jackson, Ky.
LEXINGTON, Ky., Feb. 18 —In
the defense of Beach Hargis for kill-
ing his father, Judge Jame: Hargis,
the expenses will be paid out of the
$60,000 which is the boy's share of
his father's large estate. When
Judge James P. Adams convened
the Breathitt circuit court at Jack-
son the Horgis case was the most
important matter awaiting action.
Beach Hargis was promptly indicted
and his trial will begin at once. The
plea will be self-defense.
PERSONAL NOTES.
.0
(From Tuesday's Daily.)
Miss Ethel Turner, of this city and
Mi6S Hattye Williams, of Aliens-
vile, Ky., left this. morning for
Cnicinnati.
Born, to the wife of Dr. L. Dudley
Long, in Chicago, on February 15th,
a daughter, who has been named
Margaret Elinore. Dr. Long is a
Hopkinsville boy, who is now acting
as interne at the Hahnemann hos-
pital in Chicago.
Mrs. Eliza Clark, who has been
quite ill of the grip, is able to be up
and out again.
Mrs. Claud Wadlington, of Trigg
county, was in the city yesterday.
Miss Agnes Main, of Morgantown
is the guest of the Misses West on
North Virginia street.
Miss Nannie Roberts, of Oaklaho-
ma, is visiting Miss Susie Gaines
and Lavalette Green.
George Miller, of Elkton, is in the
city.
Col. J. O. Cooper. who has been
sick for several weeks is out again.
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Shaw re-
turned to Cadiz today after a visit
to Thomas R. Shaw.
Mr. and Mrs. F. J. Brownell. will
lewee Thursday for Florida where
they will remain until April 1st.
• Tbom.as Bottomley, of Louisville,
Is visiting tt)thfatnily of F. J. Brown-
ell.
'
UNDER BOND OF $500
ROBERT WOOD IS HELD TO CIR-
CUIT COURT.
Waived Defense at the Examination
Held Before County Judge
Prowse.
•
The examining trial o Rob Wood
the young farmer who was arrested
last week on the charge of having
written threatening letters signed
"Night Riders„ to Lewis Dawson,
colored, a tenant on a farm belong-
ing to H. D. Wallace of this city,
was held before County Judge
Prowse Monday afternoon. On
account of the large crowd which
gathered to hear the trial it was
held in the circuit court room, and
the chamber was packed. After the
commonwealth had concluded its
testimony Attorneys J. T. Hanbery
and C. H. Bush, for the defense.
held a consultation with the defend-
ant and announced that as the
regular term of circuit court was
only a week off they would not in-
troduce any of their testimony and
allow the case to go before the grand
jury, Judge Prowse then held Mr.
Wood over under same bond as be-
ferre—$500—and be gave this with
his father, J. B. Wood, as surety,
and was released. The prosecution
is being condircted by county attorny
Jno. C. Duffey assisted by Bell &
Trimble.
The negro; Louis Dawson, testified
as to receiving two letters, the first
of which was addressed to "Tenant
on the Hooker place, care of Rob
Wood," and which he stated had
been delivered to him by a negro on
Mr. Wood's place. He stated that
the day before he received this note
Mr. Wood came over over to his
hotise and tried to get him to help
hinfin putting up ice, and in the
course of the conversation asked
him what he would do in case he got
a warning from the Night Riders.
Mr. Wood said if he was called on
by the Night Riders he would take
off his hat and say, "Good morning,
gentlemen, what can I do for you?"
Assistant Postmaster Gus Breath-
knew the letter produced in con' t
was the one which the young man
had mailed and which he himself
had taken from the box.
The defense gave no intimation of
what their plan would be.
OR. DOUGLAS DEAD
NOTED SURGEON PASSES AWAY
AT NASHVILLE
Had Many Friends In llopkinsville.—
Bright's Disease Was The
Cause of His Demise.
News was received in the city thi
morning of the death'of Dr. Richard
Douglas, the eminent southern sur-
geon, of Nashville, who had :many
friends here.
He was forty-eight years of age at
the time of his death, but notwith-
standing he was still a comparative-
ly young man, he had gained na-
tional prominence in his chosen pro-
fession, and was the author of books
on surgery that were considered as
standard authority.
Surviving him in his immediate
family are Mrs. Douglas, his daugh-
ters, Mrs. Evans Richardson and
Miss Martha Douglas, and his son,
Mr. Richard Douglas, Jr. Of his
father's family he is survived by
Mr. Byrd Douglas, Bruce Douglas
and Mrs. E. D. Richards.
Dr. Douglas received, his literary
education at Vanderbilt university,
and attended medical college in
Philadelphia. He was a student all
of his life, and up to the time that
he retired frem practice was con-
stantly adding to his great know-
ledge as a surgeon. So widely rec-
ogniAed  did he become as a surgeon
that he was one of five of his profes-
sion' selected in the United States a
few years ago to attend the great in-
ternational conference of surgeons
held in Madrid, Spain.
For several years Dr. Douglas had
suffered from Bright's disease.
PROTEST AGAINST OUTRAGES
RIPLEY, Tenn„ Feb. 19.—At a
meeting of the Ripley Local No. 300
of the farmers' union, held in Ripley
Friday, the following resolution was
unanimously adopted:
"Whereas, an organization known
as the 'Night Riders' are doing a
great many dastardly and heinous
'crimes in our beloved state of Ten-
nessee and also in Kentucky, by
burning tobacco barns, whipping
and shooting people, causing them
to leave home and bringfng on great
sacrifices of life and property, be it
"Resolved, That we in regular ses-
sion, do enter our protest against the
aforesaid perpetrators in the strong-
est terms, and would urge our law
COUGH
INSURANCE
REXALL CHERRY JUICE IS the
most economical insurance against
coughs you can get. One large
bottle will insure a whole family
against coughs, colds and grippe
for a whole year. Cheap insurance
isn't it. The iirst dose — just one
teaspoonful will relieve your cough
—four doses will stop your cough
and a twenty-five cent bottle will
break up the worst cold you ever
h4c1 and we guarantee it like all the
Rexall Remedies in that if you are
not perfectly satisfied all you have
to do is return the bottle and get
your money.
REXALL CHERRY JUICE COUGH
SYRUP is pleasant to take, tart and
tasty and children like it.
Per bottle, 25c., 50c., $1.00.
L. L. ELGIN
The Store a
HOPKINSVILLE
A Beautiful Life.
Within the last few years a num-
ber of the older and prominent
members of Grace church have
passed out to the life beyond.
Now the beloved and honored
former rector, Rev. Dr. John W.
Venable. under who- e direction the
present building was erected and
whose pious ministrations were
long a benediction there, has follow-
ed his faithful parishioners into the
glories of the unseen world.
The closests bond of union existed
between the rector and his people,
but espetially in the Guild which he
organized at the beWnning was his
influence marked.
As an adviser he was wise and
helpful and invaluable in his sug,
gestions, and by his aid many a
difficult problem was solved. He
was a leader pure in heart and
word. and deed; diligent in the per-
formance of every duty, and to his
untiring efforts may be attributed
executors to bring them to justice as much of the remarkable success
soon as pobsible; and as we would which attended those early days of
have it go on record that we de- the Guild.
flounce lawlessness of every charac- The weekly meetings which al-
ter, and that it is our purpose to ternated among a few of the mem-
build up the morals as well as the tiers, with the same officers, for
itt stated that he was sitting at his finances of our country." eighteen years, were full of interest
desk en Feb. 11 when he saw Mr. and pleasure1
suspicious of him in connection with
Wood enter the postoffice and, being &TELLS EXPERIENCE
to be in closest touch of friendship
It was the privilege of the writer
the first letter which had been re- with the rector' and president
ported to him, he leaned oat through The Paducah News Democrat 
through all these years of mutual
the money order window and saw says: interest and Christian work.
him drop a letter through the slot, No higher honor and praise can bePositive proof that it is a teri ible
and he noticed that it bore two one- accorded Dr. Venable's beautifulthing to be handled by the "Night
cent stamps. He immediately went Riders" was shown today by Henry 
life and character than that made
ito the box and picked up the letter n the announcement of his death inBennett
' 
of 
i
Dycusburg who is in
from the topof the pile, it being the I the New Era.Paducah. He is a merchant of that
only one bearing two one-cent I place and was taken from his home 
This little resume is only for those
stamps. He stated positively that who once looked to him for guid-
' a few nights ago and whipped by a
of bold "Night Riders "he recognized Mr. Wood and that he1squad 
ance, the friends who daily gathered
• strength and inspiration from his
life. They knew and loved him
best. His name is now added to
those of the ' Workers" who have
gone to their reward.
It is the last tribute to the "Old
Guild" from the last surviving of-
ficer, given Lin tender sympathy
with those who so deeply mourn.
Successful.
After a great deal of effort and
correspondence, L L. Elgin, the
popular druggist, has succeeded in
getting the Dr. Howard Co. to make
a special half-price introductory of-
fer on the regular fifty cent size of
their celebrated specific for the cure
of constipation and dyspepsia.
Dr. Howard's specific has been so
remarkably successful in curing con-
stipation, dyspepsia and all liver
troubles, that Mr. Elgin is willing to
return the price paid in every case
where it does not give relief.
So great is the demand for this
specific, that Mr. Elgin has been
able to secure only a limited supply
and every one who is troubled with
dyspepsia, constipatioa or liver
trouble should call upon him at once
or send 25 cents and get sixty doses
of the best medicine ever made on
this special half price offer with Mr.
Elgin's personal guarantee to refund
the money if it does not cure.
KILLS HIMSELF
CENTRAL CITY, Ky.. Feb. 18
's—Jesse Wilbourn, aged 66, killed
himself at Dunmote today, his mind
being unbalanced by.worrying about
his daughter's approach1n4 mar-
riage. )
They used switches cut from thorn
trees.
Bennett is still an invalid Ls the
result of the punishment he receiv-
ed. He was busy applying a plaster
to a younger brother suffering of
pheumoaia when the riders came.
He was struck dozens of times on
the face and body and every lick
the thorns dug into the flesh. His
suspenders that he wore when whip-
ped are flecked thickly with blood
stains and his under clothing was
punctured like a sieve.
While Bennett was shaving today
He rests from his labors, while his
memory will long be cherished by
those with whom he wrought and
companioned, and whom for a little
while he has left behind.
"One more at home! That home
where separation cannot be; That
the razor ran against a piece of home where none are missed eternal
wood in his face. On extracting it
with plyers the barber was starled
to find that it was a thorn nearly
half an inch long.
ly.
Lord Jesus grant us all a place
with thee at home in Heaven.
Feb. 4. 1908.
Are you going to let
the price of a bottle
of Syrup o f White
Pine and Tar stand
between you and a
good night's rest, or
are you going to hack
and cough and lie
awake all night just
to save 23c.
Compound Sprup of White
Pine and Tar is one of our best
Cough and Cold Remedies and
has been sold by us with in-
creasing favor for nearly ten
years. It contains nothing but
good old fashioned reliable in-
gredients that every one knows
and can trust, and these are
carefully put together so as to
Insure the very best medicinal
results.
And it does.
We sell a good sized bottle
for
Twenty-five Cents
L. L. ELGIN, Druggist .
• 
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BECONIII
A MOTHER
Is an ordeal which an
women approach wit)"
indercribable fear, for
nothing compares with
the pain and horror of
child-birth. The thought
of the suffering and danger in store for her, robs the expectant mother
of all pleasant anticipations of the coming event, and casts over her a
shadow of gloom which cannot be shaken off. Thousands of women
have found that the use of Mother's Friend during pregnancy robs
confinement of all pain and danger, and insures safety to life of mother
and child This scientific liniment is a god-send to all women at the
time of their most critical trial. Not only does Mother's Friend
carry women safely through the perils of child-birth, but its use
,gently prepares the system for the coming event, prevents "morning
,sickness," and other dis-
comforts of this period.
'Sold by all druggists at
,$1.00 per bottle. Book
containing valuable information free.
Tbe Bradfield Regulator Co., Atlanta, Ga.
MOTHER'S
FRIEND
•
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ALL BUSINESS
STRICTLY CASH
AT
HARD WICK'S
1 JEFF MORRIS
.•• 
 MAKER FINEOF
•
•
• c, SHOES
• 
Special attention given to repairing of all kinds.
• Satisfaction guaranteed. Shop down stairs in
• Phoenix building on Ninth St.
•
••••••00000000•00400000000e0oeg‘
•
•
SPECIAL! •
For Chocolate coated
Peanuts, 20c bo‘x; Choc-
olate coated Almons, 1/2
lb. box 25c; or Choc-
olate drops, 20c lb.,
call on
•
•
0
Cough Caution
Never. positively never poison your lungs. If you
cough—even from a simple cold only—you should
alweys heal. soothe, and ease the irritated bron-
chial tubes. Don't blintlly suppress it with a
stupefying poison. It's strange how some things
rally some about. Tor twenty yearsD Shoop
bos constantly warned people not to take cough
mixtures or prescriptions containing Opium.
Chloroform. gr similar poisons. And now—a little
late though—Congress says "Put it on the label,
If poisons are in your Cough lifixtum." Good
Very good ! 1 FI erea !ter for th is very roman rn others.
and others, should insist on haying Dr. Shoop's
Cough Cure. No poison marks on Dr. Shoop's
labels—and none in the medicine, else it must by
law be on the label. And it's not only safe, but it
Is said to be by those that know it best, a truly re-
markable cough remedy. Take no chance then.
particularly with your children. Insist on haying
. J. BRESLIN• Dr. Shoop package with others and note the
always be on the sate side by demanding
difference. No poison marks there! You an
Dr. Shoep's Cough Cure. Compare carefully the
P 
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Follow
The concrete walk to our
door and look over our big
assortment of .
Spring
Woolens
All the latest novelties and
stiles. First rate workman-
ship and highest grade of
trimmings.
Ed. J. Duncan
i West 7th street, one door c
from Main street.
e
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Yont's Feed Store
Have You Tried It?
If not call Cumberland phone
I A o. 38-2 and get more them
your money's worth of
any kind of feed stuff.
Also Flour, Meal and 1 ,
4
Bran. :
4
4
9 ,H. D. Yonts
Va. St., between 4th and 5th.
4.444.4.4-444-4444
SILVER
ALUMINUM
JELL-0 MOULDS
k leaflet explaining how to get them
will be found in every package of
11-0
THE DAINTY DESSERT
(Approved by Pure Food Commiasioners.)
A 10. package
of Jell-O makes
enough dessert for
a large family.
Sold by all grocers.
Illustrated Recipe
Book Free.
The Genesee Pure Food Co, Le Roy, N.Y.
Visit our booth at Jametitownlitxpoeiticm.
Dr. Shoop's
Cough Cure
ANDERSON & FOWLER.
ancorporatecii
06.40.04044.41444..•++++4-04-0-0-0-•-•••
Boys, j
Girls
To Fill Positions
Do you want a position as
Cashier, Clerk, Bookkeeper,
Stenographer, Telegrapher or
Typist? If so, call or write at
once, as we babe placed all of
our pupils and friends who
have applied to us for help
and are now in position to
place you if you3want our help
"All to gain and noth-
ing to lose" at
Fox's Business
College
')/. Hampton Fox, Manager.
Telephone 272
HOPIONSVILLE, KY.
OR. H. C. BEAZLEY
Specialist.
EYE. EAR, NOSE AND THROAT
Office hours, 9 to 12 a. m., 2 to ô p
m. Office, Main St., over Kresb'
Store, Hopkinsvile. Ky.
CAPUDINE
CURES COLDS
and GRIPP it Removesthe Cause.
Relieves the aches and' feverishness.
Contains No Acetanilldo
PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM JICleanses and beim:fits L. hair. g
Proinotts a loximant growth.
Sere. Pails to Restore Gray
Hair to its Youthful Color.
Curse scalp disesseaa hair falling.
Ric, arid 81.00 st
WEEKLY KIIN'rUCKY NEW ERA.
THE SUNDAY SCHOOL
Lesson V:il.:—First Quartu, F
Feb. 23, 1 08.
THE krERNATIONAL SCRIES.
Text cf the Lesson, John v. 1-18.
Memory Vorz...cs, 3, 9—Go!den Text,
Matt. viii, 17---C.-:7-.1rnent3ry Prepared
by Rev. D. M. Stearns.
19:17, by American Pre si Association.]
The Lorl hal appointed feasts for
isr;;;4 in whivh they might draw near
:o Him aul in whi..11 He might special-
y reveal Himself to them and bless
them. A fu:1 record of these Is found
in Lev. xxiii. These feasts had be-
201.1.1e feasts of the Jews rather than
feasts of the Lord (John II, 13; v. 1;
4; vii, 2). In which they relied upon
thcir'ontward devotion% to Him rather
than on Ilk undeserved mercy; hence
His saying. "Go ye and learn what that
aleaneth, I will have mercy and not
sacrifice" (Matt. ix, 13: xii. 7). He
mine to bestow the mercy of God, not
:o demand sacrifices from thew as if
they must payikIiim for all He did for
theth. We are all as helpless in the
matter of salvation or of service as
was the sick and dying boy in last
week's lesson to obtain health or his
father to give it to him. Here in this
lesson is another illustration. There
:s a pool whose waters at certain sea-
ion.3 are troables by an angel and be-
?ome pa:sessod of healing properties
which are e::haw-ted by the first dis-
msed one who steps in. About this
pool lay a great multitude of impotent
folk waiting for the moving of the wa-
ter. They are a constantly-disappoint-
?.d crowd, for only 'one of the multi-
Aide can be healed. The next must all
wait for the next scramble, and only
the least helpless stands any chance
whatever, and a wholly impotent per-
30n had no chance at all of obtaining
aealth from that! pool. The condition
)f the impotent represents the condi-
tion of all by nature, without strength,
angodly, sinners, enemies (Rom. v,
"i-10), but what Is represented by the
pool, by which some one with a slight
ailment was healed, not quite so
:.lear, for th0.e is only one .way of sal-
vation, and He is a :Saviour for sin-
ners, not for righteous people who
think tiwy can do for themselves. Je-
sus came to .these porches by that pool
one -day and saw there a truly impo-
tent man whose trouble had already
lasted him thirty-eight years. Notic-
ing how matters stood,. He said to
him, "Wilt thou.be made whole?" The
wan's reply, "Sir, I have no man td
out me into the pool," shows his help-
lessness. All he could think of was
the pool and a man to put him in. The
pool he could see, but the man to put
him in he had not yet seen, and when
there might be a possibility of his be-
ing heated by that pool who could tell?
Yet in his helplessness he continued
until this day, when a seemingly ordi-
nary man asked him this question and
then added, "Rise, take up thy bed.
and walk" (verse 8), a wholly impos-
sible thing for him to do, and yet he
lid it, for immediately he was well
and strong and took up his bed and
walked. A thirty-eight year trAble
gone in a moment! Compare the mir-
acle wrought upon the man who was
Dyer forty years old by the same Jesus
:ken and ascended through Peter and
John (Acts iii, 2, 8; iv, 22). Splendid
healing's: 'MIS not more of them?
Rut what about all the rest of the
multitude that day? Sometimes He
healed all. Note His own remarks
about only one widow and only one
leper out of the many in the days of
Elijah and Elisha (Luke iv, 25-27). and
so we are dumb while yet we trust
Him fully and rejoice to slug, "As for
God, His way is perfect" (Ps. xviii).
The Jews accused the healed man
Df breaking the Sabbath. He fell back
upon the command of the One who
healed him, but he knew not and
therefore could not tell who He was
until he met Him in the temple and
heard another message from Him.
Then he made it known that Jesus had
healed him. After this the Jews did
persecute Jesus and sought to kill 111m
because, as they said, He had broken
the. Sabbath and also made Himself
?gnat with God by calling God His
Father. Instead of rejoicing in the
great deliverance granted to the im-
potent man and giving heed to the
words of tis deliverer they have only
hearts for their own affairs, their law,
their Sabbath, their authority, and
whoever does not submit to them must
be broken to pieces.
Contrast God's treatment of the One
En their midst whom they knew not.
"The Father loveth the Son, bath com-
mitted all judgment unto the Sou,
showeth Hip all things that Himself
doeth" (verses 20. 22). They were pro-
fessing to honor a God of their oWn
Imagination, not the God who brought
them out of Egypt into the laud of
promise, for He was in their midst,
but they were so blinded by their pride
(ad self iighteousness that they could
aot see Ilia:.
Contrast His humility and
with their pride: "I can of
self do nothing. I seek not
emptiness
wine own
mine own
will" (verse 30). See how He looks
onward to the.resurrection of just and
unjust at the beginning and end of the
coming hour (verses 28, 29). the pres-
ent age being the hour when those
who are dead hi sin may hear His
voice and- live (verses 25, 2(). He can
wait and .be patient with the foolish
ones who know Him not, for the king-
dom is His and power in heaven
and earth, and in due time it shall be
seen by all that God bath made Him
Lord and Christ. He is the Fountain
3f Living Water, and pools are not nec-
?ssary (Jer. 11, 13: Ps. xxxvi. 9).
FEB. 21
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The Thing to Hitch To
II
Is
Reliability
IN :-HARNESS AS IN MOST
LEVERYTHING ELSE
411 When you can get a real, genuine standby, coupledwith moderate prices, you obtain a maxium of sat-
isfaction. Our not very modest claim is that we can sup-
ply yoki with anythina and everything in the Harness line
To make harness durable the leather must be seasoned
and properly handled.' We are splendidly equipped for
makinj specialties of all kinds. Repairind is one of our
lomi suits. Give tis a trial and be convinced. We have
a lartie stock of collars. Any _Iorses or mule deserves a
dood fit in a collar. Let us show you our stock and abil-
ity to please you.
PLANTERS HARDWARE CO.,„ 
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THE FACILITIES OF
OUR MILLS
Are such .that we ran get out
anything in the way of dressed
material on very short notice
We Are Confident
that we have in our employ the
most skilled workmen in the
city and guarantee the quality
of our mill work to be first
class in every particular.
Hopkinsville
Lumber Company
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Insure
against Accident or Sickness in the
best company in the business. Pay
your premiums by month or year.
The cost is such a trifle you'll be
surprised. See
W. PS CALL1S,
Fire, Life and Accident Mau -ance,
Hopper Building.
Hooter Wood & Son
Attorneys-at-Law.
Hopkinsville, - Kentucky
Edison
Incorporated 1-q
Winter Tourist Rates
To New Orleans, Cuba, San Antonio,
El Paso aud California
ON SALE DAILY
ILLINOISCENTRAL
"The Short Line to New Orleans"
Personally conducted Pullman Tou:Ist Sleepers every Tuesday. runn
ing
through to Houston, San Antonio. El Paso, Tucson, Los Angles and San
Francisco without change. The only true winter route to Californ
ia.
Call un or write
J. B. Mallon, Agent, Hopkinsvflleirliy
Phonographs
This is al. invitation to everyone
who reads it to come to our store
and hear the new Edison Phono-
graph, the one with the big horn.
This Phonograph is bigger, better
and has a finer finish than any of the
other models. We will hold an im-
promptu concert any time you come
into the store.
JAS. H. SKARRY
Claus
Headquartec at
The Racket
(Incorporated)
Joe P. P'Pool, President.
+++4-.44-#4-4-•-4-4-4-444-4-44-44-444-+
OR. E. M. CRUTCHFIELD,
DENTIST.
(Successor to Dr. R. R. Bourne.)
Office No. 4X South Main St. Cumb.
Phone 402.
I-10PKINSVILLE, KENTUCKY.
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SOCIETY OF EQUITY
NOTES OF INTEREST TO MEM-
BERS AND OTHERS.
The Pooling of Tobacco and Other
Crops—Report Made By
President Heisley.
As preparations are beginning to
be made for planting the tobacco
crop for the year 1908, the Society
of Equity has left their pooling
house in Hopkinsville in charge of
their Salesman, Mr. H. H. Aber-
nathy,, and also their pooling con-
tract for this year. All membero
are expected to sign this contract,
and any new members will be wel-
come. The fee for joining the so-
ciety is $2.00, and for this your dues
are paid for one year, and in addi-
tion you will receive the best agri-
cultural paper in America for one
year.
You will also find at our pooling
house a register where you can enter
for attic, anything you may have
raised on your farm, such as hogs,
cattle, sheep, horses, mules. hay,
corn, oats, potatoes, tobacco or any
other crop that you may desire to
dispose of. This is not demanded
by our contract, but is done in order,
that you may be put in communica-
tion with buyers.
Our members are limited to 10,000
hills to the hand in raising tobacco.
We hardly think it necessary to call
your attention to the successfulsales
of 'pooled' tobacco now being made.
Our salesmen are receiving letters
from our members, stating that they
are more than pleased and are sur-
prised at the high prices being paid.
For your own benefit, we would
like to have you "pcol" with us
this year. When in Hopkinsville
call on our salesman, who is author-
ized to receive your petition and or-
der the paper for you.
H. C. HELSLEY,
County President American Society
of Equity..
Even From the Mountains
Ballard's Snow Liniment is praised
for the good it does. A sure cure
for Rheumatism and pains. Wright
W. Loving, Grand Junction, Colo.,
writes: "I used Ballard's Snow
Linimerlt, last winter for Rheuma-
tism and can recommend it as the
beat Liniment on the market. I
thought, at the time I was taken
down with this trouble, that it
• would be a week before I could gel
about, but on applying your Lini-
ment several times during the night,
I was about in 48 hours and well in
three days." Sold by L. A. John-
son & Co.
ABOUT THE "RIDERS"
NEW YORK, Feb. 15.—Gov. A. E.
Willson, Kentucky's new Republi-
can chief executive, discussed last
night the depreciations of the Night
Riders in his state, saying they had
wrought great damage, but that be-
fore long they would be stamped
out and the guilty punished.
Gov. Willson said the Blue Grass
state was debatable political grounds
with chances favoring a Republican
victory in the state this year if the
right condidate was nominated. Of
the tobacco situation in the state
and the Night Riders, he said:
"The Night Riders are a lot of
cowards. Any man who goes around
at night, weating a mask is acoward.
Twenty men of our militia could
fight 50) of them. They I:ave work-
ed great havoc, desteoving property
and are even responsible for loss of
lire, but every power at the com-
mand of the state authorities will be
used to check them. The power of
the law will be seen restored and the
guilty ones will be puoished."
luffering and Dollars Saved.
E. S. Loper, of Marilla, N. Y.,
says: "I am a carpenter and have
had many severe cuts healed by
Bucklen's Arnica Salve. It has
saved me suffering and dollars. It
is by far the best healing salve I
ever saw."/ Heals burns, sores, ul-
cers fever sores, eczema and piles.
25c at Cook es Higgins and Cook's
Pharmacy.
Real Estate.
List your property for sale with
Wood es Wood real estate agents.
Office Hopper block. Telephones 74
and 14-2. ft.d-w
Grippe is sweeping the country.
Stop it with Preventies, before it
gets deeply seated. To check early
colds with these little Candy Cold
Cure Tablets is surely sensible and
safe. Preventics contain no Qui-
nine no laxative, nothing harsh or
sickening. Pneumonia would never
appear if early colds were promptly
broken. Also good for feverish
children. Large box, 48 tablets, 25
cents. Vest pooket boxes 6 cents.
Sold by Anderson-Fowler Drug Co.,
Incorporated.
al
The Law And Order League WANTED TO MURDER
4ED
(From Friday's Daily.)
l'he Law tool Order L.-ague of
Hopkinsville and Christian county
held a largely att•-•ndad and impor
tent meeting last night. The mem-
bership is increasing by leaps and
bounds and rapiols extending
throughout the county. In the last
Oeek the list of members was nsarly
dimoled and every indication points
o a gathering at the next meeting
that, will necessitate a larger ball
As it was, every seat Was occupied
la#t night and many porsons stood
during the proceedings Three
amendments to the constitution
were unanimously passed, and the
articles now read as follows:
1. NAME. This organization
shall be called the t a Vit and Order
League of Hopkinsville and Chris-
tie"' county.
2. PURPOSE. Its purpose shall
be to secure and preserve order by
the enforcement of laws already in
existence; by the formulation and
enactment of such laws as may seem
necessary from time to time, through
the ordinary methods of securing
legislation; by the encouraging of
such .officials as are zealous in . the
enforcement if laws; by the removal
of such officials as are dishonest or
inefficient, through the proper meth-
ods of such procedure; and by en-
deavoring to secure the election of
proper officials regardless of party
affiliation.
3. MEMBERSHIP. Any male
citizen of Hopkinsville and Chris-
tian county shiti=gible to mem-
bership; provide t such persons
be elected in the way hereinafter I
provided, and sign the oath of mem-
bership.
4. OFFICERS. The. officers of
the league shall be, a president, vice
president, secretary and treasurer,
who shall be elected annually, and
who shall perform the duties usually
attaching to such offices.
5. FXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.
The officers, with three others, to be
elected annua:ly, shall con.stitututs
the executive committee, who shall
be empowered to transact any busi-
ness that may be necessary from
time to tinie, provided, that all such
business be within the limits for
which the league is formed. They
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“Brush” Shells
For Bird Shooting
These shells make a big
open pattern at ranges
most birds are shot.
With them you can use
your duck or trap gun
for field shooting with-
out mutilating the game.
They are loaded in
"Leader" and ..Repeater"
grades. Your dealer
can get them for you.
GET WINCHESTER SHELLS
ACCEPT NO OTHERS
To learn
Bookkeeping
Shorthand
and
Telegraphy.
Over 500 students
annually.
Nine teachers. Sixty
typewriters.
Positions for gradu-
ates.
Send for catalog.
BUSINESS COLLEGE,
Evansville, Ind.
" Mots 16 Mat Wass SW
shall meet at the call of the chair-
man. Four members shall consti-
tute a quorum.
6. M ETINGS. The league shall
meet at the call of the executive
committee. Fifteen members shall
constitute a quorum.
7. MEMBERSHIP. The signing of
oath of membership, after the read-
ing of the constitution, sitall con-
stitute membership to the league,
when attested by a member in good
standing. .
8. PUIILICITY. The league maY
from time to time decide what in-
formation shall be given to the pub-
lic, and such information shall be
given in that way, and only in that
way in which the league shall see
fit to issue it.
9. ADVISORY COMM IT TE E.
The executive committee shall have
the appointing of an advisory com-
mittee of not less than fifteen mem-
bers, nor more than one hundred
members, and such members shall
meet at the call of the said commit-
tee.
10. FILLING VA CANCIE S.
The executive committee, with the
consent of the advisory committee,
shall be empowered to fill vacancies
which may occur in the membership
of the executive committee.
OATH OF MEMBERSHIP.
As Goo IS MY WITNESS: I
sotemnly •and sincerely prom-
ise and swear, without. reserve,
or equivocation, that I accept
the purposes of the league, that
I pledge my best endeavors to
securing these purposes; that I
shall hold secret all proceed-
ings of the leagu.e; that I shall
not divulge the name of any
Member of the league, so help.
me God,
• • •
The league unanimously endorsed
Senator Cureton'a bill, which has
just been introduced in the geseral
assembly. The bill provides that
where the property of a tobacco
grower or other person is destroyed
by "Night Riders" or other lawless
beads, he shall have a cause of ac-
tion for the recovery of the value of
the property against the persons de-
stroying or damaging his property,
and also against the county in
which the lawless act occurred. The
I measure further gives to the irijured
person the right to elect any county
in Kentucky in which to bring the
actior.. Senator Cureton says this
provision will serve to put the peo-
ple of every county on guard to pre-
vent such oubreaks as have occurred
in some of the tobacco districts
of Kentucky within the last few
months;
The membership comprises a
large number of the best citizens of
the county, of a multitude of busi-
ness, trades and professions, m'en
who are earnest, loyal and deter-
mined to see that she law is obeyed
HIS AGE') FAT HER WHO FLED
FOR LIFE.
Insane Man Near Nebo Possessed By
A Dangerous Craze Ordered
To The Asylum.
J. C. Cox, of near Nebo, became
possessed of the idea that he had re-
ceived a call from God Wednesday
and thought that he would remedy
existing conditions at his home, so
he procured a gun and attempted to
kill his aged father because he had
received a divine call that told him
his father was to blame for his
mother's death, which occurred
some time ago, says the Madison-
ville Hustler.
He has been subject to peculiar
spells for some time, according to a
neighbor's statement, and when he
was seized with one of this kind on
Wednesday he at once proceeded to
get busy. His 80-year-old father
escaped with lys life by fleeing to
one of the rooms of.the dwelling.
He was brought to this city Thurs-
day morning by Marshal Graham,
of Nebo, and tried for insanity in
circuit court. The evidence adduced
showed that he was of unsound
mind arid the jury returned verdict
accordiligly. He was placed in the
custody of a neighbor and will be
taken to the insane institution at
Hopkinsville for treaternent.
that is, their dependence, in a large
measure, upon that local interest
that generally comes with local aid.
; Local means in Kentucky furnishes
only 32 per cent of our school money
in Massachusetts it furnishes 96 per
cent, in Illinois and Missouri 87 per
cent, while in the other states named
it furnishes from 53 to 70 per cent.
But, some say, these other states
are richer and better able to educate
their children thus. in answer, I
will say that futher comparison
shows that for every $100 of property
value in Kentucky her schools get 18
cents, while in Massachusetts her
schools get 30 cents, and in the other
states they get from 20 to 25 cents.
So, relatively, we are not up with the
procession.
These seem to have discovered
that education pays in dollars and
cents: that it is far better to lay up
in their sons and daughters than for
•
them; and if they have not learned
that one day's schooling has a value
of $10, they have learnen that the
time and money put into the edueat-
and enforced, and there is every ' ed brains of ii, boy is equal to an in-
reason to believe that the league, !
. vested capital of ten or fifteen thoa-
with clear cut purposes and definite ' 
objects, will be a powerful factor for sand 
dollars.
the betterment of the moral life not I Dr. Hill, sec
retary of the Massa-
only in this community but of the chusetts state board
entire region.
EDUCATION IN KENTUCKY.
Could public attention be con-
centrated upon the relative position
Kentucky holds among her sister
states regarding her public schools,
and upon the reason why she so
stands, I belive that the patriotism
of Kentuckians weuld be so aroused
that they would soon banish forever the yearly return.
this stinging disgrace of illiteracy G. M. MONEY, Supt. ,
which hangs as a blighting cloud Shelby county.
over our future prosperity and glory.
By indulging in a little compar-
ison we find the following facts:
says: "The wage earning power
of education
of
the people of Massachusetts is 275
million dollars a year over the aver-
age wage-earning power of an equal
number of people elsewhere in the
United' States."
Fi:n this added income the state
spent 13 or 14 million dollars a year
on her schools when these wage-
earners were in school, and for
every dollar so spent twenty is now
A Stitch in Time
will save nine. So will a bottle of
B
KentUcky spends about 24, million alla
rd's Horehound Syrup always
kept on band save many a spell of
dollars on her schools annually; sickness. A sure cure for Coughs,
Illnois, 21 millions; Massachusetts, Colds, Bronchitis and Whooping
millions; Indiana,
Cough. Mrs. S—, Hot Springs, Ark.
Afinnesota, writes: "I keep a bottle of Bal-
Missouri and California each from 8 lard's Horehound Syrup in my 
.
med-
icine cheft, and thank my fore-
to 10 millions. thought many times. It has pre-
This is equal to about $8.50 per vented many severe spells of sick-
ness." Sold by L. A. Johnson ds Co.
child in Kentucky, ..,.based upon the
average attendance; 'about $42 per
child in California and Massachu-
setts, and in the other states named,
from $51 to $30 per child.
The average child in Kentucky
gets about 70 days of schooling per
year: while the other states give
from 100 days in some to 146 days in
Massachusetts.
What are the results obtained? In
Kentucky 14.3 per cent of her native
born white mail dults are illiterates,
while in the miller states named it
range from 4.4 per cent down to 1 per
cent for Massachusetts.
A futher analysis of this compar-
ison gives what I think is the secret
of these aesults and conditions, and
To Braak in New Shoes Always Use
Allen's Foot-Ease, a powder. It
p'revents tightness and blistering,
cures swollen, sweating, aching feet.
At all druggists and shoe stores 25c.
Sample moiled free. Address, A. S.
Olmstead, Leroy, N. Y.
CASTOR IA
For Infanta and Children.
The Kind You Have Always Bought
Bears the
Signature of
Oneminutothough Cure
gimpy-skew. Cotiolla and CiPoser
OBSTINATE ULCERS
MAY LEAD TO CANCER
There is no difference, at first, in the appearance of a cancerous and a
common ulcer, and for this reason every sore that is obstinate or slow in
healing should exeite suspicion, for the sore is nothing more than the exter-
nal evidence of a polluted blood, and if allowed to remain may degenerate
into Cancer. Efforts to heal the ulcer by means of salves, plasters and other
external remedies always result in failure,because such treatment can have
no possible effect on the blood, where the deadly germs and morbid matter
form, and are carried through the circulation to the place. No sore or ulcer
can exist without a predisposing internal cause, and the open, discharging
ulcer or festering old sore will continue to eat deeper into the surrounding
flesh as long as a polluted, germ-infected circulation discharges its impur-
ities into it. S. S. S. goes to the fountain-head of the trouble, and drives
out the germ-producing poisons and morbid impurities which keep the
ulcer open. Then as this rich, purified blood
goes to the diseased place the healing begins,
all discharge ceases, the inflammation grad-
ually leaves, new tissue and healthy flesh
• • 
• are formed, and soon the sore is perma-
nently cured. S. S. S. is made entirely of
PURELY VEGETABLE roots and herbs of a healing, cleansing
nature, and unlike mineral medicines,
which often do great damage to the delicate parts of the system, S. S. S.
tones up every part of the body. Book on Sore and Ulcers and any medical
advice desired free. •THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.
_
ASSIGNEE'S SALE!
In the matter of Assignment of )
DAVID BOURLAND, ''Christian County Court. Killtitucky.
For the Benefit of his Creditors.
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale,
of the Christian county court, rendered at the February term thereof,
1908, in the above cause, I shall proceed to offer for sale, at -Crofton, Ky.,
to the highest and best bidder
At Public Auctton Friday, Feb. 21st, 1908
Between the hours of 11 a. m., and 2 p. m., upon a credit of four months,
the following described property to wit: A stock of goods, wares, mereh-
andise and fixtures, dry goods, notions, gents' furnishing goods', clothing,
'shoes, trunks, suit elves and telescopes, ladies' skirts, millinery goods;
hardware, groceries, glassware and queensware.
These goods will be offered in lots, and then as a whole, and will be
sold in the way they will bring the best price. Purchasers will be allowed
to pay cash, instead of executing bond, as provided below.
For the purchase price, the purchaser must execute bond with ap-
proved surety or sureties, bearing legal interest from day of sale untilpa,id,
and having the foree and effect of a Replevin Bond. Bidders will be pre-
pared to comply promptly with these terms.
D. T. CRANOR, Assignee of David Bouriand.
WANTED
Produce of all Kinds
Pay Highest Cash Prices
For Butter, Evgs, Poultry, Wool, Hides and Furs.
Buy in All Quantities
See. Phone or Write us for prices. Cumb Phcne 26-3.
Home Phone 1332.
TheHaVonpoProduce Company
East 9th St., HERBERT L. FIAYDON,
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I- Forward or
Backward
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A great many men stand still but
equally as many go forward or back
ward' How about you? Are you
saving, pushing forward toward
power and indendence or just stand-
ing still, just making out? The for-
ward movement is quite impossible
until you learn how to save your
money and nothing teaches the sav-
ing habit better than a savings as'-
count. We wart yours. You will
re,!eive for it 3 per cent interest,
careful and courteous treatment.
Start Today
COMMERCIAL& SAVIPGS-BANK11*.* *
OEN X
_BPUIL.00ING' HOPKINSVILLE,II
Ayer's
VROMMONIIIMMARM....44,4110,.
The dose is'n e, just one pillg
I eip
C matildb edctein-rtiaei.n.Sulahre-vco actuerde, P
constipation. to:4:4:1r.171(44:::
Want your moustache or beard BUCKINGHAM'S DYEbLatafful grown or rich black USC h1711 CT/ or kiiilCrtillati Oa a. 1.1. • c4..it•ASUA.S.1116
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IA Man Buiit of Seatiment° Waill OF COUNTY 0
[Original.]
"Ch. Joe," said Jeannette to her
fiance -what do you think I received
by express today?"
'"What?"
"A glass bottle picked up on the
(Vast near Atlantic City containing a
messege."
"Big storm? Shipwreck? Vessel sink-
ing? We are all lost?"
"More than that. I've had a lover I
-didn't know of. Read it." And she
handed him a hit of paper on which
were scrawled her full name and ad-
dres3 and—
In a few minutes this vessel will carry
us eIl to a watery grave. I wish you to
know that there has been one who has,
yarn to you, loved you devotedly.
But t•P will die as he has lived without
revealirfg himself to you. Farewell.
"Well." said Joe after reading the
message, "do you suppose it's genu-
ine?"
"Something tells me it is."
"What?"
feel—l—somehow it seems to me
that Lad this man wooed me we would
have"—
"would have"—
"What a noble, good man he must
have been to love me at e distance!"
"Node, good man, eh? To love you
at a distant* Will you kindly ex-
plain?"
"Why, there roust have been some
reason why he couldn't declare him-
self. His great heart bore the load
without permitting we to share it."
"Then why dida't ..he keep on bear-
ing it without mixing you up it, this
way?"
"He knew a woman's nature. I wish
you knew it as well. A woman re-
ceives her greatest compliment in the
love of a good man."
"You mean a noble, good man. Don't
kave out the noble."
"This man must have been a noble,
good, self sacrificing man."
"Where does the self sacrifice come
In?"
"Why. if he had told me of his love
I would have loved him. We couldn't
marry and"—
"How do you know you couldn't?"
"Why, what other reason would there
be for his nut"— .
"Lots .of 'em. The ,chanees are he
was . beneath you, probabiy some cab
driver who once drove you somewhere
or"—
"Joseph !"
"More likely a common sailor, with
his arms and breast tattooed with an-
chors."
"You are simp:y showing your envy
of one who was doubtless your su-
perioe."
"At any rate, I'd have more sense
than to keep my love a secret till a
few minutes before I was to be launch-
ed fer kingdom come."
"You haven't that nobility of soul to
understand thie man's nature. He
would not speak till what he said
would not make me suffer—till Ii
would be only sweet for a woman to
hear."
'Nobility of soul, eh? I bsven't no-
bility of soul. And this man—how do
you know he bad a soul at all? flow
do, you know be isn't a tnyth7 Some-
body may have been playing a joke
on you.?
"One who would play such ‘a joke
wouid have as little soul as the myth
he created."
Joseph looked sorely troubled.
"It seems to me," he said presently.
"that a' rival has sprung up—a blood-
epiritual, heavenly, noble, good.•
tinsel t:ela"—
"He role."
"Heroic.: Any more?"
"Why do you seer at him?"
"I'm ,not sneering at him. He's sim-
ply a manufactured man, one who has
been built up out of pure sentiment.
with sentimental arms, legs. head.
hands."
"Wleo creed him? Not I! I never
heard of hi.n till I received his only
and last messege."
"At :any rate, he has replaced m-
I'm going to say faeewell. I'm gees-
to give way to your ideal hero."
"You should strive to be like him."
"Lilee him: Do you suppose I'd wish
to Le like a man of tissue paper, with
noth:ig inside of him but gas? He
Isn't even gas. He's a vacuum."
"There's no mitsitance in the angels."
"Titere are different jt:nds of angels."
"I do believe you hate him."
"I! him! I'm perfectly intliffer-
aart to confound Lim!"
The girl burst into a merry laugh.
She laughed for five minutes, holding
her sides, then tried to say something.
hut she was interrupted by another In.
voluntary peel of laughter. Finally
She controlled herseif sufacientiy to
say: A
"Joe. this is"—
outs certainly no laughing matter."
"Yes. it Is, stupid;
"Stupid! It's welf"that a stneda man
should give way to a little tin god."
"Joe. the next time you send we a
irriesange from the dead do have sense
enough to write it on paper that I
won't recognize as your own."
The expression of mingled fierceness
and misery on Joe's face graduates
faded away and gave place to ode of
shamefacedness and relief.
"Did you recognize the paper?" he
asked.
"How could I help it since I've a ton
of it upstairs?"
"And the writing?"
"Scarcely at all disgursed. I knew it
En a minute. How came you to do
such a thing?"
"Well, Charlie Baker said that a girl
would fall in love with a man made
out of sentiment quicker than with one
of flesh and blood. I thought I'd try
it on you. I won't try it again. You
pretty nearly scared we to death."
fi snsuscs
eesra the
Tristan
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RECAPITULATION OF TAX AS-
SESSMENT COMPLETED.
Heavy Falling Off In Acreage and
Production of Tobacco.—Fewer
Voters and Children.
The recapitulation of the tax as-
sessment of Christian county for
this year hafs been completed. The
total assessment, as uertifled to the
auditor of public accounts is
$10,639,375.
There are 7,012 legal voters, and
4,720 children, between the ages of
6 and 20, a considerable falling off
in both instances from last year.
There was 5,940,870 pounds of to-
bacco raised, while in 1906 there
was 11,424,300 pounds. The acreage
last year was 6,203 and in 1906 it was
11,250.
There are 2,902 dogs listed.
Other statistics of interest fpllow:
Amount of bonds, $45,150, notes
secured by mortgage, $373,040; Other
notes, $209,220. Cash on deposit,
$119,525.
Acres of land, 415,655, valued at
$5,459,210. Town lots, 2,851, valued
at $2,767,840.
As to live stock, there are 3,637
mules valued at $264,355; 3,030 geld-
ings and mares, valued at $202,230;
cows, steers, etc., cammon stock
4,601 valued at $60,850; 3,501 sheep,
valued at $7,950; 152,450 hogs valued
at $60,830.
The value of agricultural imple-
ments is $49,345, and the value of
farming products for taxation, $23,-
465.
There are $69,690 worth of vehicles.
Household furniture is valued at
$144,475 and manufacturing imple-
ments at $120,960.
There are $5,715 worth of dia-
monds, and $2,985 worth of watches
and clocks, while the remainder of
jewelry is fixed at $545.
No steamboats are listed.
There are 216 stores, and the value
of stocks is $361.485.
There were raised 5,574 tons of
hay, 311,115;;bushels of corn and
335,833 bushels of wheat.
Here is Relief for Women.
tt 
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The past week on the local tobac-
co market was, in many respects,the
most satisfactory of the season.
Business was brisk everywhere, re-
ceipts of tobacco in all stages being
heavy while large sales, considering
time of year, were made and the
prices secured were most satisfac-
tory.
For nearly the entire week weather
conditions were admirable for the
handling of loose tobacco, and as a
result an enormous amount was re-
ceived, this coming almost entirely
to the asaociation prizing houses
a id the Society of Equity ware-
house. On account of cold weather
which reigned for a time [and pre-
vented heavy deliveries of loose to-
bacco, the prizing houses had about
working up the tobacco which was
received just after Christmas in
such heavy volums, but this week it
aginst came with such a rush that
they are aga!et filled to the guard.
•••.•
News and Notes of Much Interest to All Who Are Connected With the
Growing and Sale of Tobacco.
NA, ORDS ABOUT THE WEED. 11
The local salesman of the Planters'
Protective associationlreports sales
for the week of 63 hogshead, this
making a total of 80 hogsheads sold
up to date. Prices on this tobacco
ranged from $7 to $10 for lngs and
$10 to $12 for low to common leaf.
These are regarded as very satis-
factory prices. The figures quoted
on lugs is for very common to good
stock. The leaf which was sold was
of a very low grade and the prices
are very pleasing. As a result of
these sales the association people
are very much encouraged, although
they do not look for the heavy trad-
ing to begin in earnest until about
April when the export buyers begin
to make their purchases. •
entire week, both of loose and prized
tobacco. I he loose tobacco came
principally from Todd, Mulilenburg,
Hopkins and Christian ounties
while the hogsbead tobacco came
from Grayson county. Judging from
the sales which have already been
made at this warehouse there will
be no difficulty in disposing of all
the tobacco carried by them this
year at prices which will please both
grower and buyer.
If you have pains in the back,
urinary, bladdes or kidney trouble, Planters' Protective association has
and want a certain, pleasant herb
cure for woman's ills, try Mother
Grey's Australian-Leaf. It is a safe Hopkinsville 80 hhds at $7 (012
and never-failing regulator. At all Guthrie.  .67 " at 9 @ 14
druggists .or, by mail 50e. Sample ,
package free. Address, The Mother Enid, Oklahoma, the garden spot
Gray Co., Leroy, N. -Y, of the new state. Write to J. J. Cun-
BRIDGE COLLAPSES
C.)N L. & N. RAILROAD OVER RED
About forty or fifty feet of the L.
& N. Railroad company's bridge
across Red river between Guthrie
and _Nashville collapsed Saturday
afternoon And fell into the river.
Fortunately, there was not a train
en the structure when it gave way,
or several members of the train
crew might have lost their lives.
The strUcture had been weakened
by the heavy rains that have fallen
in that vicinity for several days,and
the river was out of its Oanks when
the accident occurred and the wreck-
ed portion of the bridge fell into the
swollen river with a crash.
The wrecked bridge was an old
one, but was being used for traffic
until a now one, which was being
erected at that point, was in condi-
tion for use. iThe bridge was Corn-
pl,.?ted except for connections being
e itablished between the bridge prop-
er and work on the track connecting
the bridge and its approaches was
commenced as soon as the old bridge
collapsed.
The property loss will be consid-
erable.
A landslide occurred near Kin-
neys, on the southern part of the
division, Friday night and a force
of men was stationed there to pre-
vent any more trouble of like char-
acter.
The heavy rains also gave the
company trouble at Crofton.
A Baby
The marvelous curative proper-
ties of Foley's Honey and Tar has
proven a sensation in many cases of
severe coughs and colds that haa re-
fused to other treatment. Foley's
Honey and Tar will BOW your cough,
heal the lungs and expel the cold
from your system. Contains no
harmful drugs. Sold by L. A.
Johnson & Co..
4C7) 4.41. 
Ito Kid 'fedHa,u A!ways Satizti
AZZ:4:e
announced the following sales of
bacco on six markets:
ningham, secretary of Chamber of
Commerce, for particulars and op-
portunities. dfitwlt
Does Not
Color Ha:"
Ayer's Hair Vigor, as now
made from our new improved
formula, does not stain or color
the hair even to the slightest
degree. Gray hair, white hair,
blonde hair is not made a
shade darker. But it certainly
does stop falling hair. No
question about that.
Doc.: chan e the color of the
Formula with each bottlo
erls Shorr-Tt to yourductol•Ask hlm nbauf itthen do 11.3 he 511,y
Indeed, we believe it will stop every case
of falling hair unless there is some very
unusual complication, something greatly
affecting the general health. Then you
should consult your physician. Also ask
hien about the new Ayer's Hair Vigor.
-----17..ade by the J. C. Ayer Co., Lowell, lasas.---"
••••••
A few doses of this remedy will in-
variably cure an ordinary attack of
diarrhcea
It can always be depended upon,
even in the more severe attacks of
cramp colic and cholera morbns.
It is equally successful for summer
diareacea and cholera infantum in
children, and is the means of saving
the Hies of many children each year.
When reduced with water and
sweetened it is pleasant to take.
Every man of a family should keep
this remedy in his home. Buy it now.
PRICE, 25c. LARGE SIZE, 50c.
In11/1111.1..1•1••, 
Clarksville.... .  30
Springfield 22
Paducah  21 
 21
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at 10 @ 12
These sales, scattered over the
entire district as they are, and
coming so much earlier than sales
usually begin, are regarded as a
flattering indications that no difficul-
ty will be experienced in disposing
of the entire crap at prices material-
ly above those of last year.
W. D. Baird, manager of the
Society of Equity warehouse inCrit-
tenden county, has issued the follow-
ing notices:
"After due consideration the A.
S. of E., thing it best for the Marion
house not to receive any of the to-
bacco outside the pool. Therefore
don't bring your tobacco to the
Marion house, unless futher notice
is given, and under no circumstances
will we receive any tobacco from
Caldwell county."
HONNIDOILM'RNIGH
DIES UNEXPECTEDLY OF CAR-
DIAC ASTHMA AT FRANKFORT.
Member From Mason County In Lower
House.—General Assembly Ad-
journs Until Wednesday.
FRANKFORT, Ky., Feb. 17f+—
The Hon. Virgil McKnight, repre-
sentative from Mason county in the
Kentucky legislature, died at 2
o'clock this morning at his apart-
ments here, as the result of an at-
tack of cardi tc asthma.
He had been unwell several
weeks.
Mr. McKnight was one of the anti-
.
Beckham Democrats.
Silt members of the senate and ten
from the house were selected to ac-
company the body to Louis-
ville this afternoon. Owing to
he death, only a formal joint ballot
was held, and both houses adjourned
until We nesday.
Payment for the 1906 crop of tobac-
le Remedy for La Grippe.co in Webster county which was Sim 
handle by the Society of Equity's to
be made today, according to a pub- La Grippe coughs areldangerous
lished announcement by Messrs as they frequently develop into pneu
Barker, Kuykendall and Beeson. monia. Foley's Honey and Tar not
The large sum of $100,000 is expected only stops the cough ,but heals and
to be thus emptied into the pockets strengthens the lungs so that no se-
of the farmers. The 1907 crop has • rious results need be feared. The
already been sold and most of it genuine Foley's Honey and Tar con-tains no narmful drugs and is in a
I
delivered and the farmers of that yetiow
L. A. JOHNSON & CO.
package. Refuse substitutes
county are wel: fixed financially. 
Commenting of this the Providence •
Enterprise says— "And these con-
ditions have been brought about by
a n y f honestor 
cooperforce. 
vio leant icvee re ffiol itglsh t wriitdheortst
Circuit Clerk Clark has completed
for the farmers of 'Webster county the docket for the) term of court
No sales are reported by H. H. 
are an intelligent, lay abiding clans which will convent next Monday for
Abernathy,- warehouaamau foi the 
who do not believe in such tactics." six weeks.
The docket is a heavy one contain-
Society of Equity. Receipts here ing 51 appearances common law; 37
were very heavy tlatmgh for the The acreage question 
continues to
continued common law; 06 appear-
be agitated all over the western part ances equity; 189 continued equity;
of the state. Both The Society of la0 commonwealth; total 483 cases.
Equity and the Planters Ptotected
association realize the importance of
holding the production down in con-
formity with the demand so as to
control the prices. The position of
the Planters Protective association-
is well known, being based on the
acres of laud in the farm. The
Socity of Equity allows 10,000 hills
to each laborer.
Circuit Court Docket.
/Don't Put Qff
until tomorrow what you can do to-
day. If you are suffering from a
torpid liver, or constipation, don't
wait until tomorrow to get help.
Buy a bottle of Herbine and get
that liver working right. Prompt-
ness about health saves many sick
spells. "Mrs. Ida Gresham, Point,
Tex. writes: I used Herbine in my
family for six years, and find it does
' all it claims to do." Sold by L. A.
The Mayfielo Messenger says— Johnson & Co.
to; "We predict that with the season's
tobacco the tobacco war in Kentucky
will come to an end, and the farmers
will win the victory.
Wa.n&mbicer's
Beginning
The uuather of men who fail
on account of lack of courage
is enormous. The number who
would refuse to let go of a dol-
lar if they knew positively that
it would bring back two is as-
tonishing. Such men merely ex-
ist. They don't live. They never
really amount to anything.
The men who win are the men
who think out the right course
to pursue and then back up their
convictions with their last penny
and their last ounce of energy.
The first goods John 'Wane-
maker ever sold brought him
$35. He delivered his geode
In a wheelbarrow. He col-
lected the $35 and went di-
rectly to a newspaper office
and planked it down for ad-
vertising space.
Some men would have spent
$1.50 for some cheap dodgers and
"saved" the rest. They would
have been wheelbarrow mer-
chants today.—Shoe and Leather
Facts.
If Wanansaker were doing
business here, be would ad-
vertise In this paper.
Novv‘.vvv..e*ws.w.esnevvsev
C'PTtTA..
Bean The Kind You Have Always Bonathe
aigustarega 1Z41.‘
Account Mardi Gras, Illinois Cen-
tral will sell' excursion tickets to
New Orleans-andtreturn at one fare,
plus 25 cents. Dates of sale Feb. 26
l'eMarch 2, inclusive. Return limit
leavng New Orleans midnight
March 10th. J. B. MALLON, Agt.
Those desiring life insurance will
find it to their interest to investigate
the plans and record of the Mutual
Benefit Life Insurance company of
N'ewark, N. J. No Stockholders.
All profits divided among policy
holders. It is conspicuous for eccno-
mical management, liberality of 11
policy contract, fair dealings with
its members and large annual divi
dends to reduce cost of your insur
ance.
ly H. D. WAJ,LACE, Agt
I.A.' _EA.
The K;!,u You Have Always Bono; gitfirs tEe (147
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A Reliable Remedy
FOR
CATARRH
Ely's Cream Balm
is quickly absorbed.
Gives Relief at Once.
It cleanses, soothes,'
heals and protects
the diseased mem-
brane resulting from Catarrh and drives
away aCold in the Head quickly. Restores
the Senses of Taste and .Smell. Full size
50 cts. at Druggists or by mail. Liquid
Cream Balm for use in atomizers 75 ets.
Ely Brothers, 56 Warren Street, New "Y'se'-
EP.
Shampoo
The kind that
cleanses the
hair and
scalp
Higgins'
Shampoo
Sold only by
Cook & Higgins
Members of Retail Merchants
Association
esese-e-•44-ess-e-e-e-e-e-e44-eisese4++
N Advantage of
Fastidious Smoking.
[Original.]
I was traveling In France in a rail-
way train shut up in a compartment
with hut one person besides myself, a
woman. 1 am an inveterate smoker,
and it occurred to me that perhaps the
lady would not object to my lighting
a cigar. 1 asked her permission, she
aseentcd graciously, and, taking one
from my cigar case, I lighted it. It
was a long cigar, pointed at both ends.
and remarkably well made. I mention
this because if it had been loosely
wrapped probably there would be noth-
ing 01' eepesial luter.,st in this story.
As I began to puff composedly I drew
from my pocket a morning paper and
commenced to read.
"I envy you your solace, monsieur,"
the lady remarked. "Traveling is dun,
and we wonleti have no such way of
passing the time."
I lowered my paper and for the first
time took a look at her. She was pass-
ably good lq.oking, comparatively young
and very well dressed. Since she had
been so good as to permit rue to smoke
I considered it only fair that I should
take her hint and relieve her ennuibby
chatting with her. I was aware that
the day of making acquaintances in
this way even in America had passed,
and even there it had never been usual
for the woman to take the initiative.
but my comparlion looked bored, and 1
attiibuted her desire simply to be tem-
porarily amused.
I tested ber on different topics and
soon found that she was most interest-
ed in p/aasures—excitiug pleasures,
such as tbe theater and the race course.
She preferred, hewever. to talk of nov-
els end evinced an especial interest in
those- of Emile Zola. Indeed, she con-
versed about the characters in those
unconventional romances wi' a free-
doet that arrested my attention. And
It seemed to me that the mole uucon-
ventional the characters the b .ter she
:iked them. Finally, taking the latest
of Zola's stories published from her
traveling bag, she opened it at a cer-
tain page and asked me to sit beside
her and read a passage, giving as an
excuse for not doing so herself that
she was a very poor reader.
"Pardon me," I gaid. "I am smoking.
The fumes would be unpleasant to
you."
"Not at all. I love them." •
"But," I protested, "you see that the
ash on my cigar is very long. If I
should move it would fall. Now, I am
fastidious about -my smoking. I love a
freshly lighted cigar, and so long as
the ash remains in its place the cigar
seems as it was at the first touch of
the match. Indeed, it tastes the same.
But once knock off the ash and the
cigar is but a stump, the smoke gets
In my eyes and—well, it is not the
same by any means."
To tell the truth, this was but an ex-
cuse. I had come to suspect the lady
to be an adventuress and did not look
with complacency upon being shut up
alone with her. She seemed to discern
from my refueal to sit by her that I
had my suspicions and, instead of at-
tempting to allay them, began to work
upon my fears.
"A man who scorns a lady's ad-
vances should be made to pay for his
rudeness." she said sharply.
I considered this a threat, and to dis-
play an unconcern I did not feel I re-
sumed my paper. Indeed, there was
nothing else for me to do. I felt sure
that the woman would spring a trap
on me for the purpose of extorting
blackmail, and I saw before me a seri-
ous complication, a possible arrest and
Imprisonment. But the more inward
trepidation I felt the more outward
coolness I showed. I concentrated my
attention upon maintaining the ash on
the end of my cigar. Every time I re-
moved the cigar from between my lips
and put it back I did so with the ut-
most care. Presently the woman took
out her watch and looked at it.
"We will reach the station at N. in
five minutes," she said. "I need 500
francs. Choose between giving them
to me or an arrest on a charge of as-
sault when the train stops."
Had she been willing to settle for a
napoleon I would not have yielded. I
consider it demeaning in any man to
pay blackmail. It may or may not
be common sense. but I do not believe
In making a beginning in that direc-
tion. I gave the woman no reply, but
continued to appear interested in keep-
ing the ash on the end of my cigar.
Finally the houses by the way grew
thicker, and the train slowed down.
"I'll settle for 1,000 francs," said the
woman. "In one minute more my
price will be 1,500." At the same time
she began to pull her apparel awry to
indicate that she bad been through a
struggle.
I smoked on.
In another minute the train pulled up
at the station. The woman put her
head out of the window and shrieked
for the guard. He came, followed by
officials and curious people, and drew
open the door.
"This brute has assaulted me," said
the woman. "Arrest him."
The guard and his followers all lev-
eled their eyes at me. Taking what
little remained of my cigar from my
mouth, I extended it slowly toward
the crowd on the platform.
"Could a man," I said, "interfere
with any one and keep an ash like that
Dn the end of a cigar?"
As I spoke the woman, upon whom
flashed the reverse of the situation she
had planned, brushed against me.
;lightly shaking me. , The ash fell on
the car floor.
There was a shout of derisive lane--
ter at the woman, whose position v •e4
made the more absurd by the conditioa
of her clothing.
Her experiment cost her a tern) in
Prison. NELSON MAXWELL
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divinely fortified against temptation
is the practical lesson of this sermon.
The text is John v, 14, "Sin no more
Jest a worse thing come unto thee."
Calvinists and Arminians have bat-
I1 tied for generations over the question
whether it is possible for a man who
has once been converted to fall into
sin and be finally lost. The question
is no nearer a settlement than it was
a hundred years ago, but I think there
is one aspect of it in which both would
agree. Unhappily there is no room
for dispute about the facts. The Meth-
odist points, in proof of his contention,
to men 'ho are sunk in vice and deg-
radation, who were once believed to
be true Christians.. The Presbyterian
sorrowfully admits the fact, though he
explains it by saying that such men
were never children of God, and they
deceived themselves and deceived the
church, or else they were Christians
aud will yet be saved through disciplIne
endure the evil results of the sin you
that God will use to bring them back
,
to his fold. It is of these men I would , have bro
ught upon yourself and your
dear ones? Remember that the condi-
We are down by the pool of Bethes-
speak this morning. tion of the man who has once known
,da. In all probability this was a mm- the Chris
tian hope and has departed
eral spring, like a Yellowstone geyser. mfro it is
 infinitely worse than that of
Samuel Barnes thinks it may have 
the man who has never known it at all.
I for then the specter of remorse points
been. At certain times this pool erupt- , her finger at you and says, "You have
ed.,and at the first troubling of the
• brought this misery upon yourself, and
waters they had a curative quality at-1
y
tribute.d to angelic action upon thgm.ou alone are responsible." And
 "Jesus
The sick and the diseased would gatlaer tindeth him 
In the temple and said
there ready to plunge in at the aus- urrto him: Behold. th
ou art made whole.
picious moment. The first who stepped 'Sin no more lest a worse thing conic
, •
Into the water at that time was cured upon thee."
of his or her ailment, but one poor man t But when the backslider relapses 
into
was there who was so werek and slow , evil he does more than clasp hands with
,
In his movements that he could not en- sin. He not only seeks sin, but he
ter alone, lie seemed to have no turns his back upon God and the good•
friends. Reading between the lines, I yeopie with whom he used to associate.
As the pendulum swinging in one di-
. think this man's sickness may have : -X
been the result of a past evil life. Sin rection gathers momentum and swings
and physical agony are sometimes, but just as far in the othe direction, so the
backslider when he goes astray is apt
not always, concomitants of each oth-
t
er. Jesus saw and had compassion ono go further astray because he has
him. heolooked so sick and wan and once been good. As remorse gnaws at
helpless. Then Christ cured him. Then his heart, so ingratitude makes him go
' Jesus meets him afterward in the tern- just as far away from good associates
pie and speaks the words of my text: as he possibly can go.
"Behold, thou art made whole. Sin no A Protege's Ingratitude.
more lest a worse thing come unto Here, for instance, is a young fellow
thee." whom you have made your protege.
We may wonder what there could be You felt you had the means and ought
worse than the man had endured. To to help some one in life. So this boy
lie there day after day for thirty- appealed to your sympathies, and you
eight years, suffering from paralysis took him to your heart. You educated
or rheumatism or some other ailment him and started him in business. You
—
dollar you will get from me. From
now on I am going to buy my wife
furs and give my children a home In-
Camlage stead of supporting you."broke off work and said, "Conte on.The next morning when the men
Joe, let's go and take a sip," he re-
Sermoin keeper the last dollar he will ever haveWiel: "No! I have given that saloon
of mine. I am going to buy my wife
and bairns a home instead of support-
By Rev. Lug his family in luxury." The men
Frank De Witt Talmage, B. D. , laughed. "All right." said Joe. "You'll
4 see." And in a couple of years that
e.-orkman had enough money which he
Los Angeles, Cal., Feb. 16.—That the had saved from the saloon to buy a
power of evil habit may reassert itself city lot and build a little home. That
after many years and that even a workman today is one of the leading
good man may fall back into sin unless merchants in one of our western cities.
Does it pay? Does it pay to be good?
Does it pay to do right? And, my
I:denda. if it does pay to do right, how
4roat must be the remorse that comes
v.-lit a man realizes that by his own
sins. his own follies, his own evil
dc.-1s. he has brought poverty and
mise;;.- upon himself and those he
loves?
You are not like a man who has been
brought up in an irreligious home. You
!;now what the beauties and joys of the
gospel life mean. You have seen this
happiness revealed in your father's and
mother's, lives. You have felt the joy
.f the gospel in your own life. If l
mistake not, some years ago you joined
the church. You have.been a worker in
the Master's vineyard. Tell me. are
you going to put all that past joy
'away? Are you going to turn your
: back 'upon the only life which you
know is worth living? Are you going
today to grip hands with sin and then
that rendered him helpless, was surely
bad enough. But Jesus thought there
were worse things than that and they
might come upon him if he fell into
sin. The warning comes with addi-
tional force to us iecause we haye
been accustomed to regard the miracle
as a type of conversion. We should
therefore ask ourselves in what re-
spect. the calamities that come from
sin are worse than physical helpless-
ness.
The Backslider's Remorse.
The backslider, in the first place, is
haunted by the grewsome specter of a
poignant, never ceasing remorse. He
has enjoyed the inspiring hope of sal-
vation. He has tasted the ineffable
sweets of the gospel. He is like the
prodigal in the far country. He was
• not born of swine keeping parents.
He was not treated as a social out-
cast. He was cradled in the old home-
stead and knew what a loving moth-
er's smile was. He knew what honor
and affection and respectability meant.
But he deliberately went and flung all
away and turned his back upon the
things that make life worth living. In
his misfortunes after his poverty came
upon him, wherever he went and
whatever he did, he kept picturing to
himself the plenty and happiness of his
father's home. Do you suppose a man
who has once lived in a comfortable
house on a respectable street, with
loving family and amid kind friends,
could ever be happy to go and dwell
among social outcasts if he knew that
he as the direct cause of his own dis-
grace?
Some years ago a young Scotchman
came across the seas and settled in
this country. He married here and had
two little children, whom he loved
dearly. He was not a bad man. He
had a religious bringing up. But he
was one of those who drifted Into dis-
sipation through sociability, as so
;se- many had done before him. The men
always used to take a drink before
they started ,work. Then they would
break off work about 10 o'clock and
take another drink. Then they would
always take a drink at noon, and so on
during the day. This habit began to
pushed him rapidly forward. You
gave him an interest in the firm. You
loved him as a son. Time passed on.
Suddenly you awoke to an awful fact.
You found that this young man whom
you had. loved had desecrated your
home. You found that he had broken
every law of justice and honor and
truth. The meanest human cur that
ever crawled in slime could not be
more untrue to you than he has been.
What do you do? Do you upbraid him
and make him suffer the penalty of
the law? No. Like a loving father.
your heart is broken. You would like
to forgive him. You would even like
to give him another start. But he will
not let you love him. He will flee
away from you. He will get just as
far away as he can. Like Absalom of
old, all that he will do is to associate
with your enemies. And all that you
can do is to go weeping to your bed
chamber as you cry, "Oh, my son Ab-
salom, my son, my son Absalom!
Would God I had died for thee!" Now.
my brother, is that the kind of ingrati-
tude you mean to show to God? Are
you about to drift into sin? Are you
going to turn your back upon Christ?
Are you ready to separate yourself
from those sweet Christian associa-
tions which contribute to'our spiritual
life? Remember this: No Christian
man • ever flung himself into sin but
he proved himself an ingrate and his
shame led him to get just as far away
from God and from his people as he
could go.
There is another fact which the
Christian must bear well in mind.
Though the gospel life grows sweeter
and purer and more triumphant the
longer a man lives it, yet the old sears
of sin remain indelible. And when a
Christian backslides it is like the re-
lapse of an attack of typhoid fever of
pneumonia. The relapse is always more
dangerous than the first attack. Then
the physical organism is weakened.
Then the disease can the more easily
attack the vital parts. You and I had
better beware. We ought never to let
those old wounds of sin reopen. If
they are once allowed to bleed again
there will be a hemorrhage whIch will
A
get its merciless hold upon him. One sap away our lives.
evening on his way home from work Struck In Same Place.
a sleigh was dashing down the street. You know there is an old prover!'
Before he knew it the horse was al- among the soldiers that in time of war
most upon him. He leaped back just no two bullets ever struck twice in the
In time to escape being knocked down. same place. But that is not always
As he did this two women beautifully true. Dr. Ryan in his book entitled
dressed in furs laughed coutemptu- "Under the Red Crescent" gives a
ously at his predicament. The man be- vivid account of the siege of Kalafat.
gan to think. Why was he walking. The bullets were falling in a perfect
when other people could ride and al- hurricane. Suddenly there came turn-
most ride over him and treat it all as
a joke? Who were these rude rich
people? Looking after them, he recog-
nized these women as the wife and
daughter of the saloon keeper from
whom he and his fellow workmen
bought their daily drink.
It Paid to Do Right.
As he watched the sleigh disappear,
big he said: "You have had the last
bling over the wall a monster shell
and it crashed into the ground an
burst, tearing a great hole out of the
earth as large as a house. A poor
frightened mother gathered her three
children about her and ran to this hole
for protection. But hardly had she set-
tled herself there than there was heard
the singing of another shell flying from
a gun two miles away, and it flung it
self into that -hole and tore those four
human beings into shreds. "Oh," you
say, "that was horrible; that was grew-
some; that was overpowering!" Yes, it
was. It was tragic bgcause it was so
unusual for two shells to strike the
same place. But I want to tell you that
when Satan aims his guns for bom-
bardment he has been bitting us in the
same way for the last twenty years.
And, just as a prizefighter can keep
tapping an adversary in the same place
over the heart until he saps away his
antagonist's strength, so Satan can
keep battering at the old wounds of
our former sins and open them in their
weakened condition until at last we
fall before his blows as helpless as the
trembling fawn before the plunge of a
jungle tiger. Beware of .that old sin.
0 man, if you start it again in its bleed-
ing in all probability you N% ill never
close it up. Beware!
I have heard my father again and
again tell this tragic story: In his
Philadelphia church he .had an elder
he dearly loved. The elder was a
Scotchman who stood about six feet
two and was magnificently propor-
tioned. He was a nobleman in brain
and in heart. Ile was one of those
great, big, lovable fellows who hold
you with a grip of steel. This wan,
then nearly sixty years of age, had
been dissipated in his youth. Ile had
once been a drunkard. But for forty
years of his life he had lived ft pure,
true, consistent +Christian life. But
one day i under a hot summer sun, he
became dizzy with a sunstroke. " He
stepped into a nearby drugstore for
help. The druggist, not knowing his
old weakness, gave him a glass of
liquor. That one glass revived the old
passion. He started forth from that
drug store to the nearest saloon. Ile
drank until he was drunk. He drank
himself into the guIter. And in six
months he drank himself into the
sgirna:ve. Beware, 0 man, of that old •
When I was a boy I heard John B.
Gough talking along the satne line.
There he stood before me, an old gray '
haired man. I suppose he had per- 1
suaded more people to sign the;.tem-
perance pledge than any man who has
ever lived. He was not only a leader
of men, but the leader of leaders in the
temperance reform. And yet that
man, who for forty years had been '
pleading the temperance cause, said:
"Man. if you have once been a drunk-
ard never dare trust yourself with
this, sin. It has been nearly half a
century since the old passion, by the
grace of God, lost its hold on me. But
the old passion is still there. It is
manacled and kenneled, but it is there. ;
I would no more touch a glass of liquor
than I would dare take a dagger and
drive it in my heart. I would no more '
dare touch a piece of brandied mince
pie than I would dare touch a lighted
match to a gunpowder magazine. It is
there. The old slumbering passion is
there, ready to be awakened at a
word." And yet some people suppose
that because they have been resisting
sin ten, twenty, forty, fifty years the
old forces of sin are dead. Beware, 0
man! The relapse of sin is always
more dangerous than the first condi-
tion. The passion is still there. It is.
there in your sinful heart.
•When We Are Not Afraid.
It is when we are not afraid of Eta
that the dangers of sin become tow-
fold. Travelers tell us that the wolve4
of Mexico have a strange way of
catching the wild horses. These horses
have the speed of the wind. It is al-
most impossible for a single cowboy to
catch one. The cowboys when they
wish to run them down have relays of
pursuers.. First one set of cowboys
will chase the horses; then another re-
lay will take up the run; then another
and another, until at last the horses are
caught by ,the lasso. But it is only
when they are completely tired that
they are caught; therefore it would be
impossible for the wolves to catch
them unless they used strategy, for the
wolves' flight is not as swift as the
horses'.
This is the way the wolves kill the
wild horses of the Mexican plains:
First a couple of wolves come out of
the woods and begin to play together
like two kittens. They gambol about
each other and run backward and for-
ward. Then the herd of horses lift
their startled heads and get ready to
stampede. But the wolves seem to be
so playful that the horses, after watch-
ing them awhile, forget their fears and
continue to graze. Then the wolves in
their playing come nearer and nearer,
while other wolves slowly and stealthily
creep after them. Then suddenly the
enemies surround the herd and make
one plunge, and the horses are strug-
gling with the fangs of the relentless
foes gripped in their thpoats. In a
similar way our old sins cunningly at-
tack us. They play about us and keep
playing around us, and they look so
harmless, and we feel so strong. But
suddenly they make a plunge, and the
old wounds are reopened, and we are
helpless in the grasp of the monsters
of sin. Beware of that relapse into
sin. "Behold, thou art made whole.
Sin no more lest a worse thing come
unto thee."
A Thrilling Incident.
But, though Christ is speaking the
same thought as Paul spoke in Corin-
thians when he said, "Wherefore let
him that thinketh be standeth take
heed lest he fall," thank God, Christ
does not stop there. He warns the
man at the pool of Bethesda, but he
also teaches the doctrinethat he is the
Christ of the backslider. When Christ
starts forth to save an immortal 'soul,
he is no respecter of persons. He can
save the backslider. There is an inci-
dent told of the famous Edward Irv-
ing, the eloquent preacher. When a
boy In Scotland, with his little sister
be went down on the sands of Solway
Firth to meet his uncle, who was com-
ing to visit their home. When the tide
comes in there it comes with a rush.
It sweeps on like a flood. All the peo-
pie there know this danger of the on-
rushing sea and guard against it, but
these little children forgot the time a
the tide. They were playing in a little
pool of water. Suddenly a horseman
dashed down from the mountain side.
Without a word he came up on a run,
grabbed the two children, flung them
across the saddle and started for the
hills. Faster and faster followed the
rising tide, but at last the horseman
and his precious load were saved.
Then the uncle saw that he had saved
his own brother's children, who had
come out to meet him. So it is with
Christ. It matters not who the sinner
may be nor whether he has sinned
seventy times seven. If you go out
to meet Christ, he will save you from
the tidal waves of sin and save you
now.
God works through natural and hu-
man agencies as well as by his word
and power. This pool of Bethesda,
may have been merely a geyser or a
mineral spring. It is a better remedy
that I offer you. It never ceases. It
never loses its power.
Lift up thy bleeding hand, 0 Lord;
Unseal that cleansing tide.
We have no shelter from our sins
But in thy wounded side.
[Copyright, 1905, by Louis Klopsch.]
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ow to Cure
Constipation
Few people altogether escape a disor-der of the bowels. You may catch cold,
over-eat, over-drink, worry too much,
not exercise enough or do a hundred and.
one other things that result in constipa-
tion or costiveness. When the trouble
comes it is well to know what to do for it.
In the opinion of thousands there is no
better cure for constipation than Dr.
Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin, which anyone
can obtain for 50 cents or $1 at a drug
store. We all have constipation occa-
sionally, and the sensible thing to do is
to have a bottle of this remedy always in the
house. You take it at night on retiring, for
example, and when you wake up in the morning
at 
Your 
usstouarnlahcohuirnistzotdlyuicleecsoimtserseltruLtr, 
your
head clearer, your eyes brighter, you feel active
and spry once again, your appetite has re-
turned and you are ready to work with enthu-
siasm and vigor. All this may not have taken
more than a dose or two, at a cost not to exceed
two or three cents. Can you afford to feel bad
when you can feel good for so little?
Dr. Wilson Brown, of Metropolis, Ill.., has no
hesitancy in saying that Dr. Caldwell's Syrup
Pepsin is the greatest of all laxatives and he
frankly admits to his patients that if they used
it when the stomach, liver or bowels got out of
order they would have less need of him. It is
without doubt the best cure for occasional or
chronic constipation. dyspepsia. biliousness,
jaundice, sour stomach, lazy liver, flatulency,
diarrhea, and similar digestive ills in old or
young. It is a thousand times better than salts
or purgative waters, acts gently but surely, is
pleasant to the taste, does not gripe, and cures
permanently.
Go to your druggist and get a 50 cent or I l
bottle and see if our claims are not justified.
FREE TEST Those wishing to try Or. Cald-well's Syrup Pepsin before buy-
ing can have a free sample bottle sent to their home by
addressing the company. This offer is to prove that the
remedy will do as we claim, and is only open to those
who have never taken it Send for it if you have any
symptoms of stomach, liver or bowel disease. Gentlest
yet most effective laxative for children, women and old
folks. A guaranteed, permanent home cure. THE
PUBLIC VERDICT: "No Laxative So Good and Sure
as DR. CALDWELL'S SYRUP PEPSIN." This product
bears purity guarantee No. 17, Washington. D. C. ,
PEPSIN SYRUP CO.
118 Caldwell Bldg., Monticello, M.
TOBACCO GROWERS
You Are Welcome.
I'm Smith county, Texas. No op-
pressive trust here. $16 lands $100
crops. Plenty of timber, good schools
and low taxes. Address Secretary of
Commercial Club,
Tyler, Texas*
S. Y.' TRIMBLE DOUGLAS BELL
Trimble & Bell
Attorneys-at-Law
Office Planters" Bank 45 Trust
Building.
HOPKINSVILLE, KY.
Co's
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Eclipse :g
LIVERY, FEED amid BOARDING _ C
Stable, :i•
tC
Hopkinsville, - Kentncky
Horses Bought amid Sold.
East Ninth Street
Phones, Cumh.146, Home 1107
,
Dr. R. Bradley,
Veterinary Surgeon,
araduate of Ontario Veterinary Col141), Toronto, Canada.
Specialist in Surgery, Foot and
Leg Lameness and Dentistry. Cas-
tration or Stallions; firing by a new
process. Very special surgical oper
itions for th cure of Spavins and
Neurotomy for the"cure
of lameness in Nawcular diseases.
Office at Gray & Gates livery stable,
•FaseLNinth street, near L. it N.O.e-
pot. Telephone 145.
ALL CALLS by letter or telephon
:iromptly attended to.
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Colic, Cholera and Diarrhea Remedy
•
Almost every family has need of
a reliable remedy for colic or diarrhea
at some time during the year.
This remedy is recommended by
dealer& who have sold it for many
years 4nd know its value.
It has received thousands of testi-
monials from grateful people.
It has been prescribed by physi-
cians- with the most satisfactory results.
It has often saved life before med-
icine could have been sent for or a
physician summoned.
It only costs a quarter. Can you
afford to risk so much for so little?
BUY I NO
111•Mal.•
00•00.00c••••••••••••••••••••••
•
•
•
•
•
•
• 
•
• •
•
•
• M. H. ricGrew, I•
•
• General
•
• Machinist•
•
•
Mill Supplies
•
•
 Everything Guaranteed.
•
•
•
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•
•
• CORNER EIGHTH AND CLAY STREETS.
•
• 
Home Phone 1097; Cumb. 165-2. Residence, Cumb. 498.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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•Why Rent a IFarm? ••
•
•
•
•
You can buy one on easy terms.
We are selling good farming land in tracts from 26
acres up, and at prices from $6.00 per acre up. Located
convenient to both railroad and river transportation.
Plenty of good water. Schools and churches convenient.
Taxes low.
We shall be pleased to furnish full information if you
will write us, describing what you desire to purchase,
and we shall also take pleasure in showing you over the
land, free of charge, if you will come and make a per-
sonal inspection of our property.
Cumberland River Land Co.
Bear Spring, Stewart County, Tennessee.
•
•
•
110••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
We Have a
Corn: Crusher: and : Grinder
We have a Cutting Machine for Cutting Hay, Oats and
Fodder. Buck horn Mill for cleaning Clover Seed, Ciipper
Fan for cleaning Seed Grain. We buy Hay, :Oats and
Corn and sell everything.
Monarch Grain Co.,
(Incorporated) Wholesale and Retail
• "W.
.•
•WEEKLY KITNTUCKY NEW ERA.
411.••••••
DEATH WAS SUDDEN FELL ON PAVEMENT
END CAME AS HE SAT BFFORE AND HIS LEFT ARM BROKEN AT
THE FIRE
Mr. Cotton Was Waiting For His Bug-
gy In Which to Drive
To Hopkinsville.
was very slippery and all three fell RESULT i vine, with the sorry specimens of
at the same time, no injuries being LOUISVILLE, Ky., Feb.20 -Th horseflesh that he had with him
suffered except the one to Mr. Kentucky branch of the Anti-Saloon when he came.
Buckner's arm. Shortly after this, League publishes a statement laying It is reported that he is now camp-
- 
Mrs.Gus Brannon was passing along before the public without comment ing out iii the woods a short distance
the same place and fell heavily but 
Remains Brought to Hockinsville, His  
the replies of Gov. J.C. W. Beckham from this place.
Chit Mr. Buckner is one of the prom- 
Former Home, For Funeral
And Interment. candidates for the United States serious infliction. He was struckThings DEATH PENALTY 
was not iujured beyond a fewAbout Poeple and and former G DV. W. 0. Bradley, ! Wooten's whipping was not a
senatorship, :to a direct questiou as about a dozen times on the back
biety held its regular February
.e.e.eeee...-..--ee.e..e.....e..---eeeeee.eeeee
The Christian County Medical So- 
inent and popular citizens of Hop- to
kinsville and holds the position of 
op tiwhetheran  bi l they n o  
now 
b effaovroer etc.:I thee  ie glioschia_l with a bunch
Nobody 
body
here 
itc
ing the
swisdhiesse.uss
meeting in the parlors of Hotel 
local salesman for the Planters' 
Edward isoyel, formerly of this
city, who shot himself in the head ture making the country the unit in identity of the n-.en who beat him.
Latham this week; There was a last week at Central City, died last
Protective association. voting for or aganist the exclusion
full attendance of the doctors from night.
of saloons.
all over the county. Dr. D. H. Erk-
eletian read an interesting paper on 
Hopkinsville and funeral services 
The body will be brought to
Mr. Beckham first declared that if 
i
Dr. Jeo. E. Gray, the veterinary
will be held tomorrow morning atMR. M'CARDOL he thought the league was question- surgeon will be at Layne's stable
the : intrinsic value of the County 9 o'clock at the residence of J. R.
ing the sincerity of his ' previous Saturday Feb. 22. clltwlt
Medical seciety to the doctors of Morris, a brother-in-law of the de-
previous professions in favor of tem-
Christian county. The feature of Formerly of This City Passes Away In ceased. Interment in Riverside 
perance legislation he would have
meeting was a paper entitled, "Prac-
tical Deductions in the Diagnosis 
Evansville, Ind. cemetery.
Mr. Boyd was a son of Ben c. C
refused to answer. He then declar-
ed that he unreservedly favored the WARN INSPISTED
and , Treatment of Appendiceal Af- Boyd, who was engaged in the to-
bill, and that if the Republicans and
fections," by Dr. W. D. Haggard, Malcolm McCarrolLaged 28 years, bacco business in this city for sev-
the six Democrats who are opposing ,
of Nashville. Both papers wire ful- son of Mr.Robert McCarroll, of this ere' years before his removal to 
him would pledge themselves to vote
le; discussed by the physicians in city, died Sunday afternoon in Central City, where he is now in 
for t bill he wouldee county unit SIGNED "NIGHT RIDE RS" I N
ettendance. Evansville, Intl. He had been a the insurance business. The young
agree to withdraw from the race.
. 
man's mother died many yearsresident of that city for about eight Mr. Bradley's reply was delivered
GRAYSON COUNTY
years, and seas a popular young bus- ago, while the family was residing in writting and he also declared
mess man. He leaves a young wife at Howell, in South Christian. himself in favor of the bill, stating -
and had been married less than one Several months ago Mr. Boyd was that it was a part of the Republican
year. The news of his death injured in an accident in a coalcauses platform, and that it would receive
. 
Hill Bilies" Are Told Not To Sow
much sorrow among his many mine. He was horribly burned and i
the support, of the Republican legis- Any Tobacco Seed This
friends and relatives in this city since he was able to leave his bed lators. He further called attention,
Stomach tiouble, from which he had been in 
Year. 
a nervous condition. however to the alleged use of the i
Those farmers, and town people had suffered several weeks, was the His wife was operated upon for ap- 
bill by Beckham's supporters, not'
too, who were so foetunate as to own cause of his death. The remains pendicitis and her condition is
 ttonly as a tactical weapon in the se- I
any,. who did not kill hogs during were interred Tuesday at Evansville thought to have preyed uptii his
 atonal race, but also to block other
the cold weather just before Christ- •'..—........-10...4111111 
PERSONALS 
.••• 
inuries until he became unbalanced. le posted 
mind in connection with his own legislative reforms to which the
 Re-' Notices, as follows, signed "Night
was, are taking advantage of the
He took a pistol from a Mink, say- 
are committed by their Riders" have been s in Gray-
. 
j
present snap. 
platform and which they consider of son county, warning the "hill bil-
C ing he intended to kill himself. his equal importance with the county . lies" not to sow any tobacco seed
The many friends of Miss Sue Ray (From Thursday's Daily.) wife immediately left Ler sick bedGENERAL STOESSEL. 
unit bill.. ' this year:
daughter of Dr. W. W. Ray, form- Russian officer whose trial before 
a to struggle with him and succeedea e.  I Notice to Farmers-All farmers
erly suptendent of the Western Ken- military 
tribunal for the capitulation Dr. TB. House has returned from COOK UNDER BAN are hereby notified to take warning
of Port Arthur revived grave an!- a trip through the east. 
in getting hold of the pistol. She
tucky Asylum for the Insane, will 
and say nothing against Night Rid-
regret to learn of her serious illness 
mosity between the factions or the 
threw it into the trunk, turned the
I. Will Daniel, of Cadiz, is in the lock and wrapping the key in a ers and if you are not careful you =
at the home of her parents in Spring- 
czar's army.
city. handkerchief placed the bundle in
Frankfort, Ky., Feb. 20.-That will meet with a bad defeat as has
field, Kee Getting Better. I Mr. and Mrs. F. J. Brownell left 
the "Night Riders" in Western I happened with those of your kind inthe bosom of her dress. Mr. Boyd
The Hon. P. Wat Hardin, formerly 
this morning for Florida for a six struggled with his wi
fe until lie Kentucky have deviated fro
m their other counties. We are your friends
first rule of inflicting punishment working for our own benefit. We%
weeks' stay. They were accompan- overpowered her, and
 securing the 
one of Kentocky's most prominent The Paducah Register say
s: only on those alleged violators of dont consider we are doing you any
politicians atid once Democratic eriends of Con.ractor Al Hymash
 ied by Mr. Bottomley, of Louisville. 
key, took out the pistol and fired
one shot, inflicting a mortal wound 
pledges to pool their crops, or who harm by asking you to keep quiet
nominee for governor, is spending a will be more than pleased to learn Ale
x Moseby, formerly of this in his brain, which caused his death. 
sold the crops already pledged, and and join our cause which is to help I
few days in Middlesboro. Mr. thett information from th
e Hopkins- city, has accepted a position at Mrs. Boyd, who was formerly Miss 
are invading thesanctity of the home every farmer fight the battle for
eHardin i there with a vew of beat- ville asylum is to effect that he is Hotel Latham
 barber shop. and venting their displeasure on all their own interest.Nannie Morris, of this city, is in a
ing at Middlesboro or at Pineville rapidly getting better a
nd within a H 
who are not acting in accord with You are hereby warned not to sow
Frank G. oge, of the Home serious condition, as a result of the
and will resnrne the practice of law. few weeks will be disch
arged so he Telephone Company, has returned terrible shock. 
the will of the few, has been any tobacco seed, if you are not on
Mr. Hardin has :v from Chicago. 
•
ent the last few can return to his home in this city. 
amply demonstrated in a letter re- the right side of the fence. You
-ears in Virginia on a farm. He is D. of C. Dinner. 
ceieed by Representative John who are standing as here above men-
hale and hearty and expresses him-
self as pleased with the prospects
of again taking up his residence in MORE SOLDIERS. I. Florida to visit her sister, Mrs. 1'. L. of his constituents of the "Night
Miss Ethel Gunn has gone to
........- --
Felaud, of Hopkinsvlile, from one
work for your interest.
Gar t. For the dinner to be served on Ridden" county of Christian, This
tioned are "hill billies," and don't
All persons are hereby notified not
Kentucky, r 
March 2nd the following committees letter, which is brief and to the point to take this down. If you are caught
LION AND THE MOUSE are appoi
nted: is as follows: "Dear John: The at this you will be whipped sore mi-
n the American: Tobacco trust LOUISVILLE, Ky., Feb.
 20.- Mrs. Dixon Kitchen chairman
 of ends of peace and justice have til you can't sit down and if you
general arrangement committee, finally been reached. I have had
isn't careful, it may get those Ken- Twenty-five Louisville militiamen
"The Lion and the Mouse," the Mesdames. Jouett Henry, Gre
en notice served on me by the "Night by fire. Signed •
have preperty it will be destroyed
tuckians so mad that they'll eat were today ordered by Gov. Willson
their 350,000,000 pounds of tobacco 
most successful drama productd Russell,M.B. King, Richard
 Leaven, Riders" to get rid of my cook." "NIGHT RIDERS."
within the past twenty years, will Jno. Metcalfe, Edna Perr
y, Ren- He said to-day that while heto Western Kentucky. Their desti-
themselves.-Balziniore News. 
_ 
nation is unknown and the move be presented at the opera house shim, Gus:Stevens, Geor
ge Starling, sympathized deeply with his friend
, John W. Yerkes, of Kentucky, under secret orders. 
next Monday night with a company Dortch and Walter Warfleld
. he saw no course 'open for him to
former commissioher, of internal 
of exceptional strength and every Mrs. Meacham, chair
man public- pursue which would allow the_friend 1 NEW DATE-
sories. The play was written by 
ation.
Mrs. 13* E. West, chairman loca-
requisite in the way of stage acces- to retain the serv
ices of the cook in
revenue, tells a story concerning WILL SUE "DUMPERS."
dentistry in the blue grass state. A 
question.
vine. The man's eyes were blood- understood here tha
t as soon as the key-note, the conspicuous element reception. Me
sdames. Troendole Holland's Opera House Owing to the law governing suchcases, Speaker Gooch was forced to
Charles Klein and deals with a tion.
patient entered the dental parlors ot FRANKFORT, Ky., Feb. 20.-
_
theme that has human nature as its Mrs. M. 11. Nelson
, chairman
one of Mr. Yerkes' friends in Louis- PADUCAH, 
Ky., Feb. 20.-It is
hot, and he was bearing several Dark Tobacco 
association officials Casey, Whit
e, Ware, Campbell, e.e..-..e.,....-.-...-..---...-...---..........that Mr. Klein has so vividly pie- name March 7, instead of February
tured representing the influence MeachaneNuckols and J
. W. Win-
marks of a condition for which he can get the data collecte
d suits will Monday Night, Feb. 24 29, as the date for selecting the sue-
he thejennesses river against farm
ers country on the social ani financial 
free.
Mrs. Lillie Thomas, chairmancould not be blamed, considering instituted in eve
ry county west of which the moneyed interests of the cessor to Representative McKnight.
had a severe toothache. phases of life. The triumph which 
Henry B. Harris Presents An effort was made in the house
"It's ',awful, doctor, and I want who have violated thei
r pledge and service committee. Mesd
ames. Ab-
The to delay Representative Sullivan's 
.
it fixed right away," lie groaned. 
"dumped" their tobacco on the this drama has achieved is expressed bitt, Wood, 
Braden, Clark, Duke, Original
The dentist made an examination, market. 
Edmunds, Fruit, Howell, Trahern, Company bill appropriating $500,000 for twoby the fact that it ran for two years •
and then asked if cold water seemed 
Tunks, N. L. West. ion failed however, and • the bill was-.....-.0--- nctrmal schools and state college. It
eight months to crowded houses in Mrs. Chas. Graves, of can
dy corn-
and
in New York, has been played for
to make it worse. taken up under an agreement that
How in the h—should
Philadelphia Leader. 
BACK AT PLAY 'Chicago during its run of twenty-five weeks at the Illinois theatre, a Viola Williams, Whitaker, NanWalker, Bess Quarles, Northington ;71(!Mciuse day until settled."Cold water?" snorted the patient, 
mittee. Misses ;McKee, Nuckols,Boston and broken all records in
in the deepest disgust. "Cold water! 
it is to be considered from day to
record unequaled in the history of 
Herndon, Soyars. .
V 
FRANKFORT, Ky., Fe 20. the American stage. The original 
—
Simple Remedy for La Grippe.
- 
HARRIMAN WINS -The legislature reconvened todayb. after their day's adjourment on organizationkinsville, mist the interest alreadywill be seen in Hop- ..FIRST TIME IN 1-10PKINSVILLE.. La Grippe coughs are:dangerous
CHICAGO, Ill., Feb. 20.-In the death. cates that 
it will be witnessed by tile 
BOB EVANS ILL. 
monks. Foley's Honey and Tar not
manifested in the engagement indi-
account of Wm. Virgil McKnight's Prices as they frequently develop into pneu
superior court today, Judge Ball de The senatorial ballot in joint largest audientie o
f the season. Par- First 3 Rows In Dress Circle ... $2.00 only stops the cough but heals -ande 
cided the Union Pacific holdings session was as follows: 
ties from CALLAO, Peru, Feb. 20.-The Front Rows. all over this region will 
 1.50 strengthens the lungs so hat no se-
could be voted in the Illinois Cen- BECKHAM  
come to Hopkinsville to attend the American fleet arrived here today. Last 3 Rows 
 
1.00 rious results need be fared. The
57
performance. The identical corn .75ge
nuine Foley's Honey and Tar con-
Louisville for a week just before is 
unable to discharge his duties in 
G Balconysi lery
trial meeting, This assures the de- BRADLEY  66 pany packed Macauley's theatre at 
Admiral Evans is so unwell that he
 
 
.50 tains no harmful drugs and is in a
feat of Stuyvesant Fish for president  6 
yellow package. Refuse substitutet3
and dissolves the Fish injunction 
Scattering 
60. 
, Seats at Anderson & Fowler Co.,
' 
L. A. JOHNSON & CO.
i:uit. 
Necessary to elect, IS; h rigtAnsis, ' 
command of the fleet.- Incorporated
d/ .."
-ereseresessereseeseseereereee,1-e7Or
FEB. 21
GARNETT=NOURSE NUPTIALS. VICTIM NOT A SPY
In the sacred bonds of wedlock, wore white luisin princess and lace,
Miss Susie Wallace Garnett and Mr. and carried bride's roses. The
THE WRIST 
Wallace Logan Nourse, Jr., were bridegroom wore the conventional
joined at half past three o'clock b'ack. The ceremony was pro-
Wednesday afternoon at the home nounced by the Rev. Dr. W. L.
of the bride's parents. Mr. and Mrs. Nourse, father ofthe' groom, and a
Walter F. Garnett. Only the fami- prayer was offered by the Rev. Mil-
lies and relations of the popular lard A, Jenkens. ' After receiving
young couple were present, and the good wishes and congratulations,
:
oeremony was beautifully itnpres- Mr. and Mrs. Nourse went to the Switches.-Shakes Gracey Snow
sive. The parlor of the residence home of the bridegroom's parents, From His Feet. 
was appropriately decorated with Dr. and Mrs. Nourse on East Sev-;
flowers and greens, and Misses Fran- enth street, where they were enter- ;
ces Garnett and Cornelia Weaks tamed at dinner. The bride is a
, 
-ire
: (From Thursday's Daily) were the
 ribbon bearers. To the charming and cultured young wom GRACEY Ky., Feb. 20.-Little- :
sweet strains of the wedding march an and the fortunate bridegroom is is being talked about here, as a mat-
front of Mr. M. C. Forbes' residence
While walking on the sidewalk in from Lohengrin, played on the a prosperous young farmer and a ter of course, but the visit of the
piano by Miss Annie McPherson, gentleman of the highest worth. The Night Riders.
last night about 6 o'clock, Squire S. the happy pair entered the room, regard and esteem of their many
G. Buckner slipned on the snow and itsiised 
generally i eb    w
 h believedo 
  
 
terrorized 
r i  z thate 
the
 the
fell, one of the bones of his left arm
preceded by Misses Virgie Nourse the very 
tansr were inal
being fractureu just above the wrist. 
and Elizabeth Garnetebridestnaids,
h
received'. An interesting coincidence town by their invasion by night and
Mr. Buckner was taken at once to 
dressed becomingly in white, and connected with the marriage cere- by the firing of guns and pistols,
Mr. Leslie Garnett and Miss Mary mony was that it was celebrated on came here solely for the purpose of
his home on Virginia street and the Garnett, the best man and maid of an anniversary of the wedding of punishing 
fracture was reduced by Dr. H. H. honor. The bride was lovely and the bride's parents. 
a stranger whom they 
'
be-
Wallace and he is now getting along 
lieved to be a detective.
1 
very well. But it is the general belief of the
The accident occurred while Mr. 
his daughter, Mrs. John 
:people here who saw or had any
EDWARD BOIIIDEAD BOTH FOR , dealings with Jacob Wooten, theBuckner, 'Owsley, and granddaughter, Susan . victim of the Night Riders' lash,
Owsley, were on theii way to Mrs. - i that he was not a spy, but simply a
Wall's boarding house for supper. i poor old harmless horse trader.Beckham and Bradley Reply to Anti-
Some children had been using the 1 He left here yesterday afternoon,
Saloon League Question.
sidewalks as a coasting place and it BALL IN HIS BRAIN HAS FATAL going in the direction of Hopkins-
Painful Accident Happens to S. G.
Buckner.—Three Others
Had Falls.
(From Thursday's Daily)
W. A. Cotton died suddenly this
morning about 11 o'clock while sit-
ting in a chair at his home at the
forks of the Cadiz and Princeton
roads west of town. He had been
over to Major's store earlier in the
day and retureing home gave orders
for his horse and buggy to be hitched
up as he wished to come to town.
While waiting, he satIdown in front
of the fire and was left alone. When
some of the family returned he was
dead and still sitting in the chair.
Heart trouble was probably the
cause.
Mr. COtton was 62 years of age
and a member of the Baptist church.
He fought during the civil war as a
member of Co, D. 17th Kentucky
Cavlry in the Federal army, and has
for many years drawn a pension
from the government. He leaves a
widow, two sons and two daughters.
ST. PETERSBURG, Feb. 20. -
Gen. Stoessel was sentenced to death
today by court martial for the sur-
render of Port Arthur to the Japan-
ese during the late Russo-Japan-
ese war.
WILL BE REMODELED
TO SUIT THE NEEDS OF THE
FRANKELS
Big Stores On Main Street Will Be
Further Added To.
ihe Plans.
Arrangements are under way for
the fitting up of the store room re-
cently vacated by J. K. Hooser for
the use of Sam Frankel's store. For
the present the store room will be
fitted up temporarily as the spring
goods are already coining in and
there is not time enough to under-
take the extensive improvements
whese are contemplated and which
will be carried out later. The new
room will be occupied by the men's
clothing and furnishing department.
1 he room now occupied by this de-
partment wit' be devoted exclusive-
ly to shoes leaving the entire origin-
al store room for dry goods. This
will give this firm three rooms,
making it one of the largest stores
in this part of the state.
The improvements contemplated
for the spring will also affect the
two other rooms, especially in the
fronts which will undergo many
charges.
BUT POOR OLD HORSETRADER
IS GENERAL BELIEF.
Wooten Was Beaten With Bundle bf
./immo../m•
Rev. George H. Means, pastor of
the Methodist church, has announc-
ed that the subject of his sermon
next Sunday night will be "Ball-
rooms."
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